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Soak continually in the one great truth of which you have had a vision;
take it to bed with you, sleep with it, rise up in the morning with it.
Continually bring your imagination into captivity to it
and slowly and surely as the months and years go by,
God will make you one of His specialists in that particular truth.
— Oswald Chambers
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Dedicated to Jesus

You saw my shame and therein uncovered my glory.
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ABSTRACT
Shame and glory appear to be binary opposites inextricably tied within Scripture.
As such, addressing one without the other is comparable to addressing slavery without
mentioning freedom. Accordingly, the only way a counselee’s shame and glory can be
healed and revealed is if both are held open to God and other people. Herein lies the
problem: counselees hide vulnerability for fear of being ashamed, thus veiling the glory
of their life. How, then, can a counselee feel more trusting of God and safer with people
so their shame and glory can be healed and revealed? The thesis of this dissertation
asserts that the story of shame and glory as told through the biblical semiotic of
nakedness offers Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of addressing
vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed.
Chapter 1 explicates the problem of why people in general hide themselves for
fear of being ashamed. Chapter 2 provides a survey and summary overview of how
influential theologians and psychologist have addressed shame (and glory?). Chapter 3
explains why biblical symbolic language speaks so deeply to the human heart and soul.
Chapter 4 begins the triadic presentation of shame and glory as told through three
beginnings of naked vulnerability: Noah, Adam and Eve, and God. Chapter 5 presents the
second part of the triadic tale as seen through the naked vulnerability of a prophet
(Elisha), king (David), and priest(ess) (The Adulterous Woman). Chapter 6 presents the
third part of the triadic tale as symbolized through the nakedness of Jesus’ birth, baptism,
and crucifixion. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes why the sacred story of
shame and glory offers Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of addressing
vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed.

x

CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
I tried to go forward with my life. Just feel shame, shame, shame…1
— PJ Harvey
To think of nakedness is to think of how we hide it
from each other and ourselves.2
— Frederick Buechner
Preliminary Information
This dissertation begins with three stories that illustrate the intrapsychic (internal
psychological processes within an individual) dynamics and consequential circumstances
reflected within the oppositional nature of personal shame and glory. Though most
readers can easily conceptualize the phenomenon of shame, the term “glory” is left
uncertain without a provisional definition. Accordingly, The Oxford Dictionary defines
glory as “resplendent majesty or magnificence; great beauty; a thing that brings renown
or praise; a distinction.”3 Gary Barkalow, a vocational coach and specialist, adds the
important note that when talking about someone’s glory, the term is usually reserved for
those moments when we notice “someone doing something beyond the level of fulfilling
a function.”4 Therefore, in this dissertation “glory” will be used to reference that unique

1

PJ Harvey, Shame, PJ Harvey, Universal Island Records Ltd, 2004, MP3.

2

Frederick Buechner, Telling The Truth: The Gospel As Tragedy, Comedy and Fairy Tale (New
York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1977), 31.
3

The Oxford American Dictionary and Thesaurus: With Language Guide (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2003), s.v. "Glory."
4

Gary Barkalow, It’s Your Call: What Are You Doing Here? (Colorado Springs: David C. Cook,
2010), Kindle, loc. 859.

1
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or exceptional quality and functionality of a person, which signals the divine within
personhood, “not something ordinary, but something extraordinary.”5
The first vignette presented below is a short and detailed insight into a recently
vulnerable and shame-filled moment for this dissertation writer. Vignettes two and three,
as well as the other vignettes in chapters 4 and 5, are excerpts from real “pastoral
counseling”6 sessions involving various counselees and myself—though all identifying
information has been necessarily changed for confidentiality reasons. None of these
vignettes have been sensationalized or dramatized for affect.
Since people both consciously, and subconsciously avoid and ignore shame in all
its related forms, you the reader are encouraged to take notice of how these stories might
affect you with possible passivity, uneasiness, or distraction; a feeling of anxiety, fear, or
nausea; or a sense of dismissal by way of disbelief. In other words, pay attention to how
you might subtly assume or feel dramatization while reading these vignettes. By doing
so, you will allow yourself a much better sensibility of shame’s repulsive nature, which is
central to this dissertation’s research.
Vignette One
Hiding behind the indifference that haunts a heart almost frozen over, my son has
left home; a week after flunking the last semester of his senior year of high school. No
graduation. No celebration. No momentous Facebook pics and posts with tag lines that

5

6

Ibid.

“Pastoral counseling” is an industry-specific term that denotes the confluence of professional
psychotherapy and religion.
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read, “So proud!” No enthusiastic talks of what’s to come of my young son’s life. With a
future that feels much less than promising, my son has moved out and on, choosing to
live in his car, somewhere out there. Away from me is good enough.
And though every chair at every table in the coffee shop I’m seated in remains
empty, the voices are there nevertheless; within me as if they’re just me. This voice of
shame is seemingly unstoppable: I’m a therapist for God’s sake, a MINISTER; and yet, I
cannot even minister to my own son, my own dear son . . . Where are you, Son . . .? I have
not taken care of you in a way that garners trust. That much is apparent . . . Counselor?
Doctor of Ministry? Really.
My ministerial desires and intentions, the grace of God and the glory of my life
hang around my neck, like an invisible medallion of humiliation, a choke chain cutting
off the air of divine grace. I can feel the glory of my ministry, and its roots of fatherhood
beginning to give and slide away, if they have not slid away already—out looking for
someone else who can be entrusted with the power to love, support, protect, and heal
those under their care. I think to myself, Like the “Wicked Servant”7 I’ve buried this
glory, God’s investment in me, in the dirt of my own unhealed heart, I suppose? And now,
apparently, an indifference that has left my son frozen somewhere out of reach.
I am vulnerable, and my prayers of lament are now preying upon me. I hunker
down further into my chair. Taking cover and hiding out at the coffee shop: hiding my
heart from God and, consequently, the ministerial desires God has invested in me.
Though I will graduate with my doctorate of ministry in just a few months, I’m left

7

Matthew 25:26.
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feeling like a royal failure, like I’m on the fast track to flunk the last semester of my
senior year in the school of Christ. To comfort myself I assume these sentiments are
something similar to what St. Peter must have felt, the apostle who betrayed the glory of
God on the night of Jesus’ crucifixion; Christ’s graduation ceremonies from a lifetime of
investments and sacrifices. Like Peter, I’m unable to find the right words to an accusation
of association with Christ, or in my case the lack thereof. Now my lack mocks me with
derision in the silence of an empty coffee shop called Roosters. The symbolism of whose
name does not elude me; and now through the silence I, like Peter, can hear the mockery
of the cock crowing twice, thus signaling an overwhelming sense of fatherly failure and
humiliation! My shame is so thick it threatens to slowly drown me in the quicksand of
despair and disgrace, along with my nakedness, my vulnerability and the glory of my life.
Vignette Two
Larry called me by phone confessing. Literally. After a stuttered start, he uttered
an economy of rehearsed words, so it felt; like he feared if he didn’t get it out and over
with quickly he might never get it out at all. After living for more than thirty-three years
with well-concealed shame that was, now, threatening to undo him, his marriage, and
both his immediate and extended family, Larry told me the unspeakable. He told me that
which had finally eaten away at him while he tried to vigilantly hold it inside himself for
more than three decades:
“Danny...? (lengthy pause) I have to talk to you. I need to tell you
something. I’ve been carrying this around since I was eighteen. Lori
(Larry’s wife) has known something’s been up with me for a long time,
and I finally had to tell her or she was going to leave me...” (silence)
“Larry, I’m here,” I say reassuringly.

5
“Danny, my mom and I had a sexual relationship. We had sex for about
three years, until I was eighteen.
Larry is a Christian, a man’s man and a woman’s man for that matter: strong,
smart, gentle, and considerate. And his wife, his kids, his mom and dad (both whom are
prominent ministers and founding pastors), and all Larry’s siblings love him dearly,
though his “ministerial” mother has apparently loved Larry more “dearly” than any of the
rest. So, the fact that Larry seems to sabotage goodness whenever it comes into his life
befuddles just about everyone who knows him. Frankly, there is an unrealized glory to
Larry’s life, and it threatens to remain elusive.
And now, Larry’s confession of hidden shame within the twisted tale of a sex
affair with his mother appears to be signaling the end of a decent though half-baked life;
and with it any hope for Larry to finally live into something better, truer, and more
deliberate. Ironically, in Larry’s confession, the glory of his life has never been closer,
though it appears to him, as it would to most others, to be so very far away—virtually
unreachable.
Therefore, it wasn’t a surprise that as Larry and I continued to talk via phone over
the next few weeks there was a marked effort on Larry’s part to convey to me just how
much better his life was going since first calling me and confessing his darkened shame.
In fact, so enthusiastically “Christian” was Larry’s optimism that it felt threatening and
dangerous of me to suggest that Larry talk anymore about his matriarchal affair, how the
shame surrounding it has tremendously impacted his psyche and life, and produced and
allowed Satan to hammer him with overwhelming and unrecognized self-contempt. In
Larry’s and my cowardliness and resignation to talk about his shame, there was the
unmistakable realization that within his initial confession, Larry had finally found a home

6
of deserved humiliation with the prospect of gross ignominy. This, it seemed, was the
place Larry was willing to reside for the rest of his life, even if it meant having to
continually erect and maintain the façade of a got-it-all-together religiosity, in order to
protect himself from the supposed threats of vulnerability.

Vignette Three
Maggie loved to sing in the praise band, and she was so darn good at it the
chaplain of the treatment center, of which Maggie was a current resident, finally asked
her to lead praise and worship during chapel services. Maggie couldn’t have been more
thrilled to be asked.
Maggie, age 25, is a recovering alcoholic and addict, for the fourth time. Having
been reared in a “Christian” home, Maggie was taught about God, about Church and
salvation, and about Bible stories. And Maggie knew all of it by heart, a heart damaged
by the wounds of a mother who gave Maggie up for adoption at an early age. It’s
amazing how significantly felt experiences can brand a little person with convictions that
no amount of biblical information can erase. This was the case for Maggie. Though she
knew it all, concerning God, the Church, and Bible, Maggie still hadn’t experienced God,
until she began meeting with her assigned counselor at the treatment center. Each session
with her counselor was an unexpected ah-hah moment of divine revelation. What Maggie
was experiencing was not mere information. Instead, Maggie was receiving the felt
experience of the God who had her heart, and was giving it back to her in some of the
most surprising ways: with all its shame and glory, and a definite sensibility of Jesus’
transformative presence amidst Maggie’s old life of hiccups and heartaches.
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As Maggie’s life continued to be transformed her posture of humility, grace and
gratitude grew just as much. And it was never more evident than when she was leading
praise and worship. Maggie’s vulnerability during chapel services was noticeable to say
the least; probably too noticeable, too attractive, and too gloriously convicting for those
people who were steadfastly hunkered down in self-protected and decidedly opaque lives;
envious of people like Maggie who lived otherwise.
When Maggie got the news that she would no longer be leading praise and
worship it was a punch in the gut and left her feeling like she might lose her breath
forever. But when the chaplain told her that she was also being removed from the band, it
was all she could do to hold in the severity of her disappointment and grief. And she did,
until leaving the chaplain’s office and returning to her room where she could really be
vulnerable. While Maggie cried her heart out alone in her room, she began to feel an
insidious presence, like a “creeper” stalking from an unseen distance. And although she
couldn’t see what lurked behind the darkness of her tears, Maggie began to remember the
presence of what she thought was long forgotten. Shame had just arrived for a visit, and
was now coming to console her with a defensiveness garbed in self-contempt and
condemnation just has it had always done before, whenever her life was beginning to
appear graciously hopeful—and too glorious for her own good, Maggie supposed.

8
The Context
We cannot endure too much nakedness
any more than we can endure too much silence,
which strips us naked.8
Psychology—not theology—has largely led the way in answering the problem of
why forgiven and redeemed Christians, still hide for fear of being ashamed, which has
meant that the binary relationship of a counselee’s shame and (divine) glory is still
generally unrecognized within their “Christian” life. Consequently, research concerning
the internal nature and phenomenon of shame, and why it is ignored and avoided, is
mostly contextualized within psychotherapeutic terminology. Therefore, though the
writer of this dissertation knows well that the issue of shame and glory is at root a
ministerial one; within this dissertation he must necessarily look to psychology and a
psychologized theology for a fuller understanding of why Christian counselees, like
everyone else, avoid and ignore shame.
In the preface of a book published in 1987, The Many Faces of Shame,
psychiatrist and Affect Theorist, Donald Nathanson, makes the following poignant
observation: “In the 20 years [previous] I have stayed awake at case conferences,
attended lectures, professional meetings and symposia, I have never heard a single case in
which embarrassment, ridicule, humiliation, mortification, or any other of the shame
family of emotions was discussed.”9 Although it is true that throughout the history of
humanity, people have mostly hidden their shame from God and one another, in the

8

Buechner, Telling The Truth, 32.

9

Donald L. Nathanson, The Many Faces of Shame (New York: Guilford Press, 1987), vii-viii.

9
almost three decades since Nathanson penned this noteworthy and shameful remark,
much has been written about shame, to be sure.
In fact, just ten years later in the preface to the second edition of his book, The
Psychology of Shame, psychologist, Gershen Kaufman, would testify to a proliferation
concerning the subject of psychological shame: “Shame is no longer the neglected
emotion it once was. It is no longer being kept in the closet, either of the consulting room
or the laboratory. Interest in the study of shame has, in fact, exploded”.10 Given the vast
amount of information regarding shame over the last two to three decades, why then a
dissertation concerning the subject of shame (and glory)?
We read of toxic shame, healthy shame, misplaced shame, shame in relationship
to guilt, and shame in contrast to cultural honor both ancient and new. Shame, however,
has rarely if ever been properly presented as the binary opposite of a person’s glory.
What if Christian therapists or counselors, even pastors, were empowered to more
significantly minister to the greater weightiness of people’s lives by talking about and
addressing both personal shame and glory together? This researcher argues, that within
the Christian life it is impossible to reasonably address one without the other. As this
dissertation will show, the only way a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and
revealed is if both are made vulnerable to God and other people. Therein lies the
problem.

10

Gershen Kaufman, The Psychology of Shame: Theory and Treatment of Shame-based
Syndromes, 2nd ed. (New York: Springer Pub., 1996), xi.

10
Shame within the Christian story is most often felt as a tragedy. This is how the
influential writer and theologian, Frederick Buechner, would have contextualized the
three previous vignettes per his book, Telling The Truth: The Gospel as Tragedy, Comedy
and Fairy Tale. By “tragedy”, Buechner means the inevitable.11 It is a profound sense of
the silence of God in what feels like an inevitably hopeless situation of human
brokenness. It is what Larry, Maggie, and myself were left feeling when our stories
threatened to end with a sense of “inevitable” shame. Buechner, goes on to explain fairy
tale as the opposite of tragedy (i.e., good overcoming bad); and he defines comedy as the
unforeseeable.12 In other words, for Buechner “comedy” is the unforeseeable answer of
God that tickles us with the delight of Jesus’ unexpected arising. For Larry, Maggie, and
I, and according to the Sacred Story, the comedy of God would have been realized in the
“unforeseen” vulnerability of God’s presence—arising amidst an otherwise inescapable
nakedness of debilitating shame. Succinctly put, divine comedy would have surprised
Larry, Maggie, and myself with the ironical and always paradoxical presence of God. As
well, if the vignettes were written as a fairy tale,13 the end of each of our stories would
have been realized in the victory of glory over shame—though not necessarily as one
might imagine.
Author and Professor of Philosophy, Esther Meek, talks about how poststructuralism has rightly railed against the predominant idea of binary oppositions; an

11

Buechner, Telling The Truth, 57.

12

Ibid.

13

Ibid, 82.
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idea, which, unfortunately, has set up binary entities to compete for presence and
authority through the conquering control of a binary’s opposite. Meek claims, though,
that a binary paradigm of understanding is only one metaphorical structure by which
people can gain perspective and understanding. As such, she notes that an overused
binary understanding of things has, sadly, been at the cost of realizing and utilizing other
metaphorical models as lenses. This has resulted in the negation of perspective, which
stymies the newer insights that arise from an altered point of view.14 For example,
Episcopal priest and author, Dr. Cynthia Bourgeault, offers a paradigmatic understanding
of the Trinity through a philosophical and metaphysical explication of the law of three.
According to Bourgeault’s understanding of this law, there are no pure binary
relationships as such because said binaries can somehow be mediated by a third thing or
phenomenon, which “generates a synthesis at a whole new level . . . creating a new realm
of possibility,”15 ad infinitum. As an easy example, the law of three can be seen in the
relational tension that is often noticed and felt within the binary relationship of man and
woman: when the opposition of that binary relationship is, however, mediated by the
third entity of love (Jesus—hopefully not a Swinger), a realm of perpetual possibilities
(children) are soon realized. Meek explains that, nevertheless, binary paradigms have
mostly prevailed in popular society, which has provoked an inevitably competitive nature

14
15

Esther L. Meek, A Little Manual for Knowing (Eugene: Cascade Books, 2014), Kindle, loc. 68.

Cynthia Bourgeault, The Holy Trinity and the Law of Three: Discovering the Radical Truth at
the Heart of Christianity (Boston: Shambhala Publications, 2013), Kindle, loc. 361.

12
between binary opposites, thus creating unnecessary power structures. Light vs. darkness,
white vs. black, and conscious vs. subconscious are simple examples.16
As this dissertation will show, the binary opposition of glory within the Sacred
Story ultimately responds to shame through the “comedic” paradox of entering into
shame and transmogrifying it—not by glory overpowering shame and thereby eliminating
it within the Christian counselee’s life. In other words, personal glory is not threatened by
the presence of shame; instead, the practice of glory increases a counselee’s ability to
laugh with God in the face of shame, and then kiss it with transformative power.
Vulnerability, however, is thought to be problematic outside of the Christian’s
Sacred Story of shame and glory as told within the semiotic of biblical nakedness. It is
assumed that the “fairy tale” of personal glory mostly remains conquered by the
“tragedy” of shame. As such, shame tragedies generally consist of five common
characteristics or themes. As the late Cambridge psychologist and physician, Andrew
Morrison observed, along with other psychotherapeutic practitioners,17 counselees “may
present with anger, despair, or self-loathing feelings that frequently conceal underlying
experiences of shame.”18 Therefore, though the following themes of shame and glory are

16

Meek, A Little Manual, 68.

17

Michael Stadter, “The Inner World Of Shaming And Ashamed: An Object Relations Perspective
And Therapeutic Approach,” Shame in the Therapy Hour, ed. Ronda L. Dearing and June Price Tangney
(Washington, DC: American Psychological Association, 2011), 61-62.
18

Andrew P. Morrison, “The Psychodynamics Of Shame,” in Shame in the Therapy Hour, ed.
Ronda L. Dearing and June Price Tangney (Washington, DC: American Psychological Association, 2011),
28.

13
not blatantly exemplified within the three vignettes, each of the stories are, nevertheless,
comprised of the five characteristics delineated below:
1. Christian counselees are mostly blinded to the fact that, according to the
Sacred Story, shame and glory share a binary relationship. Therefore, whether a
counselee is living in shame or glory its binary opposite is always nearby; so close
in fact that shame and glory’s respective attributes are most often unnoticed;
either threatening to intimidate and victimize via a feeling of humiliation, or
offering blessed hope through the vulnerability of a redemptive and
transformational presence of glory.
2. Counselees mistakenly interpret The Accuser’s voice of shame for their
own self-contempt and thus self-annihilating intrapsychic dialogue,19 or the
unsafe and attacking presence of another person, whether said presence is benign
or truly dangerous.
3. Consequently, many counselees passively or aggressively fight against, or
take flight from their sense of a shameful self, as well as others, while hiding
behind various psychological defense mechanisms,20 or religious “fig leaves”.21

19
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4. Many counselees are, therefore, not able to risk vulnerability, which
enables them to discover the transformational glory of their lives.22
5. The glory revealed through a Christian counselee’s vulnerability is often
either idolized or felt as a threat by others who remain committed to hiding
themselves; or under the captivity of shame’s diabolical voice with its pernicious
taunts of reasonable restraint.23
The overall effect of these characteristics has mostly been realized in a
counselee’s desire to avoid and ignore vulnerability (nakedness). How can a counselee be
expected to do so when the hope-filled discussion and discovery of a Christian’s
authentic glory is altogether negated or diminished in the face of a blinding accusatory
shame?24 More specifically, the story of shame and glory remains only a “tragedy”, as
defined by Buechner, instead of a “comedy” and “fairy tale” when disconnected via
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modern historical-critical hermeneutics25 and the consequential absence of a more
symbolic and storied biblical hermeneutic. Old Testament scholar, Gerald Klingbeil, put
it succinctly when he stated that the historical-critical “‘Principle of Correlation’ forces a
‘closed system’ in terms of a specific historical context.”26 The Westminster Dictionary
agrees by stating that the historical-critical methodology emphasizes “time and place of
composition, circumstances, author(s), how [biblical books and passages] came to be
written, and how audiences were addressed.”27 Hence, noteworthy New Testament
scholar, Richard Bauckham, rightly argues that, historical-critical methodologies in
biblical interpretation have so divided the Sacred Story that too many Christians are not
enabled to see and recognize God’s overarching storylines,28 such as the tragedy,
comedy, and fairy tale of shame and glory within the semiotic of biblical nakedness.
Why is the sacred semiotic understanding of nakedness, shame, and glory left
compromised by modernity’s traditional, historical-critical methodologies? Though
historical-criticism has provided biblical scholars, theologians, and other readers the
benefits of a “sharpened understanding of the tensions that exist in the biblical text. And a
valuable entry point for focusing on underlying realities and worldviews that are very
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distinct from western twenty-century perspectives, while also providing new impetus for
overarching reconstruction of the history of Israelite religion”, said methodology has, by
default, contended for and produced two very problematic issues: 1. “There is no place
for supernatural intervention.” And, 2. when separated from one another via different
biblical books and passages, the various references to biblical nakedness, which comprise
the sacred story of shame and glory, are not enabled to carry the fuller weight of their
overall symbolic meaning, especially within their narrow, historical context. In short, the
sum total weight of the various passages on nakedness is greater than its individual parts.
As theological scholar, Michael Goheen, has observed, modern methodologies in biblical
interpretation have tended to greatly divide the Sacred Story through exegetical exercises
that segregate its plots and subplots, thus separating the word from the “Word” incarnate.
Like, “every kingdom divided against itself will be ruined, and every city or household
divided against itself will not stand,” so every story divided from the Sacred Story
cannot be fully told, and therefore cannot be finally owned by those who seek to be
“Jesus humans”. Likewise, the biblical symbolism of nakedness, when divided through
historical-critical methodologies, loses its narrative and metaphoric power; and with that
loss the inability to adequately and necessarily address a counselee’s shame (and glory),
what many leading psychologists, psychoanalysts, and Harvard educated psychiatrists,
like David Allen, now consider to be the Master Emotion.
The following dissertation, therefore, attempts to broaden inherited perspectives
concerning modern biblical hermeneutics by panning out to a wider metaphorical scene.
Within this panoramic view, a grander biblical contextualization will be offered; one that
presents an important storyline within the Sacred Story. This dissertation has named this
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storyline the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN). It is a narraphor (narrative + metaphor)
that is both salient within the Sacred Story, and yet seemingly unconnected, untold, and
extrapolated. If seen, this narraphor offers Christian therapists and counselees a safer way
of addressing vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed.
The Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN)
The Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN) begins with the nakedness of God’s
intimate vulnerability as portrayed through the metaphorical creation-birth29 narrative;
later closing with the apocalyptic consummation of the eschaton.30 The span of this
sacred narraphor connects with and gives symbolic context to other sacred stories
involving nakedness (vulnerability) throughout the Sacred Story as seen in: the nakedness
of Moses’ feet; the nakedness of Peter’s tongue; the nakedness of Paul’s legality and
love; and the nakedness of cultural vulnerability within the first century Church, that,
together, tell the Sacred Story of shame and glory. Though this narraphor could also offer
a thematic connection to many other biblical passages involving a less direct and allusive
sense of nakedness or vulnerability, the scope of this dissertation will necessarily limit
the narraphoric tale of biblical nakedness to a triadic paradigm consisting of three-threes:
1. The vulnerability of three beginnings via Noah’s nakedness, Adam and Eve’s
nakedness, and God Almighty’s nakedness within the creation/birth narrative; 2. the
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vulnerability of prophet, king, and priest(ess) as evidenced in the nakedness of Elisha,
King David, and the Adulterous Woman; and lastly, 3. the nakedness and vulnerability of
Jesus at his birth, baptism, and crucifixion. Together Jesus’ three incidents of nakedness
serve as the defining book marks to the central chapter within the sweeping drama of this
sacred narraphor of shame and glory. Without the connectedness of these various
pericopes, the symbolism, or semiotic31 understanding of vulnerability via biblical
nakedness, is left interpretively problematic; a result of modernity’s traditional,
historical-critical hermeneutics.32 By providing a well-organized triad of biblical
authority, these particular stories of nakedness serve well to efficiently reveal and
establish the overall symbolic sensibility of biblical nakedness as told within its
narraphoric storyline of shame and glory.
Ignoring and Avoiding Shame
Why do Christian counselees ignore and avoid shame, which causes them to hide
their vulnerability, thus veiling the glory of their life? In answering this question, the
research in this dissertation discovered seven different psychological or
psychotherapeutic reasons for why people, including Christian counselees, ignore and
avoid shame:
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1. The shame of being ashamed: While writing about the context of shame,
clinical psychologists and research scientists, Ronda Dearing and June Tangney report
that shame underlines most psychotherapeutic issues, and although counselees actively
seek psychotherapy to deal with their “presenting” problems of shame, they nevertheless
also feel additional shame for actually needing help.33 This additional felt shame within
the counselee, coupled with an already significant underlining sense of shame, serves to
further exacerbate what another clinical psychologist, Gershen Kaufman, and the poet,
Vern Rutsala, described as “the shame of being ashamed.”34
2. Powerless, fundamentally flawed, and less than gloriously human: Dearing and
Tangney go on to say that, “shame is frequently associated with a sense of
powerlessness... sensations of shrinking, feeling small, being exposed, and wanting to
disappear.”35 They add that when feeling shame people generally assume the act that
elicited their felt shame is “indicative of a self that is fundamentally flawed.”36 Morrison
supports this observation when he claims that shame is “the most agonizing of human
emotions in that it reduces us each in stature, size, and self-esteem, such that we wish to
disappear, to sink into the ground” 37 This “sink into the ground” metaphor is also
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independently reiterated by Emotion-Focused Theorist and psychologist, Leslie
Greenberg, and professor and psychologist, Shigeru Iwakabe,38 connoting a desire to die
in the face of shame. Their chosen metaphor unwittingly evokes an especially striking
overture to God’s consequential words to Adam and Eve at the shame-filled fall of
humankind: “You were made out of the ground. And you will return to it. You are dust.
So you will return to it.”39 Theologian and neuropsychologist, Edward Welch,
corroborates this pervasive affect of shame when stating that shame leaves one feeling
“disgraced because you acted less than human, you were treated as if you were less than
human, or you were associated with something less than human, and there are
witnesses.”40 Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Leon Wurmser, adds to Welch’s
sensibility of shame saying that, “shame also relates to a basic flaw: being a loser,
defective, weak, or dirty—all rebounding ultimately to the taint of unlovability.”41
Michael Lewis, Distinguished Professor of Pediatrics and Psychiatry, summarizes and
concludes well, therefore, when he states that shame, “encompasses the whole of
ourselves; it generates a wish to hide, to disappear, or even die.”42 These compounded,
exacerbating, self-critical, and self-annihilating felt experiences of shame go a long way
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in driving counselees—minus those with Herculean psychic strength—to altogether avoid
or even broach the subject of shame.
3. Absence of shame language: While conversing with a trusted friend and
colleague, sociologist and popular shame expert, Brené Brown, confided about a
troubling conversation she recently had with a garrulous woman on a plane. As a fellow
aisle mate, this woman had no problem initiating conversation with Brown, chatting it up
without reserve until asking Brown what kind of work she did. Upon learning that Brown
was a researcher and speaker on women and shame, this loquacious woman suddenly
became terribly uncomfortable and quiet. She, consequently, ended their dialogue by
spending the rest of the flight feigning sleep. Later, Brown recounted this story while
trying to make sense of this baffling incident. Her colleague in response compared shame
to violence and contextualized both in a surprising way:
“I don’t understand,” said Brown. “Violence and shame are both serious
epidemics. Do people actually think shame is worse than violence?” Her
colleague thought for a minute then said, “Well, no. They are both serious
epidemics, but shame is a silent epidemic. People understand violence and can
talk about it. We’re still afraid of shame. Even the word is uncomfortable.”43
Brown’s takeaway was the simple, yet catastrophic realization that, “shame
derives its power from being unspeakable... Shame hates having words wrapped around
it.”44
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A fine example of Brown’s conclusion is evidenced by the noteworthy Catholic
psychiatrist and influential upstart, Aaron Kheriaty. In his book, The Catholic Guide to
Depression, Kheriaty altogether avoids the word “shame” by simply reframing the
biblical language of Adam and Eve’s felt “shame” in terms of “depression” and
“sorrow”.45 Perhaps by likening and renaming shame as “sorrow”, Kheriaty allows shame
to be co-opted within the psychological language of depression,46 thus enabling it to be
addressed within the scope of categorical DSM disorders? Nevertheless, Kheriaty
compromises the ability of his readers to see and rightly perceive the deep and central
theme of humanity’s “shame” and its need to be addressed alongside personal glory.
Shame and guilt theorist, Yale lecturer and popular psychoanalyst, Helen Block
Lewis, notes that absence of shame language has been reinforced all the more through
underdeveloped linguistic abilities beginning in early infancy. Because shame is
considered by most psychologists to be first felt during pre-linguistic phases of human
development, where the intensity of shame is deeply experienced without the ability to
coherently vocalize its felt presence, shame naturally takes on an originating silence that
is thought to be invariably perpetuated throughout the remainder of development.47
Professor of religion and ethics, Stephen Pattison, agrees and reckons that since “shame
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presents as a visual or imagistic experience,”48 at the onset of human development, its
ability to be later articulated is all the more difficult.
And though shame has been increasingly addressed since Helen Block Lewis first
published her seminal work on the subject in 1971 via, Shame and Guilt in Neurosis,49
and Kaufman began more popularizing the subject in 1983 via, The Psychology of
Shame,50 Kaufman nevertheless makes the valid point that, historically, science has
lacked an adequately nuanced vocabulary for describing variances of shame. His
rationale: the “reason for the neglect of shame concerns the lack of an adequate language
with which to accurately perceive, describe, and so bring into meaningful relationship
this most elusive of human affects.”51
Pattison equates this lack of subjective emotional terminology to the fact that
psychology, until more recently, has mostly taken a descriptive approach in the
observation of emotive behaviors. Little attention has been given to understanding and
articulating intrapsychic states of emotion. Pattison does add the more practical insight
that, comparatively speaking, the English language does not offer different words to
signify various aspects or types of shame (e.g., shame signifying lack of respect,
discretion, and modesty; or shame as disgrace; etc.). Within the English vocabulary there
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remains only one word for shame; though, apparently, even the monosyllabic grunt of
this five-letter word is sadly considered off limits by most of society.52
4. Feelings of being attacked, trapped, and left alone: Compassion-focused
therapist, Paul Gilbert, highlights yet another reason why shame and shame dialogue are
considered socially taboo and thus ignored. Gilbert talks about the pronounced feeling of
being attacked in a shame-filled moment; as well, the acute sense of being left alone
within original shaming moments, stating that shame is often accompanied by feelings of
“being trapped...[with] nowhere...to hide from potential attack”.53 He adds that, “shame
experiences often involve an intense sense of personal isolation.”54 Accordingly, the felt
association between shame and isolation stimulates the latent fears of both when a
person’s original shame-filled moments are reawakened via conversation. Likewise,
people’s acute sense of being attacked and left utterly alone are also easily reawakened;
feelings that are imagined unbearable as much as they were firstly insufferable.
Gilbert’s analysis jibes with the context of the Genesis creation account where
God affirms absolutely every part of creation as thoroughly “good”, except for the fact
that “it is not good for man to be alone [emphasis added].”55 Within the Sacred Story
human isolation, or aloneness, does not merely stand out like a bad thing; in fact, it stands
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out as the bad thing. Additionally, as a sacredly storied people with an original history of
being cornered and attacked by the ancient Serpent’s temptation and deception, people
could naturally associate shame with the fear of likewise being cornered and attacked by
an overpowering and hostile emotional sensation. As people who are generationally interdependently connected, professionals believe it is possible that such a fear could be biopsychologically inherited from generations gone by after having been firstly experienced
by our ancestors Adam and Eve?
Silva Tomkins, the father of “affect theory” assumes the plausibility of shame’s
biopsychological inheritance and nature. Though his biopsychic assumptions are
attenuated by other theorists (e.g., Michael Lewis; Tagney, and Francis Broucek),56 he is
nevertheless supported by many leading psychologists such as Kaufman. According to
Tompkins, shame is one of nine innate biological affects that are genetically inherited and
propagated, though conditionally developed and revealed.57 If Tomkins’ theoretical
assumptions are correct, then it is quite plausible shame acts as humankind’s tormenting
undercurrent of self-identification. Consequently, fear of shame’s identifying, or branding
power would certainly drive people to diligently hide themselves from its insidious and
stigmatizing affects. Under such circumstances even talking about shame would arouse
the intuitive sensibility of humankind’s worst satanic nightmare coming true yet again,
threatening to intrapsychically haunt its victims without rescue or relief.
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5. Shame is contagious and exposure has a stigmatizing affect: Helen Block
Lewis explains the potential stigmatizing nature of shame and how that has affected its
scientific study at large. She points out that because shame inherently entails a sense of
unwanted exposure, both the shamed person and its observer are reluctant to
acknowledge shameful experiences. Consequently, in comparison to “sexuality,
anxiety...libido, drive, aggression, [and] dependency”58 scientific study and
understanding of shame has been greatly minimized. Lewis believes that, “just as shame
has an intrinsic tendency to encourage hiding, so there is a tendency for the observer of
another’s shame to turn away from it.59 H. Lewis, Pattison, and Michael Lewis each
partly attribute this avoidance of shame to the assumption of its contagious nature. In
other words, because people avoid contact with shame for fear of contaminating
themselves, they are also reluctant “even to recognize or consider shame” in another,
which would be “to risk stigmatizing defilement.”60
6. Guilt is more acceptable than shame: Helen Block Lewis offers yet another
reason shame has been obscured or ignored by society; because of its close and confusing
relationship to guilt.61 Both the philosophy professor, Gabriele Taylor, and Kaufman
concur that guilt and shame are often confused as one and the same, because, as Helen
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Lewis says, they are often felt simultaneously.62 And because guilt is generally reckoned
as socially sustainable or tolerable, whereas shame is not, shame is mostly lost or hidden
behind the overshadowing presence of a more conceptually acceptable and popular
“guilt”.63 Though shame and guilt are too often confused as synonymous, clinical
psychologist, Michael Stadter, offers a simple understanding of shame and guilt
according to their subjective-objective differentiations: “Shame targets the whole person,
whereas guilt is directed toward a transgression or doing something wrong.”64
Stadter’s nuance and definition of shame and guilt is interesting because it
harkens back, yet again, to the story of humanity’s original fall, where the pervasiveness
of shame’s overwhelming self-condemnation is depicted by the necessity of Adam and
Eve to altogether hide themselves from God and each other. This earnest attempt to
absolutely hide oneself denotes the substantiation of something far beyond the guilt of a
transgression that can be righted by the atoning action of a sacrifice alone.
Ironically, the confusion and subjugation of shame via guilt has become further
pronounced by Christianity’s most dominating atonement theories of: “sacrifice”,
“justification by faith”, and “penal substitution”. These theories elicit salvific metaphors
where guilt in the form of transgression is both removed and assumed by Jesus and his
death; or guilt and its penalty of death, as well as its demonically driven powers are
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conquered by Christ’s sovereignty and salvation. Theology professor and atonement
expert, Peter Schmiechen, writes that, “these theories deal with sin by reference to the
law, human failure, guilt, and redemption. In all of them salvation involves forgiveness
and freedom from [guilt of] sin.”65 Other prominent theologians such as Anthony
Thiselton, Collin Gunton, Francis Young, and Scott McKnight, et al,66 agree that
Christendom has been unnecessarily hijacked by only a few scant metaphors of salvation.
Donald Capps, Princeton professor and pastoral theologian, summarizes well the tragic
effect of limited atonement theories and metaphors by emphatically stating that sadly,
Christians have, “well-developed theologies of guilt, while the majority of its
constituency is struggling with the debilitating, demoralizing, and even dehumanizing
effects of shame.”67 Because the imagery of shame is not evoked in any of these most
popular atonement theories and metaphors,68 each invariably serves even further in
preventing the Church, Christian therapists, and counselees from admitting, talking about,
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and addressing the acuity of shame’s prevalence, which goes a long way in keeping a
counselee’s glory unrevealed.
7. Shame is, unfortunately, though necessarily, not veiled by personal glory:
While writing about familial secrets, Dan Allender, a leading Christian psychologist,
psychotherapist, influential writer, and “the man who put shame on the evangelical
map,”69 observes that seldom do people remember and tell the “family stories” that truly
speak to who they really are, to the glory of their lives, so to speak. Telling such glorious
and intriguing tales would mean that people also remember those stories they have spent
a lifetime trying to forget, i.e., shame stories; the tales that reawaken the shame we fear
most defines us. Allender claims that, “every family has shame they wish to hide. In
every family, there are unfaithful cousins, wine-bibbing aunts, eccentric uncles, lazy
brothers, gossiping sisters, or not fully reputable fathers.”70 By negating the stories that
really matter most, “we grow up in a sea of [less than] stories told in a way that fits what
we want others to know about us.”71 As such, we allow ourselves to hide behind the
vacancy of what is not said, while sadly remaining a vagrant to the glory that has,
unwittingly, been most authentic throughout our Christian storylines, though unseen,
unrecognized, and unrevealed.
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So, it is not accidental that in a Christian’s unrealized vigilance to protect
themselves from shame’s overwhelming sense of blinding power, Christian counselees
will even hide and sacrifice the glory of their lives: their redeemed presence, which
produces the undeniable moments that inform others that they are worth their time, worth
their attention, their respect, and honor because they possess a modicum of glory that was
meant to be transacted or spent in the transformation of another person’s life... and vice
versa. Kaufman agrees, even as a secular psychologist divested of the reality of Christ’s
redemption: “Without an accurate language of self, shame slips quickly into the
background of awareness.”72 Plainly put, it seems that, intuitively, Christians know that
both shame and glory are intrinsically connected, and their utter fear of shame’s
debilitating power dumbs them and others from speaking the glory of their lives, and the
further realization of the glory of God within one another.
One might expect a secularized psychology to miss the mark when addressing
shame (by comparing it to its less severe cousin, guilt, or assuming its antithetical healing
agent, laughter73; or even considering its ancient philosophical and cultural ideals of
honour74) together with glory as its binary opposite. However, because shame and glory
are so intimately united, forming what appears to be the overarching context of
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humankind’s ontology, one would expect pastoral and practical theologians as well as
leading theological scholars to have addressed, or at least hinted at this binary paradigm
within their scholarly publications. But sadly, as Chapter 2 reveals, that assumption is
mostly wrong.

CHAPTER TWO:
SHAME (AND GLORY?); THEO-PSYCHO HINDRANCES
This is the real shame, the damned shame,
the crying shame, the shame that’s criminal, the shame of
knowing words like ‘glory’ are not in your vocabulary though they litter
the Bibles you’re still paying for. This is the shame of not
knowing how to read and pretending you do.1
— Vern Rutsala
The thesis of this dissertation asserts that the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor
(narrative + metaphor) offers Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of
addressing vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed.
Therefore, the question of why people in general ignore and avoid shame was necessarily
asked and answered in the previous chapter. It was shown that, thus far in the
enumeration of seven reasons why shame is ignored and avoided, none of the
aforementioned professionals, other than Dan Allender, have suggested nor even hinted
to shame’s binary opposite, glory. Furthermore, within Christendom few influential
theologians, psychologists and Christian pastoral counselors or sociologists have
addressed the pervasive phenomenon of shame; and those that have, neglect to include
the glory of a person’s life as shame’s binary opposite. How has shame (and glory) been
addressed by professionals within Christendom? This chapter will offer a survey and
summary of certain influential theologians and psychologists who mention or talk about
shame (sans glory), which has, ironically, seemingly added to the problem of Christian
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counselees hiding vulnerability for fear of being ashamed, thus veiling the glory of their
lives.

Addressing Shame (and Glory?) Theologically
Old Testament theologian, Henry McKeating, states that the “western Christian
tradition has spoken chiefly in terms of sin and guilt, and has seen salvation principally as
the forgiveness of sins.”2 This predilection to speak about sin, guilt, and atonement at the
cost of necessarily addressing the binary relationship of shame and glory, is also
confirmed by other notable Protestant and Catholic theologians in and outside the west
(e.g., Timothy Gorringe, Alister McGrath,3 and Pope Benedict XVI4). This traditional
omission of “shame” is further evidenced in more recent atonement discussions from
other leading theologians like Colin Gunton, Paul Fiddes, and Ian Bradly5 who have
altogether evaded shame as a category for analysis, without so much as making tacit
reference to it, nor listing shame within the indexes of their books. Other popular and
respected theological scholars such as Reinhold Niebuhr fail as well to categorize shame
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though, like Niebuhr, many various theologians do offer extensive commentary on
subjects such as pride and sin.6
However, as Pattison’s survey shows, some Protestant theological giants of the
twenty-first century such as Karl Barth and Dietrich Bonhoeffer have dared to talk about
shame in varying degrees. As well, the late Pope and theologian, John Paul II, does
extensively address shame and glory in his most popular and influential work, Theology
of The Body. Each of these three more contemporary theologians highlight different
aspects of shame, and yet within their respective commentaries none explicitly juxtaposes
shame and glory as binary opposites:7
In both Ethics and Church Dogmatics, Barth talks about shame,8 though as
Pattison notes, “[Barth’s] sketchy notions of shame are undeveloped and of little use in
trying to create a well-informed, comprehensive, Christian response to dysfunctional
shame.”9 And, like most other theological scholars and experts on ancient biblical
culture, Barth views debilitating shame as the realization of being sinful before God, and
thus compares this form of shame to the Christian state of being “honored” by God
because of God’s acceptance and love via the salvific life of Jesus. Barth, nevertheless,
contends that the Christian life still consists of a “non-debilitating shame” that all
Christians are necessarily subject to in the realization of their sinfulness, and God’s
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goodness in overcoming sin. Barth’s remedy for shame is, therefore, theologically
propositional while also shame-perpetuating: acceptance of God’s love via a mental
theological ascent, i.e., a faith acquisition in what Jesus has done that ultimately makes
shame wholly personal, non-demonic, and ongoing without a present felt experience of
God’s presence, which comforts a person’s soul while silencing one’s shame.
Bonhoeffer views shame as the signifying marker of disunity between God and
humankind, the result of sin, which he believes humankind deeply senses. Though this
dissertation will not support shame as a consequence of realized sin, Bonhoeffer’s
wording on shame does, however, come intriguingly close to this dissertation’s
narraphoric understanding of shame: according to the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor
(SNN), shame is the result of realizing the potential hazards to one’s vulnerability; and,
therefore, being left fearful of offering oneself because of the potential risk of suffering
the harm and ignominy of being found weak, incapable, ugly, insignificant, and less than
gloriously powerful and relational, delightful and lovable in the eyes of God and fellow
humans. It is interesting, therefore, that Bonhoeffer offers a somewhat similar
explanation of shame while accentuating the semiotic of biblical nakedness:
Instead of seeing God, man sees himself. “Their eyes were opened” (Gen.
3:7). Man perceives...that he is naked [vulnerable]. Lacking protection...
covering...he finds himself laid bare [at risk]. Hence there arises shame...
Man is ashamed because he has lost something, which is essential to his
original character [glory], to himself as a whole; he is ashamed of his
nakedness [vulnerability]. Just as in the fairy-story the tree is ashamed of
its lack of adornment [lack of glory]... Shame and remorse are generally
mistaken for one another... Shame is more original than remorse. The
peculiar fact that we lower our eyes when a stranger’s eye meets our gaze
is not a sign of remorse for a fault [guilt for sin], but a sign of the shame
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which, when it knows that it is seen, is reminded of something that it
lacks, namely, the lost wholeness of life, its own nakedness [glorious
vulnerability].10
Though Bonhoeffer does not explicitly denote the sacred narraphoric
understanding of shame, as will later be presented, he does, nevertheless, connote a
similar (as demonstrated by the above bracketed reconfigurations) sensibility of
nakedness: as the vulnerability of shame or glory. Bonhoeffer’s remedy for shame,
however, is, disappointingly in the “act of final shaming”11 self-exposure through
confession of sin to God and another person. Because Bonhoeffer mostly contextualizes
shame within the Genesis 3 pericope, instead of the metanarrative of the SNN, his
theology of shame excludes both a transformational glory within a person’s lifetime, and
the shaming voice of the Enemy amidst one’s personal glory.
Lastly, the late Pope John Paul II makes numerous references to naked and
nakedness: (nudo, nudita) 114 times; shame (vergogna) 136 times, shame or modesty
(pudore) 33 times, and shame of the body (vergogna del corpo, pudore del corpo) 7
times. As well, the late pope references glory (gloria) 17 times, glorious (glorioso) 15
times, and glorify and glorification (glorificare, glorificazione) a total of 13 times.12
However, in the total 335 times that John Paul offers the above references, he does not
seem to see and connect nakedness as the semiotic of shame and glory; perhaps because
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the late Pope approaches the story of Adam and Eve’s nakedness and shame within a
historical-critical purview? This myopic contextualization appears to be especially
evident in his 61 references to the “Yahwist” 13 source, and by limiting the Sacred Story
of nakedness within the one pericope of Adam and Eve’s nakedness and fall.
Addressing Shame (sans Glory) Psychologically
A psychoanalytic overview of shame based on the developmental views of
various theoretical analysts reveals what appears to be even more confusion around the
Christian essence and origins of shame; which has further served to negate the reality of a
person’s glory. This lack of psychoanalytic agreement also seems to obscure and
compound the difficulty of talking about and respectably addressing either shame or
glory. Furthermore, within the current industry of Christian psychology and
psychotherapy the possibility of shame and glory being necessarily addressed together—
so that a person’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed—becomes even more
problematic when various professional understandings of shame remain confusing if even
existent.
According to Freudian Drive Theory, shame originates when the super-ego
frustrates the libido’s drive for satisfaction. The super-ego acting as the godlike
intrapsychic faculty of moral reason was thought to be formed not by God but, instead,
by the mores of parental practices and limitations.14 As the father of modern
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psychoanalysis, Freud’s paradigmatic idea of ego, id, and super-ego serves to provide a
redefining structural language for other theoretical analysts in the creation of their own
unique (often convoluted) theories on shame. This is especially interesting in light of
Lewis Aron and Karen Starr’s scholarly psychoanalytical research and findings, which
offers convincing evidence that it was, in fact, “shame”, or the fear thereof, which drove
Freud to psychotherapeutic prominence.15
Aron and Star state that as a displaced Jew in late 20th century America, Freud
was greatly marginalized by both the socially and academically erroneous assumptions of
Jewishness; and so, in an effort to overcome his social and professional shame, Freud
postulated a theory of psychology that would practically serve to disassociate himself
from the stigma of shame, while simultaneously rocketing him to public notoriety. Freud
was thereby able to garner a sense of self-acceptance, significance, and affirmation
through self-glorification. Put more succinctly, it was actually Freudian shame—and his
resulting lust for glory—that truly fathered the modern psychological movement and
industry. Little wonder then, that even today, professionals struggle to find an agreed
upon working definition for shame within psychological theory and psychotherapeutic
practices.
From a theoretically relational perspective, Michael Stadter notes that in the
1950’s and 60’s during the emergence of Object Relations Theory, which posited the
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precedence of human relationship over instinctual urges and biological drives,16 “shame
rarely found its way into psychoanalytic writings;”17 it was, nonetheless, indirectly
implied by earlier Object Relations theorists such as Ronald Fairbairn18 and Harry
Guntrip.19 Often, within “their case descriptions, they were...referring to shame when
using the terms [such as:] fear, anxiety, threat, attack, and guilt.”20
Developmental psychologist and psychoanalyst, Erik Erikson, would help to
break the more explicit silence on shame during the 1950’s and 60’s by elaborating a
complicated system of human stage development wherein autonomy was initially pitted
against shame and doubt; later morphing into the developmental battle of “initiative
verses guilt”. Accordingly, Erikson supposed shame was “essentially rage turned against
the self”21 in the self’s inability to overcome doubt and guilt.
Psychoanalyst and physician, Gerhart Piers, along with Milton Singer, a professor
of social sciences, did not help to clarify understanding of shame by arguing that “shame
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occurs whenever goals and images presented by the ego ideal are not reached.”22 The
ego-ideal was thought to be a psychic structure comprised of one’s positive interactions
with parents and parental goals, as well as one’s own narcissistic goals. In short, shame
was produced in the absence of love, or the abandonment thereof when goals and their
images were unmet or unrealized.
The aforementioned psychologist, Helen Block Lewis, added to the psychological
chaos and complexity over shame by supposing that guilt was produced when a person
internalized the threatening presence of a parent, and shame was derived from a person’s
inability to live up to the internalization of a parent’s admirable presence, or ego-ideal.23
Progress in understanding of shame was further muddled when Leon Wurmser attempted
to definitively understand shame by postulating theoretical ideas about shame and the
ego-ideal while, also reckoning that shame was the product of viewing oneself as flawed
and therefore unlovable.24
Psychoanalyst, Heinz Kohut’s, self-psychology, which “emphasizes the
experience of the self rather than the concepts of ego or [the] self representations of
object relations
theory,”25 only added to the tangled incertitude that was threatening to confuse the
essence and understanding of shame. Kohut contended for a more narcissistic approach to
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understanding shame. His approach, however, should not mistakenly assume a
pathological tone or inclination. Instead, narcissism is thought to be “the cathexis of the
self”,26 a normal developmental function that necessarily invests in one’s own energy in
relationship to the emergence of self. Shame for Kohut, therefore, is the disruption of
narcissism’s normalizing function, which can then lead to pathological narcissism if a
person’s emotional needs remain chronically unaddressed throughout development.
Contemporary notions of shame are now being popularized by Brené Brown,
speaker, sociologist, and rising star. Similar to those who have come before her, Brown
locates shame as an internal phenomenon that is produced through the experience of
humiliation via two or more peoples; though it can be, and usually is, exacerbated
through one’s own self-talk. Brown does not bring a cosmic God or Devil into the
equation of shame, nor does she mention glory as its binary opposite. Therefore, with
what is in print, one can surmise Brown believes that the abstraction, or healing of shame
is ultimately realized in the relationship a person keeps with one’s own self, and those
healthy or affirming relationships with others whom one fosters.27
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Pastoral Counseling Approaches to Shame (and Glory)
Noted pastoral theologian, John Patton, looks to Kohut’s self-psychology and
narcissism in his explanation of shame’s origins and functionality. Believing shame to be
the result of a narcissistic wound (“I am too powerful, or should be too powerful to be
hurt”), shame must be defended against. Within many Christian communities,
defensiveness against shame is often demonstrated by superficially inflating one’s ego
with the supposed power and right to forgive or withhold forgiveness. For Patton,
conquering and dispelling shame comes in the ability to feel one’s shame; and in that
realization (theological assumption) the fact that no one really has the power to forgive
because everyone, including oneself, is just as undeserved of forgiveness.28 “Pastoral
caring [therefore] is helping persons not with forgiveness but with the pain of being
themselves.”29
Leading North American pastoral theologian, Donald Capps, writes extensively
about shame and additionally looks to Kohut’s, self-psychology and narcissistic
wounding in order to find explanation and understanding of shame. Capps believes that
shame is first experienced in early childhood when the untainted bliss of coming into
one’s own upon entering the world is soon enough psychologically disrupted by the
imperfections of a fallen humanity. As such, all manner of relational trust is increasingly
eroded—first and foremost being a person’s relationship with God. Capps’ answer for
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shame is exposure of oneself to God again and again. In fact, Capps believes that “the
core of Christian identity is to be ‘exposed before God.’”30 Capps’ terminology and
emphasis on reoccurring exposure before God sounds tortuous, like a sadomasochistic
encounter with a divinely imagined Oz-ian presence, which seems to be a critically
different experience than that of coming to God for comfort, a sense of cleansing, as well
the sense of blessed intimacy that results in the redemption of one’s glory. Unlike Patton,
Capps does reference various biblical stories to exemplify his psychological and
phenomenological theories on narcissistic shame. It should not be surprising, then, that
Capps does not account for the more obvious pericope of Adam and Eve’s biblical
shame; instead opting for stories like that of Jonah, which can be more easily interpreted
to better support and demonstrate the affectations and ideals of narcissistic wounding.31
Accordingly, Capps necessarily reinterprets Jesus’ shameful crucifixion as Christ’s
realization that his life had failed. By so doing, Capps allows Jesus to be the antinarcissist who humbly realizes the limitations of his humanity, thus enabling humankind
to be inspired to follow Christ in like manner by assuming the same self-humbling
posture—even though said interpretation, also, seems to make God the antichrist, and
Christians the followers of someone less than messianic.
Reformed theologian, ethicist, and renowned Christian author, Lewis B. Smedes
necessarily differentiates shame from guilt describing shame as “a vague, undefined
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heaviness that presses on our spirit, dampens our gratitude for the goodness of life, and
slackens the free flow of joy.”32 Smedes further differentiates between four types of
shame: “healthy”, “unhealthy”, “spiritual”, and “social shame”.33 Smedes’ answer for
shame is to be found in “a spiritual experience of grace [which is] the experience of being
accepted before we become acceptable.”34 Though Smedes’ nuance of shame does much
to highlight the importance of one’s involvement in the experience of shame, and the
ultimate healing power of God’s loving grace, he erroneously attributes the origins of
shame tendencies to the “self” alone, or someone else; thereby negating the plausibility of
satanic shame efforts along with the Enemy’s bedeviled accusatory voice, which is
overtly obvious throughout the entire SNN.
Practical theologian, James Fowler, rightly argues that if shame continues to go
unaddressed, “spiritual aliveness and integrity”35 will be forfeited. However, like others
before him, Fowler approaches shame from a self-assessing perspective drawing upon the
psychological theories and neuropsychological understandings of many different
contributors on shame. Consequently, shame is thought by Fowler to be psychologically
and physiologically based, and as such it must be conquered by the ability of oneself to
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reflect upon the felt experience of shame36 through what seems to be a kind of stabilizing
and now popular “mindfulness”.37
Better understood, for Fowler shame serves as an intrapsychic space making
psycho-substance, which enables a person to impede any further pursuit of sin they may
have, and alternatively to turn toward God. Therefore, “shame is not the act of sin,”38
shame, is a necessary part of God’s salvation process. Fowler’s ideas of shame’s salvific
attribution is interesting in light of the SNN, which will later show that shame is not the
result of realizing sin as so many theologians contend, seemingly by way of popular guilt
driven atonement theories. Instead, the result of realizing sin is repentance. Nevertheless,
Fowler’s complex psychobiological ideas of shame, along with his erroneous idea that
shame’s voice is merely self-produced, further serves to confuse shame while negating a
greater realization of personal glory.
Evangelical psychologist and psychotherapist, Dan Allender, indirectly elicits the
binary association of shame and glory throughout much of his writings,39 though he never
connects shame and glory so resolutely through the semiotic of biblical nakedness. By
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settling for the moniker, “glorious ruin,”40 in his description of humankind, Allender—
however unintentionally —emphasizes the shame of personhood over glory by making
the subject a “ruin”, while their glorious attribution is relegated to the status of a less-than
adjective. Consequently, Allender’s ministerial orientation seems to be more sin directed
than glory oriented. In contrast, Barkalow, highlights the importance of the nuance when
he asks the following question concerning the practice of counseling people, “Are you
ultimately after a person’s sin or glory?”41 The SNN will answer, “Their glory!” by
showing that God is far more interested in personal glory than sin “exposure” within the
narraphor of nakedness.
Ethics professor, Anglican chaplain and pastoral theologian, Simon Robinson,
leans heavily on Kaufman’s interpersonal explanation of shame: shame is the result of
unmet parental expectations, the guilt of which is internalized within the child and bound
by shame. Shame then is characterized by the predominating self-inflicting pervasiveness
of believing oneself to be always subpar, and as such, unable to meet moral or
normalizing standards of behavior. In reference to Kaufman, Robinson argues that, “the
dynamics of shame are critical...the interpersonal bridge has not been established in early
childhood and the result is that there is no development of mutuality in key relationships.
At the heart of this is the experience of a personal environment based upon unfulfilled
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conditionality”42 where shame traps the sinner by holding “sinful behavior in place.”43
Robinson, like those before him, originates shame in the deficit of an unhealthy or less
than parent-child relationship. Any psycho-speak of glory is not only absent but hope for
something more by the counselee is mainly thought to be substantiated in the counselee’s
ability to “see herself fully as the child, indeed to be able to see herself as ‘other’, a
person with a separate identity. As the counselee develops such empathy so she also
begins to be able to cope with the ambiguities of her self, and begins to experience
dependency [on the other] as acceptable,”44 ultimately forming a moral identity. This
hope for a “moral identity” seems nearsighted compared to the personal glory that will be
revealed through the SNN. It is especially interesting, then, that Robinson admits,
“Shame is a complex phenomenon with no simple, agreed typology,”45 thus lending
credibility to the necessity for a presenting typology of shame via the SNN.
Summary
Review of the literature has shown that most major theologians of the twenty-first
century ignore the subject of shame by mostly focusing on atonement with its language of
“sin and guilt.” Unfortunately, those noteworthy theologians who do dare to talk about
shame, also, treat the subject with grossly underdeveloped attention, virtually making it a
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non-theological category. This appears to be a consequence of historical-critical
hermeneutics, which has so greatly divided the biblical text its metanarratives, such as the
Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN), are mostly lost or left unseen. The result has been
the relegating of shame to a more minor role within the biblical text with virtually no
mention of personal glory—the most dignifying aspect of personhood—which has been
greatly diminished by mostly being contextualized within the one story of a fallen Adam
and Eve.
It was also shown that psychological theorists and pastoral theologians argue
differently about shame and its formation though they, nonetheless, shed light on the
intrapsychic effects, emotive powers, and systemic psychological results of shame.
Whether a drive, object relations, or self-psychologist adherent, most of the theorists and
theologians do share “the basic assumption that shame originates in unconscious events
and processes.”46 And yet, as Pattison attests, “Those who claim expertise often derive
this from secular, mostly psychological theorists who are themselves often defeated by
the dynamics of chronic personal and social shame.”47 Stated differently, most theorists
and theologians attend to a more personally-removed, propositional, and controllable
view of shame, verses a storied, subjective, and spiritual understanding of its ongoing,
satanically nefarious, and infectious agenda.
Either way, such a nearsighted story of shame lacks a sense of being bigger than
“self” or person. As the SNN will show, however, the source of shame is indeed much
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bigger than selfhood alone. In fact, it is otherworldly: Satanic. And glory (if and when it
is conceptualized by the aforementioned theorists and theologians) is just as limited by
also relegating it to something less than, such as a parental-child relationships, i.e., the
acceptance garnered from one’s parents, self, and “other”, which is a level of acceptance
much less than the glory of the imago dei and thus merely human. Such glory stands in a
certain unrecognized opposition to the glory of knowing and experiencing the
transformative delight and blessedness of a transcendent God Almighty.
The end result is that, sadly, shame appears to remain difficult for the Christian
counselee to talk about. This difficulty appears to be compounded by the lack of
comprehensive agreement among existing professionals as to what exactly is being
discussed when talking about shame (and glory). However, as the popular author and
speaker on shame, John Bradshaw, so adamantly asserts: “Shame that is hidden cannot be
healed.”48 Consequently, when a counselee’s shame cannot be healed, their God-given
glory cannot be revealed.
Therefore, it seems, as Robinson previously recognized, that until a proper
typology of shame (and glory) is presented, coherent discussion of shame (and glory)
threatens to remain elusive or altogether absent. In the deficit of a cogent presentation
and discussion of shame, Christian counselees are at risk of continuing to hide for fear of
being further ashamed in one of two ways: 1. Either by, ironically, talking about and
addressing their shame; or 2. in the professional disagreement and confusion over shame,
being left feeling dangerously exposed before another—because, it is assumed, the
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counselee is without the hopeful reputation or remnant of a God-given glory to be
recognized and revealed within their lifetime; as much, if not more than their shame
could be exposed, known, or exemplified.

CHAPTER THREE:
BIBLICAL SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE
Symbolism runs through the whole of life…
And if symbolism thus runs through life as a whole,
it is a factor of the first importance in religion.1
— Edwyn Bevan
In an inquiry on narratives,
which I kept bordering on in my study of metaphors
were understood as models for redescribing reality.2
— Paul Ricoeur
In the previous chapter an overview of theological and psychological perspectives
on shame and glory were offered. It was shown that shame is not readily discussed by
most of the major twenty-first century theologians, and those that do address it negate its
binary opposite, glory, by mostly relegating the Sacred Story of nakedness to the
phenomenon of shame alone. This seems to be the result of contextualizing nakedness
and vulnerability within the one story of a fallen Adam and Eve; which appears to be a
consequence of the more divisive modern historical-critical hermeneutics. Likewise,
amongst theoretical psychologists and Christian pastoral theologians/counselors shame
has appeared to become a phenomenon that is thought to be merely a relationally human
experience without satanic origin or perpetuation. Furthermore, it was shown that in all
three areas of expertise, personal glory is almost never directly conceptualized especially
in reference to shame. Varied or lacking discussions around the inextricable relationship
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of nakedness, shame and glory would seem to exacerbate a Christian counselee’s
inhibitions concerning issues of personal shame, which potentially increases the
overriding tendency for counselees to hide vulnerability. The result appears to be
ultimately realized in an impotent or posing Christian life where the counselee’s shame
goes unhealed and the glory of God within their life remains mostly unrevealed.
A Semiotic Display of
Nakedness, Shame, and Glory
The nature of what changes us is our stories…
story is also images, not merely propositions but images.
So what are your images?3
— Dan Allender
Though purposefully withheld until now, one noteworthy theological giant of the
twenty-first century did, in fact, write about the binary relationship of shame and glory.
Not coincidentally, C. S. Lewis did so through a narraphoric, childlike tale of nakedness.
Why would this Oxford don scholar, prolific religious writer, and preeminent Christian
apologist risk so much profundity on childlike simplicity? Lewis, like God, really wanted
his readers to get . . . God. Accordingly, Lewis offers the story of nakedness, shame and
glory semiotically, through the kind of narrative and metaphorical symbolism a child
could understand, “for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.”4
The following is Lewis’s narraphoric presentation of shame and glory within the
semiotic of nakedness, or vulnerability. This excerpt is set within the tale of a once
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shame-filled and bratty young poser named Eustace whose body has, consequently,
turned into dragon skin though his glory and shame are about to be healed and revealed
by the lion, Aslan, Lewis’ Christ figure within his Chronicles of Narnia:
“Then the lion said—but I don’t know if it spoke—‘You will have to let
me undress you [of the dragon skin].’ I was afraid of his claws, I can tell
you, but I was pretty nearly desperate now. So I just lay flat down on my
back to let him do it.
“The very first tear he made was so deep that I thought it had gone
right into my heart. And when he began pulling the skin off, it hurt worse
than anything I’ve ever felt. The only thing that made me able to bear it
was just the pleasure of feeling the stuff peel off. You know—if you’ve
ever picked the scab off a sore place. It hurts like billy—oh but it is such
fun to see it coming away.”
“I know exactly what you mean,” said Edmund.
“Well, he peeled the beastly stuff right off—just as I thought I’d
done it myself the other three times, only they hadn’t hurt—and there it
was, lying on the grass, only ever so much thicker, and darker, and more
knobbly-looking than the others had been. And there was I as smooth and
soft as a peeled switch and smaller than I had been. Then he caught hold
of me—I didn’t like that much for I was very tender underneath now that
I’d no skin on—and threw me into the water. It smarted like anything but
only for a moment. After that it became perfectly delicious and as soon as
I started swimming and splashing I found that all the pain had gone from
my arm. And then I saw why. I’d turned into a boy again. You’d think me
simply phony if I told you how I felt about my own arms. I know they’ve
no muscle and are pretty mouldy compared with Caspian’s, but I was so
glad to see them.
“After a bit the lion took me out and dressed me—”
“Dressed you? With his paws?”
“Well, I don’t exactly remember that bit. But he did somehow or
other, in new clothes—the same I’ve got on now, as a matter of fact. And
then suddenly I was back here. Which is what makes me think it must
have been a dream.”
“No. It wasn’t a dream,” said Edmund.
“Why not?”
“Well, there are the clothes, for one thing. And you have been—
well, undragoned, for another.”
“What do you think it was, then?” asked Eustace.
“I think you’ve seen Aslan,” said Edmund...
“But who is Aslan? Do you know him?”
“Well—he knows me,” said Edmund. “He is the great Lion, the
son of the Emperor-beyond-the-Sea, who saved me and saved Narnia.
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We’ve all seen him. Lucy sees him most often. And it may be Aslan’s
country we are sailing to.”5
Lewis’ more prominent, and not so accidental semiotics or symbolism within the
discourse between Eustace and Edmund, should be noted:
1. dragon skin = a fig leaf that hides who Eustace really is; as well as being the
result of Eustace’ previous shameful character, which also becomes a symbol of
fear and shame for Eustace;
2. true nakedness = Eustace’s true self marked by both shame and glory. A
genuineness that only Aslan can reveal by undressing Eustace from his shamefilled posing, and then redressing him with the glory of authenticity and
vulnerability: “Then the lion said...’You will have to let me undress you... After a
bit the lion took me out and dressed me”;
3. healing bath water = baptismal water, which connotes death to shame and the
birth or revelation of glory;
4. surrender to God’s glorification process = of his own accord Eustace “lay flat
down on…[his] back” so that Aslan can heal his shame and reveal his glory;
5. paradoxical pain and joy in the healing and revealing of shame and glory = “it
hurt worse than anything I’ve ever felt. The only thing that made me able to bear
it was just the pleasure of feeling the stuff peel off... It smarted like anything but
only for a moment. After that it became perfectly delicious”;
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6. the salvific irony of being humbled amidst glorification = “And there was I as
smooth and soft as a peeled switch and smaller than I had been.”;
7. contentment and gratitude amidst the weakness of shame = “You’d think me
simply phony if I told you how I felt about my own arms. I know they’ve no
muscle and are pretty mouldy compared with Caspian’s, but I was so glad to see
them.”;
8. in depth healing of humanity’s acute pain in shame = “I found that all the pain
had gone from my arm.” (Out of greed and a perverse desire for power, Eustace
had previously taken a golden bracelet from a dragon’s lair and placed it on his
arm, which caused it to be greatly pinched with excruciating pain upon growing
into a dragon).
Is it any wonder Lewis’ narraphoric tale is at once simple and brilliant? So much,
in fact, his powerful symbolism can easily be overlooked by the more mature and
intellectual reader and analyst—just as Pattison did when he overlooked Lewis’
narraphoric and profound contribution to modern understandings of shame and glory—
and just as so many influential and noteworthy theological scholars have done in their
contextually myopic, modern historical-critical methodologies of biblical interpretation.
Not so for Lewis. He knows that symbolic language points his reader toward
Jesus Christ, necessarily past explanations and the controllable urges aroused within a
paradigm of propositional understanding, as most psychological and theological scholars
have apparently inadvertently perpetuated. Thereby, Christians are enabled to know God,
the One who has set in motion the healing and revealing of personal shame and glory. As
such, divine symbolic language cannot be grasped through mere intellectualism alone.
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The symbolism of God’s language must be sensed and seen by the heart and soul, and
then “caught up into”,6 as Leonard Sweet puts it. Accordingly, it should not be
considered coincidental that Lewis emphasizes this meaningful, though mysterious
quality about divine language throughout the interaction and dialog between Eustace and
Edmund:
1. “Then the lion said—but I don’t know if it spoke”
2. “Then he caught hold of me”
3. “Dressed you? With his paws?” “Well, I don’t exactly remember that
bit. But he did somehow or other”
4. “Which is what makes me think it must have been a dream.” “No. It
wasn’t a dream,” said Edmund…“I think you’ve seen Aslan,” “But who is
Aslan? Do you know him?” “Well—he knows me,” said Edmund... We’ve
all seen him. Lucy sees him most often. And it may be Aslan’s country we
are sailing to.”
The trajectory of Edmund’s last comment deserves special notice. Just as God’s
children should, Edmund and Eustace have an undeniable sense that it is to glory
(“Aslan’s country”) they are bound—even as glory has already come to them in the form
of Aslan, himself, and their consequential initiation into newness of being. In other
words, Lewis is depicting the mystery and reality of the “already and not yet” of God’s
glory upon and within humankind just as the SNN also does.
Is it really coincidental that Lewis incorporates the exact semiotics involved
within the SNN, with its literal nakedness and vulnerability, along with its lucid interplay
between shame and glory? It would seem not. Through the symbolic representation of
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semiotic language, Lewis is better able to intuitively sense, capture, and convey the
profundity of the SNN, along with its dynamism of shame and glory. He accomplishes
this through intentional “re-signing”,7 a term, the distinguished Professor of English and
Film Studies, Chrystal Downing, incorporates to convey the importance of symbolizing
Christianity within contemporary language and lingo.
By offering ancient truth anew through signs and symbols that have meaning and
relevance for his modern readers, Lewis allows the narrative of shame and glory within
the metaphor of nakedness to be re-signed within the simple beauty of a “child’s tale.”
Klyne Snodgrass, expert scholar on Jesus’ parables, says that re-signing is exactly what
Jesus did when he consistently offered a deep sense of the transcendent, immanent, and
imminent Kingdom of God through the symbolism of symbolic, or parabolic, language.8
So, Lewis forgoes heady theology via explanation and proposition-based facts and,
instead, offers God and human vulnerability through narrative and metaphor—for those
who have “ears that hear and eyes that see.”9
The remainder of this chapter, therefore seeks to provide a plausible answer to the
following question: Why does biblical symbolic language, such as the Sacred Nakedness
Narraphor (SNN), have the ability to speak so deeply to the human heart and soul,
thereby offering hope for a counselee’s shame and glory to be healed and revealed?
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Symbolic Language
Theoretical semioticians vary in their meaning of the word “symbol.” Ferdinand
de Saussure asserts that “a symbol is a sign in which the correlation between signifier and
signified is motivated (that is nonarbitrary).”10 Charles Pierce, views symbol from the
perspective of a trichotomy comprised of an icon, index, and symbol, and “based on the
relationship between the sign vehicle and its object.”11 And yet, Vincent Colapietro offers
two further explanations: a symbol “is a sign that partakes of the very thing or person it
symbolizes. Still another is a sign calling for open-ended interpretation infinitely rich in
signification.”12 Though Colapietro’s definitions offer a better sensibility of biblical
symbolic language (e.g., SNN), Christian existentialist philosopher and theologian, Paul
Tillich’s, nuance and differentiation between the terms “sign” and “symbol” offers thus
far the most accurate sense of the term in question. Tillich states:
Symbols have one characteristic in common with signs; they point beyond
themselves to something else. Sometimes signs are called symbols; but
this is unfortunate because it makes the distinction between signs and
symbols more difficult. Decisive is the fact that signs do not participate in
the reality of that to which they point, while symbols do…symbol opens
up levels of reality which otherwise are closed for us. A picture and a
poem reveal elements of reality which cannot be approached
scientifically…symbols not only open up dimensions and elements of
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reality which otherwise would remain unapproachable but also unlocks
dimensions and elements of our soul which correspond to the dimensions
and elements of reality.13
Richard Niebuhr, one of the most culturally formative theological scholars of our
time, echoed Tillich’s sentiments in his own appraisal of symbolic language,
we are far more image-making and image-using creatures than we usually
think ourselves to be and… Our languages, we are reminded, are symbolic
systems… With the aid of these symbolic systems we distinguish and
relate our pasts, presents, and future; we divide up the world of nature into
apprehendable [sic], graspable entities… The words that we use in any
language, moreover, are so richly metaphorical that we cannot even speak
about metaphors or try to limit their use without employing metaphors.
Even when we speak about literal meanings we use a metaphor.14
Unlike the ancient allegorical hermeneutical practices of the early and medieval
Church,15 which held the promise of grasping a truth and reality that is further up and
further out, biblical symbolic language, instead, has a mysterious way of allowing us to
“participate” with the redemption of God that is both “further up and further in[to us]”;16
a much more embodied participation than the strictures of literalistic hermeneutical
practices allow readers to glimpse and see. As Tillich and Niebuhr point out, and Chapter
7 will reveal, biblical symbolic language, literally, has an inexplicable way of getting
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underneath our skin, where Jesus prayed to the Father he would come to live: “I have
given them the glory that you gave me, that they may be one as we are one—I in them
and you in me.”17 Said language has a certain and astonishing way of communicating to
the depths of our very being so that, finally, our hearts and souls can see, hear, smell,
taste, and touch the God who’s voice was once thought to be limited and eluding because
of its heavenly, Neoplatonic, ascension.18
Why is biblical symbolic language thus so? Because, according to the Sacred
Story we were created in the Imago Dei, i.e. the glory of God; and as pastoral counselor
and author, Dr. Jean Dalby states, like God, “at our core, we are symbolic creatures, and,
in mysterious ways, our lives operate in symbolic patterns. Symbols are central to us as
human beings [therefore] the only way we can [begin to know] ourselves, [and God,] and
our lives is through symbols… . They are in fact the way in which all of us function.”19
Prominent Christian psychotherapist, Leanne Payne, agrees adding that, “man is an
animal who symbolizes…we live by and in our symbols… Language itself is symbol…
Symbols bind up reality for us.”20 Respected Catholic writer, Stratford Caldecott,
reiterates this notion of biblical symbolic language in his insightful commentary on the
relationship between the book of Revelations and the Sacraments. Caldecott states that
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said language “is theology in the original sense—that is, theology as it used to be
understood in the Church before it became a purely academic subject.”21
The following segment will show that St. Augustine’s conversion from sinner to
saint was actually realized through the presentation of biblical symbolic language. Said
language allowed Augustine to have a significantly gracious felt experience of God by
way of revelatory impressions.

Augustine’s Symbolic Conversion
In offering a historical synopsis of St. Augustine’s conversion process, the late
professor and theologian, Pamela Bright, refers to the critical turning point in Augustine’s
life, stating that, “For Augustine the step from the words [literal meaning of the Old
Testament] to the realities they expressed was a decisive moment”22
In the following Augustine talks about the fact that it was Ambrose’s symbolic
language of the Old Testament that really caused him to come alive with the life of the
Old Testament, where before, limiting the Old Testament to its literal meaning had been
nothing but anathema to him. Augustine writes:
I began to see that the...faith, for which I had thought nothing could be
said… could be maintained on reasonable grounds: this especially after I
had heard explained figuratively several passages of the Old Testament
which had been a cause of death for me when taken literally. Many
21
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passages of these books were expounded in a spiritual sense and I came to
blame my own hopeless folly in believing that the Law and the Prophets
could not stand against those who hated and mocked at them.23
Does Augustine’s notion of “spiritual sense” exclude the importance of the Old
Testament’s more direct, historical and cultural meaning? No; however, the spiritual
meaning attained through symbolic hermeneutical practices was thought by Augustine to
be a more advanced and dignified interpretation.24
As Appendix B of this dissertation reveals in further detail, Neo-Platonism had
greatly contributed to the Church Father’s allegorical exegetical practices. Consequently,
Neoplatonism’s fruitful allegorical, or symbolic interpretations of Scripture, is exactly
that which greatly affected the sensibilities of one of our most revered Church Fathers
and writer of Church doctrine, St. Augustine: “I had read the books of the Platonists and
had been set by them towards the search for a truth that is incorporeal, I came to see Your
[God’s] invisible things which are understood by the things that are made (Rom. 1:20).”25
Through Platonic philosophy Augustine was able to comprehend the higher
incorporeal being, God, as the incarnate flesh of Christ Jesus. The Forms and Ideas of
Platonism offered a means of explaining how both the physical and spiritual realms could
coexist.26 This duality, consequently, inspired an allegorical or spiritual interpretation of
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the literal biblical text,27 i.e., that which is spiritual, infinite, and perfect (Forms and
Ideas) was assumed to be reflected in that which is physical, finite, and imperfect.
Though Augustine held Jesus as the perfect incarnate reflection of God
Almighty,28 the literal interpretation of Old Testament Scriptures did not necessarily
reflect the full perfection of spiritual truth, so Augustine believed. An allegorical
hermeneutics, therefore, allowed him to go beyond the limitations of the physical Bible
and various problematic texts, and reach high for its perfection of spiritual meaning.29
And the allegorical/metaphorical references of the Old Testament found in much of Saint
Paul’s writings encouraged an allegorically symbolic hermeneutic all the more.30
Augustine writes:
So now I seized greatly upon the adorable writings of Your Spirit [Holy
Spirit], and especially upon the apostle Paul. And I found that those
difficulties, in which it had once seemed to me that he contradicted
himself and that the text of his discourse did not agree with the testimonies
of the Law and the Prophets, vanished away.31
On the bases of symbolic hermeneutical practices Augustine was afforded the
unprecedented and grand honor of being “the one who has established anew the ancient
Faith”32 for generations to come. The freedom to realize God through the sensibilities of
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a symbolic hermeneutic allowed Augustine to engage his genius in the metaphorical
creation, formation, and simplification of some of the Church’s most complex theological
ideas to date, which still generously serves humankind’s religious heritage to this day.
The following Chapter 4 begins offering the metaphor of literal biblical nakedness
with its narrative storylines of shame and glory. In the symbolism of biblical nakedness a
profundity of personhood and personal weightiness is revealed within the simplicity of a
semiotic value that can at once be seen by both the beginning reader of Scripture as much
as it can be made apparent to the learned and more academically astute. Just as Augustine
was so affected through biblical symbolic language, the symbolic sensibility of the SNN
provides Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of addressing vulnerability, so a
counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed. In short, the SNN is not a
respecter of persons; revealing its riches of healing and revealing to anyone who has ears
that hear and eyes that see.

CHAPTER FOUR:
THE SACRED NAKEDNESS NARRAPHOR:
BEGINNINGS
The way we understand human life depends on what conception we have of the human
story. What is the real story of which my life story is a part?1
— Lesslie Newbigin
How we articulate atonement is shaped by our context.2
— Scott McKnight
The following chapter will begin unfolding the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor
(SNN). It opens with the first triadic tale of vulnerability, shame, and glory as seen
through the nakedness of Noah, Adam and Eve, as well as God’s nakedness and
vulnerability as evidenced through the birthing metaphor within the Genesis creation
narrative. In actual counseling ministry the SNN is best offered heuristically through the
simplicity of its semiotic connections, which allows counselees to discover, internalize,
and own the profundity of its storyline for themselves. Explanation for the rationale and
practicality of a “heuristic” and “semiotic” presentation is given in Chapter 7. However,
because this is a doctoral dissertation, the following presentation of the SNN will
necessarily include scholarly exegetical insights that serve to greatly support the
hermeneutical validity of the SNN, so that it can merit the academic respect that one
would expect of a doctorate degree.
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The Nakedness of Noah
Woe to him who gives drink to his neighbors,
pouring it from the wineskin until they are drunk,
so that he can gaze on their naked bodies.
You will be filled with shame instead of glory.3
— Habakkuk
The Genesis 9:20-27 passage has historically been problematic for scholars to
exegete, especially within historical-critical hermeneutics:
Noah, a man of the soil, proceeded to plant a vineyard. When he drank
some of its wine, he became drunk and lay uncovered inside his tent. Ham,
the father of Canaan, saw his father’s nakedness and told his two brothers
outside. But Shem and Japheth took a garment and laid it across their
shoulders; then they walked in backward and covered their father’s
nakedness. Their faces were turned the other way so that they would not
see their father’s nakedness. When Noah awoke from his wine and found
out what his youngest son had done to him, he said, “Cursed be Canaan!
The lowest of slaves will he be to his brothers.“ He also said, “Blessed be
the Lord, the God of Shem! May Canaan be the slave of Shem. May God
extend the territory of Japheth; may Japheth live in the tents of Shem, and
may Canaan be his slave.”
Questions concerning how exactly Ham sinned against, or dishonored his father,
Noah, have consequently left theologians guessing and assuming throughout biblical
academia. Additionally, the fact that Noah seems to punish Ham by prophetically cursing
his son, Canaan, and his offspring, instead of cursing Ham directly, also arouses much
confusion. We are, therefore, compelled to assume “the punishment must fit the crime.”
This assumption has led biblical scholars to eisegetical interpretations of Ham’s
criminality that seem to exaggerate the physicality involved when Ham, saw his father’s
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nakedness. Furthermore, and most importantly, by placing the focus on exactly how Ham
sinned most scholars miss the weightier symbolism being offered through this biblical
text; one that says much about what a counselee can expect when living the Christian life
and walking in the vulnerability of their divine glory.
This section of the dissertation, therefore, will attempt to show that the most
plausible interpretation of the Gen. 9:20-27 passage is that Ham allied with the demonic
warfare of the Enemy when he willfully shamed his father by looking upon his nakedness
and ridiculing that vulnerability to his brothers. This will be done by: 1. offering an
overview of the other most popular scholarly interpretations of the Gen. 9:20-27 passage;
2. by offering a word study on “naked, nakedness” and “cover, covering,” especially
what the words symbolize within the metanarrative of the Sacred Story; and 3. showing
how Ham’s act of shame and ridicule toward Noah’s nakedness, or vulnerability, is a
motif or archetypal pattern quite prevalent throughout the Old and New Testaments—
especially whenever a biblical character is beginning to operate in the glory of their life.
Interpretations of Genesis 9:20-27
The following section presents four scholarly interpretations of Gen. 9:20-27.
These interpretations have proven to be the most popular within traditional theology,
though each one will be shown as exegetically problematic, because of their adherence to
a more narrow historical-critical hermeneutic:
Voyeurism Interpretation
The oldest interpretation of Ham’s sin against Noah is that of voyeurism. This
interpretation—popular from antiquity to the present—argues that Ham did nothing more
than see his father’s nakedness. This is thought to be a conservative interpretation by
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most theologians because of its literal translation of the passage. Although some
academics consider this its strength, many other scholars consider the viewpoint weak
precisely for this reason: it fails to recognize the fact that much of the OT eludes speaking
about highly sexual or immoral experiences by, instead, using euphemisms. In their
article, Noah’s Nakedness and The Curse on Canaan (Genesis 9:20-27), popular Catholic
theologians, John Bergsma and Scott Hahn, state that “...those exegetes who, through the
work of Robert Alter, Michael Fishbane, and others, have come to appreciate the literary
artistry and subtlety of the biblical authors, and the significance of biblical intertextuality
are unlikely to find this position satisfactory.”4 By this, Bergsman and Hahn, mean the
fact the OT also uses idiomatic language to convey sensitive information:
Leviticus 20:17 equates the idioms “to see nakedness“ and “to uncover
nakedness“ if a man takes his sister...and sees her nakedness, and she sees his
nakedness, it is a disgrace, ... he has uncovered his sister’s nakedness. The phrase
“to uncover nakedness” in turn, is the usual expression for sexual intercourse in
the Holiness Code. None of you shall approach anyone near of kin to uncover
nakedness (Lev. 18:6). The same idiom occurs in descriptions of sexual
promiscuity and sexual violence in Ezek. 16:36-37; 22:10; 23:10, 18, 29. Thus,
from an intertextual perspective, the description of Ham’s act as “seeing his
father’s nakedness” implies more than a literal “seeing.”5
Additionally, the above viewpoint is considered weak because it leaves one to
believe that merely looking upon a naked person in ancient biblical times was taboo.
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Evangelical professor of Near Eastern Studies, Donald Wold, states, “Scholars who
accept the literal view must defend a custom about which we know nothing.”6
All these criticisms, however, fail to adequately address the question, If literally
seeing one’s father’s nakedness was not offensive in some manner, then why would Shem
and Japheth show such hypersensitivity about avoiding the sight of Noah uncovered and
naked while attempting to cover him?7 Nevertheless, and as is mentioned earlier, such an
interpretation is assumed simple minded because of Noah’s extreme response in cursing
Ham’s son, Canaan. In other words, surely Noah would not have been so severe toward
Cain had Ham’s offense been merely seeing him in a naked, drunken stupor.
Castration Interpretation
The second interpretation of the Genesis account is a historically Jewish one. It is
a rabbinical reaction to the voyeurism view and suggests the sin of Ham was that he
castrated, Noah, his father as a means of usurping his patriarchal authority.8 Midrash
conveys this interpretation through the debate of two sages over the question of Ham’s
sin; one of them, Rab, finally makes the conclusion of castration.
This view of Ham’s offense has merit in that it does allow for a plausible
explanation of Noah’s curse of Canaan: Noah cursed Ham’s fourth son because Ham had
deprived his father, Noah, of a fourth son by castrating him. Evidence of usurpation
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through the castration of the father by the son is evident in ancient Near Eastern
mythology. What is, however, most lacking in this interpretation is the fact the biblical
text has no lexical evidence of castration in the Genesis 9:20-27 account, or idiomatic
hint of castration elsewhere.9 As stated earlier, this view seems to be mostly reactionary
in nature.
Sexual Abuse Interpretation
The third and fourth interpretations of Genesis 9:20-27 is that Ham sexually
abused Noah by either having sexual intercourse with him, or with Noah’s wife, which
could be Ham’s mother or his father’s concubine. This interpretation is becoming the
most popular amongst scholars10 for two major reasons: 1. the passage states that when
Noah awakened from his drunken state and, “found out what his youngest son had done
to him, he said, ‘Cursed be Canaan!’”,11 which intimates that something more had
occurred than merely Ham seeing his father’s nakedness; 2. the idiomatic language of
seeing his father’s nakedness, denotes sexual intercourse (this idiomatic language has
already been explained in the former voyeuristic interpretation).12
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The sexual abuse view is reinforced by many commentators’ belief that the
biblical legality and prohibition of Leviticus 18 and 19—to not have sexual relations with
certain family members—harkens back to the Gen. 9:20-27 pericope. It is thought that
because Leviticus 18 lists paternal incest as the first sexual transgression, and does so in
reference to the Hamitic nations, Canaan and Egypt, several scholars contend this must
be Ham’s offense.13
Still problematic to this view is the aforementioned argument that a sexual
intercourse view does not offer adequate explanation for why Ham’s brothers showed
such extreme piety about Noah’s nakedness.
Maternal Intercourse View
Proof of how far the imaginations of some respectable scholars are willing to go
in what seems to be a forced interpretation of Ham’s sin is seen in Bergsma and Hahn’s
argument for the maternal intercourse view; consequently, these respectable scholars
believe the Gen. 9:20-27 passage would be better rendered as follows:
Noah becomes drunk and disrobes in “her tent” in preparation for
intercourse but is incapacitated by his drunkenness (v. 21). Ham enters
and “sees his father’s nakedness,” that is, engages in relations with his
father’s wife (v. 22a). He exits and informs his brothers of his grasp at
familial power (v. 22b), perhaps producing an article of clothing as proof
of his claim. The brothers, in turn, act with excessive filial deference and
piety in returning “the garment” to their humiliated father, avoiding not
only the figurative “seeing of the father’s nakedness” [i.e., maternal
incest] but the literal as well. In the aftermath of the event, Noah curses
the product of Ham’s illicit union, namely Canaan, and blesses Shem and
Japheth for their piety.14
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Leading Old Testament scholar, Walter Brueggemann, believes that Ham did, in
fact, commit sexual intercourse with either of his parents because of the passage’s
idiomatic association with Lev. 18:7-8. Yet, even Brueggemann sees something more in
the Gen. 9:20-27 text. While speaking of Ham’s assumed sexual offense, he warns his
readers that, “even with such a concrete prohibition, the danger and temptation to
dishonor may be taken more symbolically. It may mean to penetrate the ultimate personal
mystery of the parents by probing their most vulnerable action or condition.”15
Brueggemann’s commentary serves well to hint at the thrust of this dissertation—
that the sin of Ham was his culpability in Evil’s desire to shame Noah’s nakedness
(vulnerability), just as Noah was beginning to fulfill the glory of God in his life.
Noah’s Cursing of Ham and His Lineage
There is still the unanswered and important question: Why would Noah curse
Canaan so harshly, especially instead of Ham? Brueggemann, himself, offers the most
plausible explanation by suggesting that because the poetic curse in vs. 25-27 centers on
Canaan, instead of Ham, it is probably a redactionary emphasis to set the stage for later
political realities within Israel’s history, i.e., Israel’s conquering of the Promised Land,
which was also called the Land of Canaan.
Additionally, the two Hebraic terms, bene, (sons of), and yalad, (to beget), offer
further evidence of such redactionary emphasis. Both terms are interchangeably used
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while citing the genealogy of Noah’s sons, Ham, Shem and Japheth in Gen. 10.
“Japheth’s list begins with bene [sons of] and does not use the term yalad [to beget].
Ham’s genealogy begins with bene but also uses yalad, while Shem’s list begins with
yalad and also uses bene... The term bene points to the ancestor; the term yalad points to
the descendants.”16 The term bene emphasizes the beginning while the term yalad
focuses on the continuing results.
By using these terms correctly, the author/redactor of Genesis is intentional about
allowing his readers to bridge Israel’s past and present by showing both the past and
present as the fulfillment of Ham’s sin and curse in Canaan’s descendants. After all, it
was the Canaanites who were the very people that would preoccupy the Promised Land,
and side with Evil in the intention to shame Israel by opposing Israel’s glory, which was
to make God’s name (mercy, grace, and love) known throughout the world.17
Therefore, it appears this literary artistry forms a significant transition in the book,
and offers the most plausible explanation for why the poetic curse of Ham is rendered
both harshly and specifically at, Canaan, who is the fruit of Ham’s loins and the
posthumous carrier of Evil’s germy desire to shame God’s chosen people, Israel—exactly
as Ham had shamed the vulnerability (nakedness) of God’s chosen man, Noah.
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“Naked, Nakedness” and “Cover, Covering”
The Dictionary of Biblical Imagery (DBI) lists the following images as those
evoked whenever the terms “naked” and “nakedness” are used in scripture: “original
innocence, defenselessness and vulnerability; exposure and helplessness; humiliation and
shame; guilt and judgment; and sexual impropriety and exploitation.”18 The DBI believes
context is the best determiner of which nuance of meaning is highlighted in a particular
scriptural passage while admitting there is probably a great deal of overlap in meanings.
It must be noted, however, that regardless of the nuance, the emphasis of meaning is in a
state of being, and not as a euphemism to denote sexual intercourse.
Additionally, the DBI had this to say concerning the biblical terms “cover” and
“covering:”
The protective nature of coverings extends to situations in which people
are in danger of violating social or cultic boundaries. Gen 9:23 describes
Shem and Japheth as walking in backwards and covering their father’s
nakedness... Covering also occurs to prevent shame. In Gen. 3:7 once the
pre-Fall union between Adam and Eve had been disrupted, they make a
covering for themselves because they are conscious of being exposed.19
Furthermore, concerning the article on “Body” subtitled, “The Body Covered and
Uncovered,” the DBI states: “A publicly naked body is shameful and is associated with a
certain self-consciousness that disrupts the original perfect [glorious] state... The central
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biblical image of public shame and judgment is the naked Jesus hanging on the cross.”20
Elsewhere, naked and nakedness are figurative to mean: “without covering (John
21:7)...[t]he sense of shame at nakedness is illustrated graphically in the account of
Noah’s drunkenness and the reaction of his sons to his consequent exposure (Gen. 9:2023).21 This word is also used metaphorically to signify put to shame, stripped of
resources, void of succor, disarmed.”22
Therefore, according to the scholarly definitions of these biblical terms, it is
plausible that Brueggemann’s earlier quote is correct: Ham’s offense “may be taken more
symbolically.”
The structure and details of the Noadic tale do not appear accidental when
presenting the craftiness of Satan’s shaming affectations as progressive. By infusing Ham
with the evil desire to shame the glorious vulnerability of his father, Noah, the Enemy of
glory is able to expose, ridicule, and shame Noah’s nakedness (vulnerability). This is in
contrast to Shem and Japheth who, like God with Adam and Eve, cover the sanctity of
their father’s naked vulnerability.
Why would Ham wish to shame Noah’s nakedness? Since the Fall the semiotic of
nakedness has provoked a sense of shame instead of glory. Noah’s nakedness,
consequently, came to symbolize and thus evoke within Ham his own acute sense of
original, Adamic shame (fear of vulnerability) before God and others. In Ham, shame
20
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was realized via a cynicism of glory, especially as signified through the vulnerability of
unintended nakedness, such as Noah had displayed in his drunken stupor. As such, the
semiotic of naked glory continued to further serve as the most indelible reminder of
humankind’s greatest fear: vulnerability to potential harm.
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The Nakedness of Adam and Eve
An object thrown in isolation on the screen means nothing
because it could mean anything.23
—Austin Farrer
The Gen. 9:20-27 pericope highlights an important sacred narraphor within the
Sacred Story; and, consequently, the weightier meaning of Noah’s nakedness is best
understood within the context of that narraphor, which comprises the metaphor of
nakedness, along with its binary narrative of shame and glory. Though the SNN begins in
Gen. 1:1, where God’s nakedness, or vulnerability is highlighted through the birthing
metaphor within the creation narrative, its assumed beginning is found in the more
obvious story of Adam and Eve’s nakedness, glory and shame. Therefore, in order to
better establish and legitimize this narraphor, reference will firstly be made to Adam and
Eve’s nakedness, glory and shame:
Adam and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.
Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the wild animals the Lord
God had made. He said to the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not
eat from any tree in the garden’?”...
“For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and
you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”
...she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was
with her, and he ate it. Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and
they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made
coverings for themselves.
Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as he was
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the Lord
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God among the trees of the garden. But the Lord God called to the man,
“Where are you?” He answered, “I heard you in the garden, and I was
afraid because I was naked; so I hid.” And he said, “Who told you that you
were naked? Have you eaten from the tree that I commanded you not to
eat from?”24
...And the Lord God made clothing from animal skins for Adam and his
wife.25
Prior to the Fall man and woman were “naked and... not ashamed.”26 But, after
the Fall, both are said to have realized their nakedness (vulnerability), and out of fear of
that vulnerability they covered themselves with fig leaves. Originally man and woman’s
nakedness epitomized and personified a deep sense of glorious intimacy between God
and each other; however, after their disobedience, “fall[ing] short of the glory of God,”27
man and woman’s nakedness evoked an acute sense of shame in opposition to glory.
Therefore, according to the more obvious beginning of the SNN, shame is illustrated as
the acute fear of vulnerability, that which compels and drives humankind to cover the
glory of their nakedness.
Also, it was the Lord who took the initiative to actively look for the glorious
vulnerability of Adam and Eve. The Lord attempts to physically and intrapsychically
locate man and woman by actively looking for them, and then by asking them, “Where
are you?” Though some of the aforementioned Christian theologians, psychologists, and
pastoral counselors purport or imply that shame leads us to God and is thereby used of
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God, or even from God, from its very beginnings the SNN tells a much different story:
shame does not move humanity toward God; instead, shame drives a person away from
God in the cover of “fig leaf” hiding. Shame does, however, appear to move God both
literally and intimately toward humanity with strategic love in the form of compassion,
mercy, and a warring grace that was meant to do far more than rectify sin and cover over
unrighteousness with a rescuing atonement.
In fact, according to the SNN, the Lord’s warring grace is focused upon
completely overcoming shame by, ironically, fully redeeming the personification of
divine glory in the risk-filled vulnerability of humankind. God’s strategically focused
love is evident in the specific way the Lord addresses the utter shamefulness of the
Serpent (the active voice of Evil which leads to shame: the covering of glorious
vulnerability), as well as the subjective manner in which the Lord addresses shame and
glory in the gender specific personification of man and woman (note the bracketed
reinterpretations):
So the Lord God said to the serpent, “Because you have done this,
“Cursed are you above all livestock and all wild animals! You will crawl
on your belly and you will eat dust [a semiotic for death; i.e., the serpent’s
diet will be death] all the days of your life. And I will put enmity
[opposition, war] between you and the woman, and between your
offspring [those people who are shame-filled and thus hiding the
vulnerability of their glory] and hers [those people of Eve, “the living”,28
who are vulnerable with their God exalting glory]; he will crush your
head, and you will strike his heel [the Savior will ultimately prove
glorious over shame through the ironic vulnerability of bearing humanity’s
shame].”
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To the woman he said,
“I will make your pains [harm through vulnerability] in [the nakedness of]
childbearing very severe; with painful labor [harm in physical
vulnerability] you will give birth to children [the uttermost semiotic of a
woman’s glory within the biblical text]. Your desire will be for your
husband [his masculine vulnerability personified in provisional and
protective strength], and he will [use this vulnerability of strength to,
instead] rule [domineer] over you [your feminine vulnerability personified
in beauty and self-giving wisdom].”
To Adam he said, “Because you listened to your wife and ate fruit from
the tree about which I commanded you, ‘You must not eat from it,’
“Cursed is the ground because of you [the once blessed ground will now
also fail you]; through painful toil [harmful vulnerability of strength] you
will eat food from it all the days of your life. It will produce thorns and
thistles [semiotic of failure and thus shame] for you, and you will eat the
plants of the field [instead of the glory filled fruit from my garden in
Eden]. By the sweat of your brow [harmful vulnerability in nakedness of
strength] you will eat your food until you return to the ground [death],
since from it you were taken; for dust you are and to dust [death] you will
return”29
...[so that you may be] “born again” [made anew in] the “light” [in
vulnerable glory via God’s] “water and... Spirit.”30
Upon having communicated the consequential shame attached to the vulnerability
of man and woman’s gender specific glory, the Lord seemingly commits the first animal
sacrifice—specifically in order to cover the nakedness, or shame-filled vulnerability of
Adam and Eve with the skin of the animal31—as implied by the subtext within the
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narraphoric storyline: “the Lord God made clothing from animal skins for Adam and his
wife.”32
Within the SNN this animal skin is a semiotic conveying at least the symbolism of
temporal covering over that which has become a shame-filled vulnerability. Such divine
sensitivity and psychic attunement to Adam and Eve serves well to reveal the heart of
God toward humankind. It is a heart that wishes to cover humankind’s acute fear of
nakedness (shame). In other words, cover humankind’s nakedness instead of “exposing”
it; until God can fully overcome shame in the eternal re-clothing of God’s glory, through
the sending of God’s “Spirit upon all flesh”;33 in order that humankind might again be
“clothed with power [the ability to be gloriously transformative] from on high.”34
And though the writer of this dissertation has taken what could appear to be
speculative, if not fantastical liberties by adding the italicized addendum of John 3 to the
end of the previous Gen. 3 quotation, the question nevertheless begs: Is it really
coincidental that in John’s re-presentation of the Genesis creation story—as obviously
witnessed in the John 1:1 reinstatement of Gen. 1:1—the possibility of a man being born
again into glory (light) by God is located exactly at the beginning of John 3, while God’s
promise to Adam of self-deserving death (i.e., the divine promise of an end to shame, or
fear of vulnerability) comes exactly at the end of Genesis 3? If it is coincidental, the
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semiotics certainly provide an unavoidable symbolic connection between God’s plan to
finally end shame in death, in order to eternally rebirth glory upon humankind within
Christ’s resurrection life. As such, it would seem the connecting storyline of Genesis’
Adamic shame and John’s Jesus glory is unexplainable other than being a sacred
storyline that was deliberately seen and unveiled by John’s author(s), especially in light
of the fact so many other connections exist between the books of Genesis and John.

The Nakedness of God
The very word ‘glory’ means ‘style.'
When the Spirit does something on God's behalf
it shows God's glory…God’s style.35
— Graham McFarlane
I feel about [the gospel of] John like I feel about my wife;
I love her very much, but I wouldn’t claim to understand her.36
John…takes us up the mountain, and says quietly:
‘Look — from here, on a clear day, you can see forever.’37
—- N. T. Wright
It might seem wildly speculative to imagine something overtly deliberate about
the Genesis 3 - John 3 literary relationship. The prevailing scholarship of modern
hermeneutics, which specializes in historical-critical exegetical practices might not
recognize the semiotic connection within the wider scope of John’s referential play on
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Genesis. Catholic, Johannine expert, Raymond Brown, demonstrates such a historicalcritical tendency throughout his commentary on John’s Gospel.38 By mostly providing
historical cultural insight, as opposed to semiotic realizations, Brown seems to miss more
of the literary playfulness between John and Genesis; a playfulness that is nothing less
than profound in the acuity of its simplicity and signification:
To begin, John’s Gospel offers seven signs of God’s incarnate glory in Christ
Jesus:
1. John 2:11; the turning of water into wine at the wedding in Canaan: “What
Jesus did here in Cana of Galilee was the first of the signs through which he
revealed his glory; and his disciples believed in him.”
2. John 4:54; Jesus heals an official’s son: “This was the second sign Jesus
performed after coming from Judea to Galilee.
3. John 5:1-15; Jesus heals the man at the pool of Bethesda.
4. John 6:1-15; Jesus feeds the five thousand.
5. John 9:1-12; Jesus heals the man born blind.
6. John 11:38-44; Jesus raises Lazarus from the dead. Respected theological
scholar and popular Christian writer, N. T. Wright, notes that these six signs are
strategically placed within the first twelve chapters of John’s gospel. It is strategic
because the remainder of John will be spent presenting the greatest sign of God’s
glory;
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7. John 13-21; Jesus’ crucifixion story, which begins in John 13 with Jesus in the
upper room washing the disciple’s feet.39
In light of these seven signs, Wright notes the first strand of semiotic connections
between Genesis and John:
Think back to the prologue again. ‘In the beginning...’: John starts off as though
he’s writing a new Genesis, a new creation story. And so he is talking us through
the seven signs of new creation. What is the seventh sign? The whole movement
of the story gives us the answer. The cross is the seventh sign: that is where the
glory of God is supremely revealed. John is inviting us to see the mount of
Calvary as the mount of transfiguration: the Word became flesh, and died among
us; we beheld his glory, glory as of the one who lays down his life for his friends.
The ‘signs’ are the first strand…They lead the eye up to the cross. And they are
supported by the second strand…in reading John: he is full of multiple meanings,
words, and phrases which resonate at different levels.40
Though this dissertation will later present the consummation of shame and glory’s
binary relationship in the semiotic of Jesus’ literal nakedness, Wright offers a glimpse
into its presentation in his chosen example of John’s second strand of New Testament
signification within Old Testament semiotic references:
As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of
Man be lifted up; that whoever believes in him may have eternal life. For
God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that all who believe
in him may not perish but have eternal life (3:14-16). What does it mean
that the Son of Man must be ‘lifted up’? At one level, it clearly refers to
the cross. On the cross, Jesus is lifted up above the earth, lifted up in the
place of shame…the place and posture, which symbolize a world gone
wrong. But at another level this ‘lifting up’ refers once more to glory; it
carries the meaning of ‘exaltation’ and ‘glory’.41
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Another example of the Genesis - John semiotic connection is evident in the
climax of the creation story in Genesis and the climactic conclusion of John’s prologue:
The climax of the creation in Genesis was the making of human being in
the image and likeness of God—the great work of the sixth day, bringing
creation to its completion. The climax of John’s prologue is the
incarnation of the Word. Humans were made to reflect God, so that one
day God could appropriately become human.42
In yet another Genesis - John semiotic connection, Wright refers his readers to the
end of John’s gospel: “‘As the Father has sent me, I am sending you.’ And with that he
breathed on them and said, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit.’”43 It is a scene hearkening back to
the first exchange of life, “As God breathed upon Adam and Eve in the beginning, and
gives them his own spirit, his own breath of life.”44
Accordingly, the juxtapositional signification of the ultimate end to the story of
shame in Genesis 3, and the hope-filled reality of glory’s eternal storyline in John 3
would have probably been noticed if not seized upon—as the author(s) of John’s Gospel
appears to have done through the literary finesse of an overt and strategically precise
semiotic gospel.
Furthermore, the reality of this particular Genesis 3 - John 3 semiotic connection
would seem to be substantiated all the more by Jesus’ own choice words in John 3, and
the specific birthing metaphor Christ uses to convey God’s salvific redemption to
Nicodemus. In fact, the semiotic parallels between the Nicodemus story and the Genesis
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creation/birth narrative are so striking that the symbolic overtures between the two
pericopes are almost impossible to ignore, or assume merely happenstance once seen.
And yet, outside the realization of the SNN, even Christocentric scholars like Brown and
Wright miss the plausibility of what seems to be an overt connecting storyline to shame
and glory (note the bracketed reinterpretations):
There was a man of the Pharisee sect, Nicodemus, a prominent leader
among the Jews. Late one night [un-“born again” Nicodemus is
surrounded in the darkness of night, like unborn creation is surrounded in
darkness within the womb of God as will be symbolically pointed out in
Genesis] he visited Jesus [Nicodemus comes within the purview of the
Light personified: Jesus who is the glory of God incarnate, just as the
“light”, or glory of God, first shines upon the birth of creation as told in
Genesis] and said, “Rabbi, we all know you’re a teacher straight from
God. No one could do all the God-pointing, God-revealing acts you do if
God weren’t in on it.”
Jesus said, “You’re absolutely right. Take it from me: Unless a person is
born from above, it’s not possible to see what I’m pointing to—to God’s
kingdom.” “How can anyone,” said Nicodemus, “be born who has already
been born and grown up? You can’t re-enter your mother’s womb and be
born again. What are you saying with this ‘born-from-above’ talk?”
Jesus said, “You’re not listening. Let me say it again. Unless a person
submits to this original creation—the ‘wind-hovering-over-the-water’
creation [Jesus makes a blatant reference to the Spirit of God being a
womb of God for the birth of creation as told in Genesis], the invisible
moving the visible, a baptism into a new life—it’s not possible to enter
God’s kingdom...
“So don’t be so surprised when I tell you that you have to be ‘born from
above’—out of this world, so to speak. You know well enough how the
wind blows this way and that... That’s the way it is with everyone ‘born
from above’ by the wind of God, the Spirit of God.”
Nicodemus asked, “What do you mean by this? How does this happen?”
Jesus said, “You’re a respected teacher of Israel and you don’t know these
basics? [As a Hebrew teacher of teachers concerning the Sacred Story,
Nicodemus should have been very familiar with the birthing metaphor
within the Genesis creation narrative and understood that God gives birth
to the things of God.] Listen carefully. I’m speaking sober truth to you. I
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speak only of what I know by experience; I give witness only to what I
have seen with my own eyes [I, Jesus, was very much present at the
original creation!]. There is nothing secondhand here, no hearsay... If I tell
you things that are plain as the hand before your face and you don’t
believe me, what use is there in telling you of things you can’t see, the
things of God? ...
“This is the crisis we’re in: God-light [glory] streamed into the world, but
men and women everywhere ran for the darkness [shame, ungodly
covering and concealment of vulnerability]. They went for the darkness
because they were not really interested in pleasing God. Everyone who
makes a practice of doing evil [covering over the glory of vulnerability],
addicted to denial and illusion, hates God-light [glory] and won’t come
near it, fearing a painful exposure [shame, or the fear of harm via
vulnerability]. But anyone working and living in truth and reality
welcomes God-light [glory] so the work can be seen for the God-work it
is.”45
As will be presented below, the John 3 story of Jesus conversing with Nicodemus
about being “born again” seamlessly connects Adam and Eve’s nakedness to God’s own
naked glory and vulnerability—as so blatantly and beautifully illustrated within the,
generally unrealized, semiotic structure of Genesis’ creation/birth narrative.
This narrative offers Christians the origins of naked vulnerability and glory, as
well the reality of untainted and unsullied covering (concealment, “darkness,” or
hiddenness in God), which, together with Adam and Eve’s nakedness, glory and shame,
and Noah’s nakedness, glory and shame, serves to set the narrative trajectory of biblical
nakedness, the ultimate symbol of vulnerability, within the SNN’s overarching storyline
of shame and glory (note the bracketed reinterpretations):
45
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In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was
formless and empty [like an unformed child], darkness was over the
surface of the deep [like the inner darkness covering the unformed
creation within a woman’s water filled womb], and the Spirit of God was
hovering over the waters [not a dove; instead, like a mother’s womb
surrounding the unformed creation within her womb].
And God said [God is pregnant with creation and is actively vulnerable
about the divine desire to see it come forth], “Let there be light,” [glory:
that which illuminates who God is; and what God is doing and has done]
and there was light [glory]. God saw that the light was good [God was
vulnerable about God’s ecstatic delight and blessedness of glory], and he
separated the light [glory] from the darkness [un-ashamed covering, that
which was meant to yet remain hidden in God]. God called the light
[glory] “day,” and the darkness [blessed hiddenness] he called “night.”
And there was evening, and there was morning—the first day.
And God said [continued vulnerability of glorious desire], “Let there be a
vault between the waters to separate water from water.” So God made the
vault [God broke the water, like a woman’s water breaks just before her
newly formed creation comes forth from her womb] and separated the
water under the vault from the water above it.
And it was so... And God said [the continuity of God’s glorious
vulnerability of desire], “Let the water under the sky be gathered to one
place, and let dry ground appear.” [God began calling forth creation from
the divine womb] And it was so... And God saw that it was good [God was
vulnerably naked about God’s ecstatic delight].
Then God said [God continues to call forth creation from the divine womb
with the repetitive vulnerability of an open heart full of deep desire]... And
God saw that it was good... And God said... And God saw that it was
good... And God said... And God saw that it was good...And God said...
And God saw that it was good... [continuity of God’s vulnerability as told
through both the repetitive demonstration of God’s active desire to give
birth to creation, and the vulnerability of God’s ecstatic heart in seeing the
glory of creation and blessing it]
Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness [in
our glory], so that they may rule...”
So God created mankind in his own image [with the glory of God], in the
image of God he created them; male and female he created them.
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God blessed them [God was vulnerable about God’s delightful and liberal
heart toward them] and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase in number;
fill the earth and subdue it...
Then God said... And it was so.
God saw all that he had made, and it was very good [God was absolutely
vulnerable about God’s delightful ecstasy in the glory of God’s creation].
Within their respective commentaries on Genesis and the creation account, neither
theologian and biochemist, Arthur Peacocke, or feminine constructionist theologian,
Catherine Keller, recognize the birth metaphor within the Genesis creation narrative, nor
connect the dots between Genesis 3 and John 3. In the research of this dissertation, it
would appear no other scholars or theologians make this particular Genesis – John
connection either. Peacocke and Keeler do, however, accurately intuit, and thereby
indirectly affirm the birthing metaphor within the beginning of Genesis. In reference to
the creation account, Peacock states that, “Mammalian females, at least, experience
creation within themselves, and the growing embryo resides within the female body.
Therefore, female images of the divine are more helpful in this context than male ones.”46
Peacock, consequently, suggests that, “We should work with the analogy of God creating
the world within herself. God creates a world that is in principle other than himself, but
creates it within herself.”47 The specific and dualistic construct of Peacock’s male/female
attribution is an interesting choice of words since they will later seem to be corroborated
in Chapter 6 through the presentation of Jesus’ naked birth. Keller, likewise, agrees with
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Peacock, but not before firstly nuancing the differentiation between an embryo and a
mother’s body, which serves to further validate the Genesis birthing metaphor:
As the embryo is not the same as the mother’s body, so the world is at no
point identical with the deity. The offspring, always differently, iterates
the parent: literally and analogically, the birth metaphor [here Keller is
referring to Peacock’s metaphor] dramatizes the repetition of the other in
the self and of the self in the other, by which a [vulnerable and intimate]
relationship becomes possible.48
Feminist theologian, Sallie McFague, talks about “other” ancient mythological
views of the earth, which are mostly described in feminist terminology using the
metaphor of a woman to describe the earth and its organic dynamic nature. Though such
feminist theological notions have mostly been categorized as absurd by so many
conservative, traditional, and semiotic insensitive theologians (especially male scholars),
McFague’s research reveals a longstanding history of feministic echoes, which, now,
appear to have some sort of indirect validation within the overarching metaphor of
Genesis’ feminine birthing process.49
Why does the originating nakedness, or vulnerability of God even matter? Simply
put, it gives context to the rest of the Sacred Story. As the noteworthy theologian, Austin
Farhar stated, “An object thrown in isolation on the screen means nothing because it
could mean anything.”50 Ontologically speaking, context gives identity and meaning to
who or what a person or thing is; and who and what a person or thing is determines what
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and how they or it will be. Context is everything. Put Traditionally, the context of God
determines the ontology of humankind. More specifically, and according to the SNN, the
context of humanness is rooted in a sacred vulnerability that has its origin in God—as
plainly, though symbolically seen right from the beginning.
The Context of Naked Vulnerability
In the purview of God’s originating vulnerability, the first triadic tale of new
beginnings within the SNN reveals five basic realities concerning the counselee’s
relationship with God, others, and Satan. These five realities will be perpetuated
throughout the remaining presentation of the SNN:
1. As illustrated by Adam, Eve, and Noah’s storyline, human nakedness reveals a
binary storyline of shame and glory.
2. The Enemy uses the knowledge of risk filled vulnerability to separate man and
woman (and people from people) from the glory of life-producing engagement
with one another; as well, to produce separation from God.
3. Evil manifests a progressively nefarious and committed opposition against the
glory of God in humankind.
4. Within the storyline of shame and glory, fear of harm is realized in one of two
ways; either through the fear of humiliation, or the fear of physical harm.
5. God has an unabated desire to actively redeem personal glory in humankind—
even more than merely overcoming humanity’s sin through sanctification.
According to the Sacred Story, the above number five is exemplified when Ham
ridicules his father’s nakedness and vulnerability immediately after Noah plants a
vineyard and partakes of its fruit, which shows a deliberate willingness on Noah’s part to
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fulfill the glory of his life, which was to: “Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the
earth. The fear and dread of you [Noah and his descendants] will fall upon all the bests
of the earth...upon every creature that moves along the ground… Everything that lives
and moves will be food for you. Just as I gave you the green plants, I now give you
everything.”51 Noah’s glorious commission is a reinstatement of God’s original glorious
commission to Adam and Eve: “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it;
and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every
living thing that moves upon the earth.”52

Barnard and Maxine
In the following excerpt, taken from a marriage counseling session with Barnard
and Maxine, the above storyline of nakedness, is especially exemplified within the
comedic (“unforeseen” as the aforementioned Buechner would say) juxtaposition of
Barnard and Maxine’s shame and glory, and the surprising presence of God.
Professional training and good psychotherapeutic practices had taught me not to
play “the teacher” during counseling sessions. I had just finished reiterating a part of the
SNN that seemed especially germane to Barnard and Maxine’s marriage. I should have
known better, though I was nevertheless genuinely compelled.
It wasn’t a surprise, then, when Barnard rose in frustration, yet again, from the
couch in my counseling office. It was, however, surprising that he was suddenly
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overcome with a longstanding and unrealized grief. Barnard’s emotions conveyed a
shame-filled sadness that reached far back into his childhood; a vulnerability of sadness
and shame that had kept the greater glory of Barnard’s life protectively hidden, like
Gollum’s “Precious”.
With his shoulders and defenses now dropped, Barnard wept deeply as he stood in
the glorious strength of his wife, Maxine, who had decidedly erected herself with
outstretched arms. As their counselor I remained seated, quietly dripping with tears of
gratitude because of the beauty and strength so unexpectedly vulnerable before me. And
Barnard just wailed like a great giant who was being given the heart of a teddy bear
through some kind of miraculous circumcision. With each heave of Barnard’s chest he let
out a cry of healing anguish; and within her enveloping arms, Maxine held and contained
the history of Barnard’s shame in a manner that rivaled the best psychotherapy would
ever have to offer.
Out came the shame that drove Barnard to prove himself to everyone—including
God. Out came the shame that had driven Barnard to hide for so long behind a facade of
contrived strength and a threatening presence of narcissistic ambition; though shame had,
ironically, provided gloriously for their family, church, and charities. Out came the glory
of the little boy in Barnard who loved Jesus dearly and knew the Kingdom of God,
though both had been long forgotten, tucked away behind a life of “leadership”
expectations and religiosity. Out it came from within the hiddenness of a little boy
wounded by the shaming voice of The Serpent, and re-wounded through the shaming
remarks and actions of insensitive parents and a critical wife of twenty years: Maxine,
who was full of her own bound up shame in the form of anxiety, fear, and controlling
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behaviors. And with the release of Barnard’s shame, out came a refined glory to
Barnard’s life, a prophetic beauty that cut between “spirit and flesh, even bone and
marrow.”
Buoyed by a divine grace that went deeper than his shame-filled grief, Barnard
raised his sobbing head and heart from Maxine’s shoulders and spoke revolutionary
words in a tone I had yet to hear come out of his mouth, a mouth typically full of
defensiveness and shameful anger. His words were still English, but Barnard’s authority
was something w-holy different. From a place otherworldly, Barnard spoke like a keen
prophet. He did not direct his words at Maxine as much as he directed his now
strengthened and erected masculinity toward the voice of original shame, Satan, The
Father of Lies:
By the authority invested in Maxine and I through Jesus’ death and
resurrection life, I command you spirits of fear, anger, and depression to
go! I command you to cease and desist your work of opposition against
me, my wife, and our marriage. I name you Liar, you devils of shame.
And I silence your voice in our life, our marriage, and our ministry. By
God’s grace we stand tall with our heads lifted up in the resurrection life
and glory of Christ Jesus.
It was that simple. Barnard did not shout it out. He didn’t have to. His voice came
from a place heavy with resolution, spoken with a conviction Barnard didn’t even know
he had. And with that authoritative declaration of Christian proclamation, Maxine both
cried out and rose above it all with a glory unexplainable, something like the radiant and
powerful appearance of Galadriel, the royal elf, who suddenly appeared in radiance to
Frodo in Lord of The Rings; or the instantly restored glorious self of the warden’s wife in
the movie, The Green Mile, after big John Coffey sucks the demonic sickness out of her.
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When the rush of holy wind had passed, all three of us were left silent for what
seemed like both a moment and an eternity. Taking our shoes off, so to speak, we stood
barefoot on the holy ground of God’s presence, which was undeniably at rest upon the
sacred “dirt” of Barnard and Maxine’s marriage and individual lives.
They were getting what they came for in counseling—Jesus—but didn’t know
they already had; and certainly weren’t daring enough to ask for. With each counseling
session Barnard and Maxine had received a deepened understanding of the Sacred Story
of shame and glory within the nakedness of their own lives and marriage. And with that
profound understanding of God meeting them in both their shame and glory, a deepened
sensibility of God’s safety and security. Now in the comfort of God’s significantly felt
presence, a transformational eruption of intimate relationship and new beginnings sprang
forth from Barnard and Maxine’s hearts. It was a new kind of intimate relationship,
wrought in a sacred vulnerability that only God could create and bring together; and “not
man [nor demon could easily] put asunder.”53
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CHAPTER FIVE:
SACRED NAKEDNESS NARRAPHOR;
PROPHET, KING, AND PRIEST(ESS)
We may be tempted to distorted, safe speech.
Or we may settle for silence, because faithful speech is too risky and
requires too much… Communion with the holy one
is nearly more than we can bear…1
— Walter Brueggemann
When the saint’s clothes are in shreds and patches,
then their [naked] heart is revealed.2
— Rumi
Though the triadic symbolism of nakedness and its storyline of shame and glory
connects the literal nakedness of Noah’s shame and glory to the nakedness of Adam and
Eve’s shame and glory, together harkening back to the original nakedness, glory, and
holy concealment of God, a larger pattern of glory and shame via nakedness must be
shown for the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN) to be validated as the ontological
context of the Christian life. In the further extrapolation of this sacred narraphor other
once mysterious and problematic passages within the Sacred Story become properly
contextualized within the overarching metanarrative of shame and glory, thus allowing
various biblical passages that display a literal nakedness to radiate with a much greater
signification. With greater semiotic clarity there is far more sensibility of God’s mercy,
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grace, and love than could otherwise be realized and known through the more
contextually limited historical-critical methodology.

The Nakedness of a Prophet
Within the SNN, the literal nakedness and symbolic shame of other major
prophets such as Isaiah and Hosea are not forgotten. The prophet Elisha’s nakedness,
however, is highlighted within this dissertation because it is this prophet’s nakedness that
is much more mysterious and therefore hermeneutically problematic when divorced from
the overarching storyline of shame and glory. Additionally, in the nuance and
differentiation of Elijah’s and Elisha’s prophetic glory, Hebrew scholar, Yael Shemesh,
states, “The Elijah stories depict a messenger-prophet, zealous for the Lord, and aloof
from his people, whereas the Elisha stories portray a holy man of God, endowed with
supernatural powers, who lives among his people and works miraculous deliverance for
individuals and the community.”3 Though Elijah’s and Elisha’s power working miracles
are both otherworldly, Elisha, nevertheless, embodies an undeniable earthly persona that
can appear more humanly relatable because it appears to embody the mutuality of
humanity and Christlikeness.
Furthermore, the story of Elisha’s nakedness serves this dissertation well by
succinctly illustrating the binary relationship of shame and glory as rendered through the
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semiotic of nakedness, especially when a counselee is just beginning to walk in the glory
of their life (note the bracketed reinterpretations).
2 Kings 2:9-24 reads:
When they had crossed, Elijah said to Elisha, “Tell me what I may do for
you, before I am taken from you.” Elisha said, “Please let me inherit a
double share of your spirit.” He responded, “You have asked a hard thing;
yet, if you see me as I am being taken from you, it will be granted you; if
not, it will not.” As they continued walking and talking, a chariot of fire
and horses of fire separated the two of them, and Elijah ascended in a
whirlwind into heaven. Elisha kept watching and crying out, “Father,
father! The chariots of Israel and its horsemen!” But when he could no
longer see him, he grasped his own clothes and tore them in two pieces
[revealed his naked vulnerability of grief].
He picked up the mantle of Elijah [a cloak, or symbol of glory, that was
used as a covering] that had fallen from him, and went back and stood on
the bank of the Jordan. He took the mantle of Elijah that had fallen from
him, and struck the water, saying, “Where is the Lord, the God of Elijah?”
When he had struck the water, the water was parted to the one side and to
the other, and Elisha went over.
When the company of prophets who were at Jericho saw him at a distance,
they declared, “The spirit of Elijah rests on Elisha.” They came to meet
him and bowed to the ground before him. They said to him, “See now, we
have fifty strong men among your servants; please let them go and seek
your master; it may be that the spirit of the Lord has caught him up and
thrown him down on some mountain or into some valley.” He responded,
“No, do not send them.” But when they urged him until he was ashamed,
he said, “Send them.” So they sent fifty men who searched for three days
but did not find him. When they came back to him (he had remained at
Jericho), he said to them, “Did I not say to you, Do not go?”
Now the people of the city said to Elisha, “The location of this city is
good, as my lord sees; but the water is bad, and the land is unfruitful.” He
said, “Bring me a new bowl, and put salt in it.” So they brought it to him.
Then he went to the spring of water and threw the salt into it, and said,
“Thus says the Lord, I have made this water wholesome; from now on
neither death nor miscarriage shall come from it.” So the water has been
wholesome to this day, according to the word that Elisha spoke.
[Elisha]…went up from there to Bethel; and while he was going up on the
way, some small boys came out of the city and jeered at him, saying, “Go
away, baldhead! Go away, baldhead!” [The semiotic of Elisha’s nakedness
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or vulnerability before God.] When he turned around and saw them, he
cursed them in the name of the Lord. Then two she-bears came out of the
woods and mauled forty-two of the boys.4
While living and moving in the glory of his life Elisha stands utterly naked and altogether
vulnerable before God. Elisha is vulnerable with the grief of having lost his beloved
father figure, Elijah, and vulnerable with the desire to further the glory of God, even
doubly so. Therefore, within the context of the SNN, it should not be surprising that the
semiotic of Elisha’s vulnerability, his “baldhead”, is shamed with a derisiveness that can
only be explained as thoroughly demonic. Outside of the SNN, Elisha’s baldhead is
merely child’s play, the innocence of foolish children that yet know little about respect
for their elders. But within the context of the SNN, Elisha’s baldheaded-ness and
nakedness before God is seen more clearly as the continuation of the Sacred Story of
shame and glory, as seen within the semiotic of biblical nakedness or vulnerability. It is a
Sacred Story full of the, supposedly, innocent opposition (“small boys”) of Satan, the
original voice of shame.
Of course, the cause of Elisha’s baldness is unknown. Perhaps Elisha shaved his
head in morning for his master, Elijah; or, maybe Elisha was naturally bald and his naked
head was a source of cultural ridicule?5 Within the context of the SNN, however, such
questions do not bear importance. What is important is made especially evident through
the “small boys” public mockery of Elisha’s baldness—a literal form of nakedness before
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God—one that signaled an unquestionable vulnerability in appearance. Additionally, the
context of the narraphor is reinforced that much more by the immediate naked-shameglory literary interplay that is so blatantly presented within the previous twenty-four
verses (9-22):
Three things stand out: 1. The juxtaposition of Elisha’s unabashed desire to
personally bear a great amount of God’s glory (“Please let me inherit a double share of
your spirit.”), and Elisha’s fear of vulnerability via a sense of potential harm in the
possible loss of God’s power (“Where is the Lord, the God of Elijah?”). 2. The interplay
of Elisha’s glory and “ashamed” state as evidenced in the glorious vulnerability of his
inherited miraculous power and prophetic sensibility (Elisha’s nakedness when “he
grasped his own clothes and tore them in two pieces,” while also performing his glorious
crossing of the Jordan, along with the vulnerability of his grieving words to “the
company of prophets who were at Jericho”). 3. The ridicule of Elisha’s naked head
(“baldhead”) happens immediately after Elisha deliberately moves even further into the
doubled glory of his life as witnessed by the offering of his glory in the form of a lifesustaining miracle for the sake of others (healing the waters of Jericho).
Within the context of the SNN it becomes evident that Elisha’s befuddling and
seemingly unwarranted cursing of the children, and their immediate resulting deaths, was
nothing less than the personification of spiritual warfare—a divine spiritual warfare that
must necessarily stand in opposition to shame (fear of vulnerability), because the satanic
voice of shame actively and earnestly stands in opposition to glory.
As well, the Elisha pericope bears witness to the ongoing comedic nature of
shame and glory as illustrated through the fact that in the warfare of shame and glory, the
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victory of glory is paradoxically won through the vulnerability of a person’s God-given
glory—which appears to consistently arises amidst the nakedness of shame. In other
words, the glory of God in a person’s life is ironically established through the potentiality
and probability of shame, or in the very act of being ashamed. Such is the “comedy” and
“fairy tale” of God, as Buechner would say.
Wilson Kingly III
The following story of Wilson Kingly III illustrates the comedy and fairy tale of
God as previously explained by Buechner in Chapter One. Even more specifically, this
story demonstrates what the above story of naked vulnerability, shame, and glory can
look like within the prophetic purview of pastoral counseling:
Wilson Kingly III was sitting in his usual seat within my counseling office. As I
listened to this respectable no-nonsense businessman, it became increasingly obvious to
me that his latest business affairs were precarious at best, though Wilson had spent most
of his lifetime never saying as much. Wilson had learned to keep quiet not for the sake of
his own ego; instead for the sake of other people’s fragile hopes, and the consequential
accompaniment of their disingenuous pity, which was generally masked as empathy.
Upon sharing with Wilson Kingly III a significant part of the SNN, I could hear
him mumble, “Ohhhh, you Dumb Shit!” Though loud enough for me to hear, Wilson was
mostly talking to himself as people sometimes do when being surprised by the
unforeseen. I, however, was unable to escape Wilson’s self-contemptuous remark.
Simultaneously, I felt an unexplainable severity beginning to well up inside me as I sat
through the remainder of his counseling session. Toward the end, Wilson Kingly III
volunteered to close his counseling session in prayer. His vigor suddenly reflected a
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machismo that would have put John Wayne to shame had he himself been there praying
and pockmarking the prayer with shots from his six shooter: “…AMEN!”, Wilson
boisterously declared. And with that assumed finality I dared to move into a moment of
uncertain vulnerability by asking Wilson if I too could pray, specifically for him.
With permission, I began quietly praying. Wilson in turn began to relax, soften
up, and allowed himself to be more receptive, which evoked a deeper vulnerability within
me. Now weeping with a grief that was not merely my own, but also Wilson’s, I got out
of my chair and stood behind him, put my arms around his frame, and hugged Wilson
like a father embracing a dear son. Surprisingly, Wilson reached up, grabbed both my
hands and pulled them close to his heart. As I wept and prayed over the shame-filled
man, Wilson also began to grieve deeply. “Thank you…Thank you…Thank you…!”, was
all he could say in choked-up response.
A few weeks later, Wilson and his wife, Sally, explained to me the fuller history
behind Wilson and my shared moment of vulnerability, prayer, and healing. Sally
recalled a very telling moment that had happened years before just after they were
engaged to be married: Apparently, Wilson Kingly III had not mended a cattle fence
according to his father’s standards of perfection. Upon inspection, Wilson’s father
harshly accused him of being a total, “Dumb Shit!” Sally said that the severity of
Wilson’s humiliation was palpable and bespoke a tale of familial shame, which appeared
to be concretizing in the intrapsychic voice of at least one more generation of Kingly
men. Sally believed that the “Dumb Shit!” name was indeed a boyhood voice of shame
that had dogged her husband throughout his life; lurking in wait for that moment of
vulnerability when Wilson Kingly III would fail to “get it right.” Shame would then
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pounce on him with the crippling fear of being utterly humiliated in unconquerable
ignominy—until that vulnerable moment within my counseling office when the prophetic
Spirit of God stood in direct opposition to Wilson’s boyish voice of shame.
Prior to that moment of glorious opposition, Wilson Kingly’s identity had been
saddled with the suffix the “III”, which had put him in line to inherit a three-generational
machismo that was unfortunately already paying great dividends to his own son. For
Wilson that meant getting it right, whatever he did, which meant not embarrassing the
Kingly name by being a “Dumb Shit!” How disappointing it was, then, that Wilson
Kingly III had not only blundered in fence repair, but had also managed to blow it as an
elite custom homebuilder.
It was doubly devastating, therefore, when Wilson Kingly III blew the family
business for a second time by risking financial vulnerability yet again—sometime shortly
after his moment of healing in my office. Wilson’s daring business move yoked him with
an insurmountable debt that he ultimately took to his grave; and, yet, he posthumously
remained an elite developer throughout his lifelong years as a custom homebuilder. In
fact, a week after Wilson’s funeral, his oldest son received the prestigious Builder’s
Association Award on his father’s behalf. It was a rare and exceptional honor that the
Association only awarded to those standout builders who exemplified the highest
standards in craftsmanship while maintaining exemplary customer/contractor relations.
In the end, within the economy of the Kingdom of God, Wilson Kingly III’s real
bottom line was revealed to be authentically glorious, though it was amidst a
circumstantial boyhood voice of shame that had previously been healed in a moment of
God-given vulnerability. To be sure, all those who knew Wilson were painfully aware of
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his debt; and, yet, the quality of his Christian life continues to reverberate within
everyone’s heart. They all say the same thing: “I hope to live my life with as much honor
and courage as Wilson Kingly III did.” They seem to realize that only God can create
such a glorious reputation amidst the cultural circumstances of personal shame.
The Nakedness of A King
2 Samuel 6:14-23 reads:
Wearing a linen ephod, David was dancing before the Lord with all his
might, while he and all Israel were bringing up the ark of the Lord with
shouts and the sound of trumpets.
As the ark of the Lord was entering the City of David, Michal daughter of
Saul watched from a window. And when she saw King David leaping and
dancing before the Lord, she despised him in her heart.
They brought the ark of the Lord and set it in its place inside the tent that
David had pitched for it, and David sacrificed burnt offerings and
fellowship offerings before the Lord. After he had finished sacrificing the
burnt offerings and fellowship offerings, he blessed the people in the name
of the Lord Almighty. Then he gave a loaf of bread, a cake of dates and a
cake of raisins to each person in the whole crowd of Israelites, both men
and women. And all the people went to their homes.
When David returned home to bless his household, Michal daughter of
Saul came out to meet him and said, “How the king of Israel has
distinguished himself today, going around half-naked in full view of the
slave girls of his servants as any vulgar fellow would!”
David said to Michal, “It was before the Lord, who chose me rather than
your father or anyone from his house when he appointed me ruler over the
Lord’s people Israel—I will celebrate before the Lord. I will become even
more undignified than this, and I will be humiliated in my own eyes. But
by these slave girls you spoke of, I will be held in honor.”
And Michal daughter of Saul had no children [i.e., no glory amidst the
vulnerability of childbearing] to the day of her death.
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In this pericope the SNN with its storyline of shame and glory is represented
within the tale of a vulnerable King, “a man after God’s own heart.”6 As the story goes,
King David is living within the pinnacle of his glory. He has just returned from bringing
back the ark of the Lord, the symbol and sacred seat of God’s presence. The most
genuine way this King can express his gratitude for the significantly felt presence of God
is by uncovering himself and dancing vulnerably before the Lord Almighty and
humankind. Shame is ever present, however. In and through David’s wife Michal—the
one person who should have been his most trusted companion of nakedness—Michal
allows herself to be the voice of satanic shame by ridiculing her husband: specifically the
vulnerability of a King who is a man after [God’s] own heart. Demonically driven,
Michal says whatever is necessary to shame and humiliate King David; anything to
oppose the convicting and compelling vulnerability of a King who stands before God and
his people with inspirational authenticity; anything to get David to cover his intimate and
vulnerable relationship with God by recovering himself with the facade of prudent
garments—as Adam and Eve had covered themselves with fig leaves in an attempt to
separate themselves from intimacy with God. King David will have none of it.
It is true, David will always be known for “killing his ten thousands,”7 but this
king’s real glory was to be found in the God-given grace to live openhearted to God in
utter vulnerability of body and soul. From that relationship of intimacy and trust, David
was compelled to be the king who showed generosity in the provisions of God’s people
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(at least in the above moment). Like a true king, David’s generosity was evidenced by,
“blessing the people in the name of the Lord Almighty in the giving of “a loaf of bread, a
cake of dates and a cake of raisins to each person in the whole crowd of Israelites, both
men and women.”
Why did God consider King David, a would-be adulterator (if not rapist) and
murderer, “a man after his own heart”? The answer would seem to be found in the reality
that no matter what David’s heart was full of (love or indifference, joy or depression,
mercy or revenge, benevolence or malevolence, righteousness or sin), David ultimately
offered his heart to God in an honest and naked vulnerability. Likewise, God is not
withholding of his own heart toward his people—no matter what it is full of, though it is
ultimately full of mercy, grace, and love. In this naked vulnerability, God says of David,
he is “a man after my own heart”, because David does not withhold his heart from God,
and God does do not withhold God’s heart from humankind either.
This mutual vulnerability or nakedness is evident in the emotive nakedness of all
King David’s psalms, just as it is also evident in the emotive nakedness of all the
prophets, those who serve to deliver the psalms of God (Prophetic utterances), so to
speak, to the people. As the rabbi, theologian and philosopher, Abraham Heschel, said,
“The prophets’ utterances were the unloading of a burden rather than glimpses obtained
in the fog of groping. [Therefore] they disclosed attitudes of God rather than ideas about
God.”8 Such generous vulnerability is not encouraged among the more enterprising. In
fact, as Dan Allender observes, it is a character trait you will not find in most
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“leadership” books and manuals.9 God and King David, however, live life unfashionably
naked before each other; as well as living life utterly vulnerable before those they
oversee. Make no mistake, the Enemy is ever present to mock and humiliate any
counselee who does likewise.
“Berserko” and “Praisey”
The following story illustrates the nakedness and vulnerability, the shame and
glory of another king named Jesse. As a wannabe leader, Jesse sought my help in his
attempt to conquer the world, so to speak. Throughout our sessions, the SNN was overtly
referenced in narrative/metaphorical application to Jesse’s life. Though Jesse was not
expecting to be conquered by the vulnerability of Love personified, Jesus made his
presence known to Jesse in an unforeseen way that empowered Jesse to no longer feel
alone, full of shame, and with the plausibility of damaging self-humiliation. Therein,
Jesse began to discover the comedic and fairy tale like glory of his life, even though the
voice of shame, like in Michal, remained close to him in the form of a ridiculing and
shaming ex-wife:
“Touch Jesse’s money or possessions and he’ll go berserk on yo’ ass!” Jesse
would periodically remind me of this; always in the first person in what felt like a futile
attempt to make his intimidation less threatening. On one such occasion, however, I was
honored to be the recipient of said torture. In the middle of leading an intimate spiritual
retreat, there was some confusion about payment for the room that, Jesse, two other close
friends, and I were sharing. Consequently, Jesse’s credit card, which was registered at the
9
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hotel’s front desk, got tapped unexpectedly. Jesse thought it was my fault and tore into
me with full on vengeance via ridicule. As Jesse undressed me in front of our friends with
what felt like a demonic derision and shame, the friends and I fell fearfully silent. Jesse
was so overcome with red-hot anger, I suspected the two of us were gonna throw-down.
“Berserko”, as our friends had long before amply nicknamed Jesse, was like a mad dog
with rabies. I was convinced he was going to chew me whole, swallow, and fart me out
without thinking twice about it.
Of course we laugh about it now; but only because the intensity of that moment
still lingers with an inescapable shame. We’re “guys”, and that’s sometimes how us men
deal with the uncomfortable. The vulnerability of laughing is an acceptable compromise
when the nakedness of crying is just too humiliating.
Jesse, AKA: “Berserko”, had been a successful businessman of sorts. Studying
with focus and working with calculation, he had managed to realize a modicum of
worldly opulence that suggested he had made it. And by made it, I mean Jesse hadn’t
blown it. In other words, he had lived up to the cultural expectations of being a powerful,
or at least respectable businessman; and he had the goods to show for it. The goods,
though, seemed to have a hold on “Berserko” even more so.
After deciding to launch out and take things to the next level by starting his own
business, “Berserko” began meeting with me for counseling and vocational guidance.
More accurately, Jesse’s new business venture was not going as planned and “Berserko”
was “pissed at God” about it. Though it took some time for my friend to admit his anger
toward God, what especially helped to make his therapeutic process interesting was the
fact God seemed hell-bent on thwarting Berserko at every turn he made. Provoked by the
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growing reality that he couldn’t get God Almighty to obey him, Berserko’s heart finally
busted open and I was made privy to a history of vengeance and ridicule toward God,
which remains unmatched to date.
“Constipated with years of shit”, as Jesse put it, he later admitted he had become
spoiled from the inside-out. He, consequently, thought God owed him something, which
caused him to live life with an air of entitlement. Regardless, I was thankful that Jesse
was finally directing his “constipated” psalms to God, so that Jesse might finally begin to
hear God’s own psalms to him. In that intimate exchange a new and genuine trust could
be established, which might prove to be a better compass for Jesse’s life moving forward;
certainly better than his old compass, which seemed oriented to the emptiness of worldly
calculations.
How did God make space to be heard in “Berserko’s” life? By simply clearing out
Jesse’s “goods”, so Jesse could get God and, therein, know that God had really been
getting Jesse all along. It wasn’t an easy process. It rarely is. Talking honestly with God
is about the most daring adventure anyone has ever taken. But over the next few years of
losing just about every material possession, which in turn caused Jesse to lose his sense
of self-respect among his business peers, the intrapsychic space was made for him to
receive the psalms of God with prophetic proclamation. In return, Jesse gave God his
heart: full of doubt, full of self-righteousness, full of revenge, full of hatred, full of fear,
full of joy, full of love, full of gratitude, full of God’s mercy and grace, full of Godly
trust, and full of an unquenchable holy praise. In fact, the only thing Jesse didn’t initially
lose in the divinely orchestrated therapeutic process was his mocking wife who
eventually divorced him for being so “Praisey” with God. By “Praisey” she meant that
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Jesse was embarrassing himself by praising God so much, especially when he was so
financially vulnerable or naked.
Jesse still laughs, perhaps more than ever. But now his laughter reveals a
profound sense of God’s presence, which compels the rest of us men to chortle with the
sobering reality that Christ is very present as “one of the guys.” And as such, the
generous vulnerability of Jesus becomes an invitation for other men to go “Berserko“
with God so that they, too, can know what it truly means to be “Praisey.”
Jesse is now enjoying the vulnerable generosity of Christ Jesus. This last year he
was privileged to discover his dream job, the very work that Jesse had diligently planned
for throughout his life, though he, himself, could never have managed to secure it.
Instead, God orchestrated the connections and job description that truly tapped Jesse’s
business savvy. Jesse, thankfully, now has a hold of his work, instead of his work having
a hold of him. Furthermore, Jesse has the insatiable sense that God has a hold of his heart,
as God is allowing Jesse to hold onto the divine heart for greater healing and
vulnerability. The result: Jesse is a settled man because he now knows God as his security
and safety. In that contentment Jesse also has a glory to his life that continues to be
revealed in the form of a growing generosity unto others.

The Nakedness of A Priest(ess)
John 8:2-11 reads:
At dawn he [Jesus] appeared again in the temple courts, where all the
people gathered around him, and he sat down to teach them. The teachers
of the law and the Pharisees brought in a woman caught in adultery
[public, cultural, and immoral, if not literal nakedness]. They made her
stand before the group [forced ignominy in her vulnerability] and said to
Jesus, “Teacher, this woman was caught in the act of adultery. In the Law
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Moses commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” They
were using this question as a trap, in order to have a basis for accusing
him.
But Jesus bent down and started to write on the ground with his finger.
When they kept on questioning him, he straightened up and said to them,
“Let any one of you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her.”
Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground.
At this, those who heard began to go away one at a time, the older ones
first, until only Jesus was left, with the woman still standing there. Jesus
straightened up and asked her, “Woman, where are they? Has no one
condemned you?”
“No one, sir,” she said.
“Then neither do I condemn you,” Jesus declared. “Go now and leave your
life of sin.”10
While many have speculated much concerning what Jesus might have written in the
ground, the narrator of this passage does not offer that detail. Why is the author-redactor
withholding? Apparently such information it is not germane to the centrality of the story;
this would especially seem to be true within the context of the SNN.
What does appear to be important is the fact that Jesus does not want to look upon
the Adulterous Woman’s shame-filled vulnerability so poignantly associated with her
nakedness, whether that nakedness was literal, cultural, or otherwise. Unlike Ham and the
woman’s condemners who want to look upon a person’s shame, Jesus is not characterized
as someone who takes pleasure in gloating over the literal or metaphorical shame-filled
nakedness of this “sinful” woman.
Accordingly, Jesus is deliberate in turning his gaze from this woman’s forced
vulnerability and shame-filled public humiliation, as well as the vicious ridicule of her
10
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tormenting condemners. While so doing, perhaps it is not coincidental that Jesus turns to
the ground, back toward that place where he had first formed and fashioned humanity in
the glory of God. With his finger whirling in the dirt, Christ begins to once again stir an
unforeseen and glorious creativity. Jesus does this through the interplay of semiotics. He
draws in the very soil from which all humanity was once gloriously drawn from.
Separated, however, from the SNN, Jesus’ creative preparation reads more like an
insensitive moment for Christ; as if Jesus is being obtuse amidst the woman’s forced
ignominy. Or, it reads like the unfinished work of a less than redactor who somehow
forgot to include the important detail of what, exactly, Christ was drawing on the ground.
But, within the SNN, Jesus’ seeming disinterest in the sinful woman, along with his
“dirty” distraction, reveals Christ as the consummate and glorious Creator. The
unexpected One who, also, shows respect and dignity for this sinful woman by turning
his head from her acute sense of shame, to once again play in the dirt of creative and
glorious possibility.
Upon the accusers’ realization that Jesus isn’t interested in condemning this sinful
woman, Christ deliberately enters into this woman’s spiritual warfare of shame and
humiliation, that which had come to most define her life. The pericope reads that Jesus
“straightened up,” to directly addressing the Enemy, though indirectly via the woman’s
accusers and condemners, thus sending them away—while Jesus bends back down to
draw in the dirt. Then, and only then, does the narrator tell readers that Christ, yet again,
“straightened up”. But now, while directly looking at the woman, Jesus asked, “‘Woman,
where are they? Has no one condemned you?’ ‘No one, sir,’ she said. ‘Then neither do I
condemn you,’ Jesus declared. ‘Go now and leave your life of sin.’”
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Notice that Jesus is addressing the accusing voice of shame in both moments that
he “straightened up.” Firstly, Jesus addresses the Enemy through the woman’s accusers.
Secondly, Jesus addresses the Enemy by intrapsychically addressing any sense or
assumption in the woman that Jesus, himself, could also be an accuser and condemner.
By asking the questions, “Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?” and the
woman answering, “No one, sir,” this sinful woman has graciously come to understand,
as evidenced in her deliberate confession, that Jesus is not someone who shames or
humiliates her. She may not yet know exactly who Christ is, but she knows Jesus is
certainly not one who condemns her, especially in her greatest moment of ignominy.
Furthermore, when Jesus sends the adulterous woman away with the declaration,
“Go now and leave your life of sin,” he does not appear to be imploring her to finally
obey the Law; nor would it appear Jesus is inciting ridicule within the woman by naming
her life as sinful. Instead the glorious Creator, himself, Jesus Christ, appears to be
speaking a new ontology of glory into the Adulterous Woman’s old life of sin and shame.
All the while, within the context of the SNN Christ is shown to be the One who also
creates a sense of intrapsychic glory. Jesus does this by creating incarnate within this
shame-filled woman a new ontology with a new ability for graceful living. In other
words, Jesus creates something new and glorious within and up through something old
and shameful; literally God’s glory comes right in the middle of this woman’s old
storyline of shame-filled living.
According to traditional Christian creation theology, this is the God who creates
ex nihilo through vulnerability, which also includes this woman’s new life of glory in
him. To be sure, Jesus is fully present amidst the naked shame of the Adulterous Woman;
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though he refuses to exacerbate her shame by staring and gloating at it. So, Christ puts his
head down and prepares to be creative by running his fingers through the dirt. Though the
Enemy makes the Adulterous Woman stand before The Judge as a would-be sacrifice to
rightly kill, the would be sacrifice ironically finds herself before the glorious Creator as a
living being, i.e., a “living sacrifice”.11 As such, Jesus offers this living sacrifice a
benediction that simultaneously creates in the Woman a new and glorious disposition.
In both her shame and glory the Adulterous Woman personifies the true priest of
God by literally becoming a vulnerable “living sacrifice.” The real chief priest, Jesus
Christ, will not burn the sacrifice before him on an unclean alter of humiliation, so to
speak. Such a humiliating smell is not a “pleasing aroma”12 to the Lord’s nostrils; though
Jesus does chose to set this woman’s heart on fire with a disposition of unadulterated
glory. Firstly offered in sacrificial condemnation, the Adulterous Woman embodies the
shameful nakedness of all God’s saints. But, in offering Jesus a non-accusatory, true God
identification (in answer to Jesus’ questions, she confesses that Jesus is not a condemner),
the Adulterous Woman also becomes a glorious priest(ess). She does so by offering God
her utter vulnerability in the form of a seductively divine and non-beguiling honesty. As
Buechner would say, this is the “comedy” and “fairy tale” of God.

Sister Catalina
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The following pastoral counseling story illustrates the divine comedy and fairy
tale of semiotic nakedness within the purview of a contemporary priestess who
personifies well the binary storyline of shame and glory. Through the realization of a
Heavenly Father’s vulnerability of love, sister Catalina was enabled to reveal her own
vulnerability of shame, which quickly led to a realization of her profound glory:
Sister Catalina proceeded to tell me that she, “just couldn’t get it out of her
mind!” She was referring to a story I had earlier shared. While riding my bike through
Ireland on a pilgrimage of sorts, God caught me singing, Danny Boy, to myself. And
while being “caught up”13 by God, I heard God singing, Danny Boy, to me. Though some
might find that comforting, or evidence of a Delusional Disorder with a Grandiose Type,
I did not. It was during a significant season in my life; one in which I had been earnestly
asking God what God’s thoughts were towards me. I wanted to know who I was as a man
of God. In search of my new manly name in Christ, God had finally responded by
singing, Danny Boy, to me. I would have much preferred, Daniel You Are My Brother.
Anything, except “boy”.
Upon complaining to God, I was stopped in my tracks by what God then told me,
“No Danny, you’re my boy! Unless you become like one of these little ones you will
never see the Kingdom of God. So, I have created you to be my boy.” That’s the story I
shared with sister “C”. And what she next asked me proved even more surprising than
God’s song and endearing words:
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I hope I won’t disturb you by asking this, but I’m a retired sister who is
retreating here at this monastery for a few months. The brothers who run
the place are pushing me to go to confession, and they won’t let up. There
is one thing I’ve never confessed to anyone and I don’t think I can confess
it to them just yet ... I was wondering, would you be my priest and can I
talk with you about it?
I was especially blown away by sister Catalina’s choice words. Earlier that day
Jesus had also told me, “You are a priest in my Father’s house.” I had reckoned Jesus’
words as even more evidence that, in fact, I might possibly be suffering from a
Delusional Disorder—until Sister Catalina asked me to be her “priest.” At that point, I
sensed the “unforeseen” or comedic voice of God affectionately taunting me with a
playful, “Gotcha!”
Though still a little reluctant to be a “priest”, I was, nevertheless deeply moved by
the naked candor of sister Catalina’s shame and honesty. I was also moved by what
seemed to be a cajoling pressure from the religious brothers to confront this sister’s “sin”
and then quickly dispatch of her with a just penance. So, I obliged sister C’s request,
which unbeknownst to me at the time also meant that I had just obligated myself to stay
at the monastery for an extra few days. It took that long for sister Catalina to work up the
courage to finally have a vulnerable conversation with me.
The following is how sister Catalina explained some of her shame to me: “Before
retiring a few months ago, I taught Catholic elementary school for sixty years. And
throughout all that time I misrepresented God to each and every one of the little children I
was educating… I taught them that God is a lord instead of showing them he is their
Father.”
As sister C sat before me in her now shaming silence, my heart began to be stirred
with the hopeful expectation that God intended to do something gloriously creative, like
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heal this shame-filled woman by showing himself to her as a merciful and gracious
Father. And so I stirred the dirt of sister Catalina’s familial history by drawing questions
about the relationship between her and her biological father. After describing her father
as a quiet, austere, and unaffectionate man, sister C told me something else that was
especially revealing:
I had many brothers and sisters growing up and my parents were very
poor. My father had one black suit that he wore to Mass every week. But
since my parents were too poor to have it properly cleaned, I was not
allowed to get near my dad on those days. On Sundays I wasn’t even
allowed to touch my father lest I dirty up his black suit. Once I tried to hug
him while he was wearing it and I was severely rebuked and punished for
it.
It didn’t take a trained psychoanalyst to connect the dots in Sister Catalina’s
shame. It did, however, take the felt presence of a kind and generous Heavenly Father to
begin healing and revealing Catalina’s shame and glory. As we continued visiting, Sister
C found herself inwardly aroused with the profound sensibility that God was actually
hearing her shame. And God was doing so by imbuing her with the genuine sense that he
was the Father who would really accept her confession. As well, sister Catalina had an
increased sense that God was also revealing her glory by showing her that, indeed, she
had a sincere heart for God’s “little ones.”14 This was especially made evident by the fact
that Sister C’s holy vulnerability was ministering to me, Danny Boy, God’s child.
In the end, Sister Catalina and I were graced to realize the binary and paradoxical
nature of shame and glory. Though I had initially played the role of a pseudo-priest for
Sister C’s naked shame, she proved the real priestess by being a living sacrifice before
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me. As such, Sister C ministered to me more than I ministered to her—precisely because
of her glorious vulnerability.

CHAPTER SIX:
SACRED NAKEDNESS NARRAPHOR;
JESUS CHRIST
You have taught me to worship a god
who is like you, who shares your thinking exactly,
who is going to slap me one if I don’t straighten out fast.
I am very uneasy every Sunday, which is cloudy and deathly
still, and filled with silent accusing whispers.1
— Keillor
Jesus’ life, as well as yours,
is not about the absence of something (sin),
but rather the presence of something (a splendor or weightiness)2
— Gary Barkalow
In the previous chapter, the nakedness, shame, and glory of prophet, king, and
priest(ess) were offered, establishing the second triad of the SNN. In the following
chapter the third triad will be presented consisting of the three nakednesses’ of Jesus
during his most defining moments of life and ministry: Christ’s birth, baptism, and
crucifixion. These three nakednesses’ will be shown as the central and defining chapter
within the story of shame and glory, which serves to concretize, and thus characterize the
ontological context of a counselee’s life.
The Nakedness of Jesus’ Birth
Matthew 2:1-11 reads:
After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, during the time of King
Herod, Magi from the east…went on their way, and the star they had seen
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when it rose went ahead of them until it stopped over the place where the
child was. When they saw the star, they were overjoyed. On coming to the
house, they saw the child with his mother Mary, and they bowed down
and worshiped him. Then they opened their treasures and presented him
with gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh.3
Luke 2:6-16 reads:
While they were there, the time came for her to deliver her child. And she
gave birth to her firstborn son and wrapped him in bands of cloth, and laid
him in a manger, because there was no place for them in the inn. In that
region there were shepherds living in the fields… Then an angel of the
Lord stood before them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them…
“…see—I am bringing you good news of great joy for all the people: to
you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is the Messiah, the
Lord. This will be a sign for you: you will find a child wrapped in bands
of cloth and lying in a manger.” And suddenly there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly host, praising God and saying, “Glory to God in
the highest heaven, and on earth peace among those whom he favors!”
…the shepherds said to one another, “Let us go now…” So they went with
haste and found…the child lying in the manger.4
According to Luke’s version of Jesus’ birth, it might appear that Christ’s first
clothes are “bands of cloth”. According to the SNN, however, it is seen that Jesus’ first
clothes are in fact the naked flesh of humanness. In other words, when God dressed
God’s self (divine vulnerability) for the first time, God dressed divine essence in the
naked skin of man. As John’s Gospel succinctly puts it: “The Word became flesh and
lived among us”.
By so doing, God enters into the Sacred Story by literally becoming The Story of
shame and glory. God does this through both a literal and symbolic nakedness, which
serves to further testify to the utmost vulnerability of God, even while dressed in the flesh
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of humankind—in fact, precisely because God self-chooses to be dressed in the
nakedness of a man within the vulnerability of a woman (Mary: “be it unto me according
to thy word”).5 Leonard Sweet, picks up on the storied sensibility of the Incarnation when
(re)signing John’s semiotic, “Word”, with “Story”, i.e., “And the Story became flesh and
dwelt among us”.6
The fact that Jesus is both wrapped in “bands of cloth” and then placed in
“the manger” (“a feeding trough for animals”) does not seem to be a mere semiotic
accident or coincidence by Luke’s author. New Testament Scholar, Thomas Philips,
offers a more recent and plausible explanation for the specificity of the Greek word,
sparganów, translated “bands of cloth” or “swaddling clothes”. Philips notes traditional
assumptions, which hold that both the “bands of cloth” and “the manger” symbolized the
impoverished state of baby Jesus, though most scholars now agree that Luke’s use of
bands of cloth simply denoted that Mary and Joseph were giving culturally appropriate
parental care to Jesus. Philips makes note, however, of the fact that Luke’s author
specifically directs the reader’s semiotic eye to the angels’ words that, “this will be a sign
for you: you will find a child wrapped in bands of cloth and lying in a manger.” Though
Philips also notes that most scholars have assumed the “sign” was in reference to the
manger, he offers good reason why the sign should, also, very much include the bands of
cloth. Philips states that,
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First, the Lukan reference to Jesus being wrapped in ‘swaddling clothes’ may
stand within a rich literary tradition surrounding the family of the gods. Second,
when Luke’s reference is read against this ancient literary background, it likely
draws upon this tradition to highlight Jesus’ divine origin… sparganów does not
appear frequently in extant pre-first-century Greek literature. In fact, just two
documents, Euripides’ Ion and the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, account for nearly
one fourth of all extant occurrences of the word before the first century. Each
document uses the term six times… The references within these texts are
important for two reasons. First, no other extant pre-first-century text uses this
term as frequently as do these two well-known texts. Second, the references to
swaddling clothes in each of these texts help a divine son to establish his place
within the divine family… Each tale appears repeatedly in ancient literature …
[e.g., Hesiod’s Theogony and Pindar’s Odes]…Given the extensive symbolic use
of swaddling clothes in myth, hymn, drama and poetry before the first century, it
seems culturally appropriate to interpret the Lukan ‘sign’ of the swaddling clothes
against the background of the literary motif of a divine son establishing his place
within the divine family.7
Philips postulates that, “Luke was probably interacting—consciously,
unconsciously, or more likely, semi-consciously—with a widely recognized cultural
sign.”8 Regardless, within the Lukan semiotics of Jesus being “wrapped in bands of cloth
and lying in a manger” Luke, nevertheless, allows his readers to see the glory of the
divine Son lying in a symbol of shame (manger).
So, “in the beginning” God dresses Adam and Eve in the vulnerability of glory,
though they ultimately cover their glorious nakedness with “fig leaves” of shame and
hide from God. At Jesus’ birth, the second Adam (Christ) is also dressed in the
vulnerability of nakedness; though, like Adam and Eve, Jesus’ nakedness is quickly
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covered with bands of cloth (a human symbol of divine glory) and hidden, or placed,
inside a manger (a less-than human symbol of poverty and shame).
Alongside the Lukan story of baby Jesus’ nakedness and shame is baby Jesus’
story of nakedness and glory as symbolized in Matthew’s account of Jesus’ birth.
Juxtaposed to Luke’s semiotics of shame, Matthew’s Gospel offers the nakedness of
Jesus’ incarnation within the semiotics of glory (Magi, shining star, worship, treasures
and gifts).
The SNN reveals that The Almighty dresses divine omnipotence in humanity’s
vulnerability as evidenced by coming incarnate through the glory of humanity’s
nakedness; while, ironically, humanity dresses divine nakedness in a semiotic of glory
(bands of cloth) and then places that glory in a symbol of shame (manger). This semiotic
pattern will be repeated in Christ’s life: Firstly, Jesus is bound in pseudo-glorification by
way of being bound by the people’s assumptive ideas of what his divinity should mean.
Secondly, the people ultimately lay Jesus’ pseudo-glorification to rest in the shame of the
cross. Already in Jesus’ birth the metanarrative of shame and glory is overwhelmingly
personified—so that throughout Christ’s life the SNN can be absolutely embodied and
concretized by and in Jesus.
Why would the all-powerful Son of God purpose to come as the Sacred Story of
shame and glory where both shame and glory share a certain tension within an
inextricable, binary relationship of opposition? According to the SNN, it is because only
within Jesus’ story of shame and glory does every person find his or her own
vulnerability. Therein, every counselee’s story of nakedness is laid bare in the mercy and
grace of Jesus’ shame and glory so that every counselee’s story of shame and glory can
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be healed and revealed. Leading postliberal theologian, William Placher, corroborates the
vulnerability of God in Christ, which has too often been lost within an all-powerful
theology of God:
Most people assume that they know roughly what the word “God” means…an
idea that tends to center on power. God is all-powerful, omnipotent. God is in
charge of everything… God is “the Lord.” The Christian gospel, however, starts
its understanding of God from a very different place. To read the biblical
narratives is to encounter a God who is, first of all, love. Love involves a
willingness to put oneself at risk, and God is in fact vulnerable in love, vulnerable
even to great suffering. God’s self-revelation is Jesus Christ.9
As the next section will show, this realization of God’s glory-shame purposes, via
naked vulnerability, is further exemplified at Jesus’ baptism.
The Nakedness of Jesus’ Baptism
There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you.10
— Maya Angelou
Be careful when a naked person offers you a shirt.11
— African saying
Mark 1:4-13 reads:
And so John the Baptist appeared in the wilderness, preaching a baptism
of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. The whole Judean countryside
and all the people of Jerusalem went out to him. Confessing their sins,
they were baptized by him in the Jordan River. John wore clothing made
of camel’s hair, with a leather belt around his waist, and he ate locusts and
wild honey. And this was his message: “After me comes the one more
powerful than I, the straps of whose sandals I am not worthy to stoop
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down and untie. I baptize you with water, but he will baptize you with the
Holy Spirit.”
At that time Jesus came from Nazareth in Galilee and was baptized by
John in the Jordan. Just as Jesus was coming up out of the water, he saw
heaven being torn open and the Spirit descending on him like a dove. And
a voice came from heaven: “You are my Son, whom I love; with you I am
well pleased.”
At once the Spirit sent him out into the wilderness, and he was in the
wilderness forty days, being tempted by Satan.12
Nowhere within the above passage, nor in Matthew, Luke, or John’s rendering of
Jesus’ baptism, is it explicitly stated that Jesus was naked. Likewise, within
contemporary language “nakedness” need not be explicitly stated in reference to a
person’s bathing. Cultural conventions in both instances suffice to imply what should
appear to be obvious: the person being baptized or bathing is buck-naked; sandals, shoes,
socks, and all.
In regards to Jesus’ baptism, how is his nakedness made obvious? Robin Jensen,
Vanderbilt Professor of History, Christian Art, and Worship, states that in early Christian
baptism catechumens, “were stripped, anointed over their whole bodies, and then dunked
three times in cold, fresh, water… Once they emerged from the font, they were given new
white garments… Their initial nudity indicated their lack of shame; the white garments
their restored innocence.”13 Some of the earliest writings of the Church fathers attest to
the nakedness of the catechumen at baptism: Cyril of Jerusalem: “upon entering, you
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remove your tunics… Having stripped, you were naked”; and, “when stripped, you were
anointed”;14 John Chrysostom: “strips off your robe”;15 “In Mopsuestia, candidates first
removed their outer garments…and then were stripped completely… According to
Theodore, the stripping of candidates symbolized their returning to the state of Adam and
Eve in paradise”;16 Apostolic Tradition;17 etc.
Total nudity within baptisms has been long forgotten; consequently, the
plausibility of Jesus’ nakedness at his own baptism remains mostly unrealized. As Jensen
points out, however, early first-century artistry of Jesus’ baptism, as depicted in
sarcophagi, ivories, and mosaics, consistently renders Jesus as a naked youth. Since,
however, the Sacred Story gives Christ a baptismal age of approximately thirty years,
both Jesus’ nakedness and youthfulness are thought to be more symbolic than literal.18
Other early Jewish cleansing rituals (e.g., Jewish proselyte baptism; Qumran washings;19
bathing before the offering of Temple sacrifices) offer a long history of nakedness during
emersion, therefore Jesus’ nakedness at his baptism would seem more probable within
these longstanding traditions of cleansing rituals. The Dictionary of Biblical Imagery is
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adamant, however, that “John the Baptist obviously did not have Jewish people strip
naked for public baptism,”20 meaning, Jesus was not naked during his baptism.
Nevertheless, within the SNN the above evidence and arguments do not
ultimately change the fact that whether Jesus was literally naked or semi-naked at his
baptism, the Sacred Story overtly depicts Jesus as totally vulnerable throughout his
baptism, and in that sense naked before God and humankind. Hence why early Christian
art could reasonably illustrate Jesus as totally naked at his baptism or culturally naked by
having his “outer garment” taken off.21 This then begs the question: How is Jesus’
vulnerably illustrated within the Gospel’s baptismal pericopes?
Jensen offers a history of theological thought concerning why Jesus would need to
be baptized, since John’s baptism was “a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of
sins,” and Jesus, of course, was without sin. Jensen states that most theologians agree
Jesus’ baptism was “an act of solidarity with humanity…modeling submission to God. At
the same time, by assuming the fallen and sinful human race through his incarnation,
Christ inaugurated his redemptive healing.”22 Though said conclusions are reasonable
within an orthodox paradigm of sin/atonement theology, familiarization with ancient
Mediterranean shame/honour culture and customs offers a greater understanding of the
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naked vulnerability of Jesus during his baptism; as well, the naked vulnerability of Jesus
during his crucifixion.
Ancient Honour and Shame
Jerome Neyrey, a leading scholar of ancient Mediterranean culture, states that
amongst anthropologists, such as Bruce Malina, and now more slower adapting biblical
scholars, such as David DeSilva, “it is becoming an accepted fact that honor and shame
were pivotal values in antiquity that structured the daily lives of people around the
Mediterranean, including Jesus and his disciples.”23 This “accepted fact” should not
include the contrary opinion of other scholars like, Hebrew professor, Johanna Stiebert,
who states that, “shame in the Hebrew Bible is not well elucidated from the parameters of
the honour/shame model.”24 Why should Stiebert’s opinion be excluded? The cultural
phenomenon of honour/shame within the “Hebrew Bible” (Old Testament), is specifically
what Stiebert makes spurious. The cultural context put forth in this section, however,
concerns the New Testament, Greco-Roman society. As well, the insight of Cambridge
Professor of Classics, Paul Millett, should be noted: there is very little if no evidence of
patron/client language within the ancient Greek world. Millett, however, explains this
apparent absence as a testament to Athenian democratic advancement—at least the
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presumption of it—in comparison to other Greek states: Most of the historical literature
of ancient Greece is, consequently, from Athens where patronage was assumed a societal
consequence of political inequality. Therefore classical Greek literature, especially its
political literature, made “efforts to conceal or disguise [patronage].”25 Neyrey,
accordingly, offers the following definition or explanation of honor within the world of
early Christianity:
Honor is the general, abstract word for the worth, value, prestige, and
reputation which an individual claims and which is acknowledged by
others... It refers also to the esteem in which someone is held or the honors
and awards bestowed on them... But honor exists only in the eyes of a
public who expects certain things and evaluates individuals accordingly. It
is, then...a social construct, an idea created by humans which they fill with
meaning.26 What do people think of this person? How is he evaluated?
Hence, it means a person’s “glory” or “good name.”27
Florence Dupont stresses that in ancient Greco-Roman culture, a viewing public
is—above all else—the most important element in garnering, establishing, and
perpetuating personal honor. She states that, “no man could be his own judge. Romans
could see themselves only through other’s eyes” adding further that, “the mirror in which
each Roman could survey his own honour—-or his shame—-was held up to him by his
fellow men.”28 Neyrey underscores this ancient cultural necessity by emphatically
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stating: “We cannot overemphasize the importance of a viewing ‘public’ for
understanding honor.”29
Likewise, the “evil eye” played prominently within the ancient Mediterranean;
and because a revengeful heart was thought to lie behind the evil eye, this alarming look
from another was to be actively avoided. Affirming self-appraisals and the flaunting of
one’s material goods were, therefore, necessarily shunned lest such boasting garner the
unwanted leer of the evil eye, which tended to serve as a symbolic promise of future
revenge by the one who casts its glaring effect.30
For the elite within society, honor could be achieved through either the
respectability of familial relations and the nobility of blood, or via the state and politics.
As well, honor could be achieved through the good reputation of meritorious conduct
such as, “benefaction, military exploits, athletic games, aesthetic competitions in drama
and poetry, and the like.”31 For the non-elite, however, such as artisans (Jesus as a
carpenter), peasants, and those slaves who sought honour through freedom,32 honor was
mostly pursued through aggression and aggressive competition.33
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Amongst every class of citizen, including the lower classes of artisans, peasants,
and freedmen, honor was often garnered at the expense of another person through “the
social game of challenge and riposte...contest”34 or public debate. Publicly challenging a
person’s words or actions was a direct attempt to contest their honorable reputation
within society. If the challenge was met with a sophomoric response, silence, or defeat
due to a lack of evidence via public support, the challenger was thus able to diminish—
and acquisition—the honor of the one challenged.35 Hence, “all the good things of the
conquered pass into the hands of the conquerors.”36 This, of course, is the consequential
logic of a society in which personal/public attributes are built on a zero-sum calculus.37
Regarding shame, Neyrey allows for the differentiation between a person’s
honorable sense of shame, according to dominant cultural standards, and the actual
societal positions and behaviors that elicit an undisputed phenomenon of cultural shame.
Genuine shame, therefore, “is the reverse of honor, that is, the loss of respect, regard,
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worth, and value in the eyes of others...the loss of face”38 within society. In short, shame
is “a publicly rejected claim to worth.”39 A shameless person, consequently, is one who
disregards cultural conventions by ignoring the standards of society and the estimation of
others.40
Limited Good
Anthropologist, George Foster, elucidates modern understandings of ancient
honor as a commodity thought to be in limited supply throughout ancient Mediterranean
peasant cultures and societies. Foster posits the notion of, “The Image of Limited Good:
if ‘Good’ exists in limited amounts which cannot be expanded, and if the system is closed
it follows that an individual or family can improve a position only at the expense of
another.”41 Consequently, within these ancient Mediterranean peasant societies, “all resources—all of the good things in life—are seen as constituting a closed system, finite in
quantity as far as the group is concerned, incapable of expansion or growth.”42
Aristotle illustrates this ideal of honor as a most valued and limited commodity
when he offers the more ancient, pre-Christian, sentiment that among “external goods the
greatest of these which people of position most aim at...the prize appointed for the
38
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noblest deeds is honour; that is surely the greatest of external goods.”43 Likewise, even
amongst more modern Greek peasant societies philotimo, “love of honor”,44 is a
predominant social structure. Therefore, in a world where honor was held as a
commodity valued above all else—and in limited supply—most, if not all, of the ancient
cultures of the world were necessarily an “agonistic society”.45
Within ancient agonistic cultures society was structured and stabilized through
two essential mechanisms or irreducible parameters of behavior: “an agreed-upon,
socially acceptable, preferred norm of behavior for its people, and a ‘club’ and a ‘carrot,’
in the form of sanctions and rewards, to ensure that real behavior approximates this
norm.”46 Foster reckons correctly that within such societies, human behaviors are,
consequently and overwhelmingly, driven by the external expectations of others;
concluding as much when he states that, “a great deal of peasant behavior is exactly what
we would predict from these [club and a carrot] circumstances.47 The works of [numerous
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other scholars]48 testify to the mentality of mutual distrust49 widespread in peasant
societies.”50 Exactly why challenges to honor, and riposte, served as the driving force for
so many of the public questions and answers put between Jesus and the scribes and
Pharisees throughout the Gospel writings.51
Patronage
Concerning the aforementioned meritorious conduct of “benefaction,” the ancient
Mediterranean culture of honor and shame was especially realized through patronage, a
reciprocating social system that served to regulate the survival of both the rich and the
poor, the honorable and those peoples who lived otherwise vulnerably within ancient
society.52 Patronage provided both an economic and relationally stabilizing function.
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The ancient philosopher, Seneca, affirms this sense of patronage stating it was “a
matter which is the chief bond of human society”53 without which ancient societies would
fall into disarray. As such, personal patronage “was an essential means of acquiring
access to goods, protection or opportunities for employment and advancement. Not only
was it essential—it was expected and publicized!”54
Patronage functioned between a patron and a client; the client seeking to secure
from the patron either limited goods, services, or special political or social access.55 If
goods or means were granted, the client could enter into a long-term relationship with
their patron, thus reciprocating the patron’s honorable gesture by making one’s self
readily available for various services. These services were mostly rendered by showing
honor, or ingratiating oneself to the patron through public praise; thereby promoting or
enhancing the social reputation and fame of a particular patron.
Acquisition of goods and means was often brokered by a patron who, through the
leveraging of an equally comparable relationship, provided necessary access to another
patron’s social and economic clout.56 Such a relationship amongst equals was known
simply by the term “friends.”57
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Consequently, the term “grace was not primarily a religious...word. Rather, [an
acculturated term] used to speak of reciprocity among human beings and between mortals
and gods.58 This single word encapsulated the entire ethos of the [patron/client]
relationship.”59 As such, grace within the ancient world always referred to three other
centered and responsive actions: 1. The patron’s willingness to grant a favor to a client;60
2. the gift itself; and, 3. the praiseworthy gratitude a beneficiary would publicly
demonstrate toward the patron in return.61 Therefore, though a patron should never grant
favor upon a client with a demand for requisite or commensurate action, the client
recipient should always expect to return favors to their patron through their own goods
and/or loyal service and public praise. The writings of Cicero, Seneca, and Aristotle62
fully support this understanding of honorable conduct, as well as the consequential shame
attributed to the patron or client who fails to act according to their respective
expectations.63
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Elucidating Jesus’ Nakedness
Through Ancient Mediterranean Culture
How does the above explanation of an ancient Mediterranean culture of shame
and honour, with its ideals of riposte, limited good, and patronage, elucidate
understanding about the vulnerability of Jesus at his baptism? The narrative trajectory of
Luke’s Gospel illustrates well the cultural nakedness, or vulnerability of Christ at his
baptism (See Appendix A for the Luke 2:42-4:30 passage).
Within Luke’s storyline Jesus is shown as already beginning to come into the
glory of his life as evidenced by his precocious attempt to fulfill his purpose and glory,
which was to be “in my Father’s house”. At the baptism Jesus will offer himself to his
Father, and thus begin the real and daring journey into his Father’s house (a Church made
of flesh instead of stones).
Luke is writing to at least one Gentile, Theophilus, if not many Greeks. As New
Testament scholar, Darrell Bock, states, “God’s role in salvation and the nature of the
new community [Greco-Roman community] reflect Luke’s most comprehensive
agenda.”64 Therefore, the story Luke’s author(s) tells of Jesus’ early life, baptism,
temptations (shaming Jesus’ identity: “If you are the son of God?”, etc.), and return to
Nazareth readily arouses sensibility of the ancient Greco-Roman shame/honour society
within the conventions of patronage, limited good, and social expectations.
After astonishing the Temple priests with his profundity and understanding of
scripture, Luke tells us that Jesus went with his parents and obeyed them, and “grew in
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wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man.” Luke uses the Greek term χάριτι
for “favor”, which is also the same word used for “grace” throughout most of the New
Testament.65 Why is the longest time span of Jesus’ life summarily stated in one short
verse? As the SSN reveals, Christ would not be able to continue to grow in the favor of
both man and God. The favor of God, or man, would diminish in the face of the other.
Jesus was decisive and chose God’s favor over man’s. Luke does not offer his readers
more than this because, for Luke, there is nothing more contextually important about
living the Christian life than this realization: the glory of God and of man will eventually
compete with each other for supremacy; though, ironically, the glory of God that is
eventually murdered at Calvary becomes the Glorious One—the “friend”—who brings
life and the favor (grace) of God to all others.
Why does Jesus submit to a “baptism of repentance” when he is without sin?
Because within the SNN, Jesus refuses to be the Lord over his own glory (righteousness);
so Jesus gives his righteousness, or glory, to the Father to do with as the Father sees fit.
Christ turns to the Father with the childlike obedience he had before given to his parents
in obeisance. In so doing, Jesus “fulfills all righteousness” by 1. being Righteousness
personified; and 2. by offering Righteousness (himself) as a “living sacrifice” to the
Father. Hence why Jesus necessarily says to John the Baptist concerning his own
baptism, “Let it be so now; it is proper for us to do this to fulfill all righteousness
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[emphasis mine].66 It is why Jesus will also later say, “Very truly I tell you, the Son can
do nothing by himself; he can do only what he sees his Father doing, because whatever
the Father does the Son also does.”67
Within the ancient paradigm of shame/honour, it is seen that Jesus gives the
Father what the Father could not get from Adam and Eve, and was unable to get from
anyone else: the glory of untainted Righteousness—a submission of righteousness. Put
another way, Jesus gives back to the Father the favor of the Father that he had first
garnered, grown into, and thus personified on his way to perfecting it through his journey
to Calvary and its crucifixion. According to Greco-Roman standards of patronage, the
Father in return gives Jesus the public praise and admiration of divine, familial relations:
“You are my Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased.” All of this within the
purview of the public eye, without which God’s praise of Jesus would have been
meaningless according to ancient shame/honour conventions.
It is not coincidental then, that immediately Jesus is opposed by the shaming
voice of the Enemy. It comes to Jesus in the wilderness, attempting to specifically shame
Christ’s identity by questioning his divinity and sonship to God. How does Christ battle
the Enemy’s shaming voice? By the power of the Holy Spirit Jesus enters even further
into his vulnerability as the God-man by refusing nourishment, physical sustenance, and
remembering the word of God while fasting in the extreme temperatures and desolation
of the barren desert. Therein, Christ re-members himself as The Story of God, and in forty
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days transforms the shame and humiliation that the Israelites were unable to conquer in
forty years of wandering throughout the wilderness—by literally entering into the
Israelite’s shame, and with utter vulnerability transmogrifying it with the nakedness of
glory.
As noted in Scripture, after Jesus’ wilderness temptations, Satan only leaves Jesus
“until an opportune time”,68 which soon happens when Jesus returns to Nazareth to be
even more blatantly vulnerable—by offering the glory of his heart and passion as
evidenced in his reiteration of Isaiah: “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has
anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for
the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the
year of the Lord’s favor [emphasis mine].” Jesus’ deepest desire, purpose, and intentions
are laid bare before the public eyes of those whose “favor” he had matured in for eighteen
long years. Jesus also demonstrates daring vulnerability when calling out the shame of
the Enemy, the shame that would soon come to berate him via the voice and actions of
the very people who were supposed to glorify him (“Surely you will quote this proverb to
me: ‘Physician, heal yourself!’ And you will tell me, ‘Do here in your hometown what
we have heard that you did in Capernaum.’” “Truly I tell you,” he continued, “no prophet
is accepted in his hometown.”). In the midst of Jesus’ heart and soul being made utterly
naked before the “eyes of the viewing public,” Jesus is shamed by being dragged out “to
the brow of the hill…in order to throw him [Jesus] off the cliff.” Already Jesus begins to
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endure the projective identifying69 shame that God’s people would fully “lay him in” at
his crucifixion, as previously symbolized when his divine sonship (as signified through
the “bands of cloth”) was “laid…in a manger”.
Within Jesus’ baptism passages, the SNN, with its symbolism of nakedness and
its dynamism of shame and glory, is more fully concretized in Christ as demonstrated in
Jesus’ willingness to buck the external expectations of others by personifying both shame
and glory. Why is Jesus willing to endure shame for glory? Implicit within the ancient
cultural understanding of honour and shame is the realization that honour is quite limited;
but Jesus knows the glory (honour) of God is absolutely un-limited. Unlike the honour
within ancient patronage, the glory of God is not a zero sum game and, therefore, Jesus’
faith in his Father’s ability to glorify him—even amidst shame—is unbounded. In other
words, God will, ironically, allow himself to be bound by shame, though God Almighty
refuses to be bound by the deceptive idea of a limited glory, which would cause him to
fall prey to a competitive life of survival-mode living, and thus a competitive life with
neighbor and foe, those Christ seeks to save and glorify.
Within the SNN it is seen that through the generous vulnerability of the Father
and the Holy Spirit, Jesus is enabled to journey further into humanity’s Sacred Story of
shame and glory. This is evidenced by the way Jesus decidedly makes his way to Calvary
where the shame and glory of humankind will be paradoxically embodied within the
nakedness and utter vulnerability of Christ Jesus—so that the shame and glory of
humankind, and every counselee, can finally begin to be healed and revealed.
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The Nakedness of Jesus’ Crucifixion
It is the identity of the story
that makes the identity of the character.70
— Paul Ricoeur
Every biblical story has the whole story nestled within it.71
— Leonard Sweet
All the semiotics of the SNN are present within Jesus’ crucifixion (see Appendix
A for crucifixion passages),72 perhaps even more than has been commonly realized:
1. Jesus is made physically naked by the mocking Roman soldiers though he
willingly remains gloriously vulnerable before the Father and the people.
2. Jesus’ nakedness is dressed in shame via the symbolism of a mocking
glory as evidence by the ostentatious royal robe, staff, and “crown of thorns and
thistles”. In the latter, Jesus is literally crowned with the symbolism of
humankind’s failure and shame (“Cursed is the ground because of you through
painful toil you will eat food from it all the days of your life. It will produce
thorns and thistles for you.”). In other words, Jesus literally wears humanity’s
crown of shame at his crucifixion, or ordination as the people’s King of Shame.
3. Upon being crucified between two criminals Jesus’ nakedness is literally
hung between the nakedness of humanity’s shame and glory as illustrated by the
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one criminal who shames Jesus through mockery and ridicule, and the other one
who is glorious by bearing witness to the glory or righteousness of Christ.
4. The binary relationship of glory amidst shame is further revealed by the
glorifying actions of the naked and shameful criminal who has faith that Jesus’
can save him (“Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom.”). As
well, shame amidst glory is exemplified by the other shamefully naked criminal
who shames the naked vulnerability of Christ Jesus: he who is literally glory
personified.
5. “So they bound him” in shame, thus harkening back and fully concretizing
the embodiment of humanity’s shame that Jesus was willingly birthed into.
6. Lastly, the storyline of shame and glory amidst vulnerability is realized in
Jesus’ quotation of Psalm 22:1: “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?”,
which is the first line from a psalm that acutely expresses personal shame. This
psalmic quote is contextualized by the preceding Psalm 21, which is a Psalm of
personal glory; and the following Psalm 23, which is a psalm of divine/human
intimacy amidst the vulnerability of shameful harm and pain.
Understanding of Ancient Mediterranean shame/honour culture, only serves to
reinforce the shame/glory semiotics at play within Jesus’ crucifixion narrative. Malina,
states that,
Honor and dishonor are displayed when the head is crowned, anointed,
touched, covered, uncovered, made bare by shaving, cut off, struck, or
slapped. The symbolic nature of the face, a part for the whole, is much like
that of the head, with the added dimension of the spatial front, the focus of
awareness. To affront someone is to challenge...[a person] in such a way
that the person is and cannot avoid being, aware of it; the challenged
person in an affront is obliged to witness the challenge to...[their] face…
In Semitic culture, this focus of recognition is the center of the face…To
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put it mildly, a physical affront is a challenge to one’s honor; unanswered
it becomes a dishonor in the judgment of persons witnessing the affront.73
What is Jesus’ answer to being “affronted”, shamefully questioned, challenged,
crowned, slapped, and spat upon? It is not self-glory in the form of riposte or revenge,
which accompanies the idea of glory as a limited good. Nor is it psychological weakness,
though it would certainly appear to be according to ancient cultural conventions. Jesus’
answer is, instead, absolute and utter vulnerability as so obviously symbolized in his
nakedness of shame and glory, especially in the vulnerability of Christ’s naked face.
Hence, one of the reasons the Apostle Paul can speak of, “the knowledge of the glory of
God in the face of Jesus Christ.”74 This particular framing of the glory of God radiated
with great signification within ancient Greco-Roman cultural conventions. Christ’s
naked vulnerability, thereby, accomplishes the two most paramount things concerning
humanity: 1. It displays “truth” as alētheia (Greek: ἀλήθεια); and 2. it fully fulfills the
holiest of words within Jewish tradition: “Hinneni”, translated, “Here I am.”75
Christ’s Naked Vulnerability as “Truth” (Aletheia)
Truth language is used to a small degree within the Synoptic Gospels;76 especially
in comparison to John’s Gospel, which does make extensive use of the term,77 both in
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truth’s various Greek nuances and meanings (“veracity/genuineness/opposite of
falsehood”),78 as well, in a stylized manner particular to the Johannine message.
Of the fifty times John’s Gospel uses truth language, seven of those times are to
merely convey the contextually emphatic sense of “indeed” or “really.”79 In another nine
instances John uses a variance of “truth” to express two different meanings: 1.
authenticity or genuineness; and 2. to make the “assertions that something or someone is
‘valid’ or ‘reliable’ or ‘is not being false.’”80 In this latter sense of truth New Testament
scholar, David Crump, states that,
At this point we begin to make contact with the additional significance
attached to this vocabulary by John. Because the Father is both ‘true’ and
the one who sent Jesus into the world (7:28), and because Jesus comes
only to reveal the Father, Jesus’ teaching is “true” (8:16). The sense of this
language begins to move beyond the boarders of mere opposition to
falsehood and unfolds as expanded meaning where truth refers to the
eternal, heavenly reality of God now brought to the world in the incarnate
Jesus.81
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Within the purview of the SNN, Crump’s above exegetical insight can be realized
or reread as stating that the Logos (The Story) is uncovered or made vulnerable by God in
the embodiment of Jesus as revealed in the personification of Christ. Put another way,
Jesus is uncovered in the sense of deliberately self-choosing to make himself known and
unhidden from humankind; as well, Jesus’ willingness to be vulnerable with his glorious
works and intentions (miraculous signs, healing, deliverances, and salvation via salvific
proclamations) as the chosen Messiah. By so doing, Jesus also makes himself necessarily
vulnerable to humanity’s shame in the form of a wicked, hateful, and deadly
psychological defensiveness that is, apparently, satanically driven.
Therefore, through the nakedness of Christ’s crucifixion, humanity’s shame is
assumed, embodied, and finally put to rest in Jesus. Even more importantly, through the
uncovered glory of Christ’s salvific vulnerability Jesus at once symbolizes the comedic
nature of “naked and unashamed”, by paradoxically embodying fallen humanity’s
transmogrifying sense of naked and ashamed. Ultimately, Jesus will execute divine irony
by redefining both shame and glory through the transformative effect of his death and
resurrection life.
Is this a forced reinterpretation of John’s message conjuring creative and
erroneous hermeneutics, which ultimately results in unfortunate eisegetical
superimpositions? From a philosophical perspective, the famous philosopher, Heidegger,
answers “no”. In his magnum opus, Being and Time, Heidegger sets out to prove this
distinct interpretation of alētheia (Greek: ἀλήθεια) in relation to human ontology or
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“being”.82 In his verdict, truth is more about the essence of being, who or what a person
or thing is, than truth is about comparisons, representations, or propositions. Crump’s
commentary on John’s other thirty-four uses of truth language further affirms this sense
of truth by way of John’s Gospel. Crump states that,
All those who receive Christ’s revelation (3:3) acknowledge through their faith
that he is the true revealer [uncover(er)] (7:18) of the true God (8:26). This
concept comes into its own with John’s use of alētheia…The noun alētheia
(“Truth”) occurs twenty-one times in John83…Within the Johnannine context the
word has been so thoroughly infused with John’s view of heavenly reality
revealed in Christ, that even in those few instances where its primary reference is
to truth, as opposed to falsehood…it nevertheless evokes clear implications of the
deeper significance of truth's revelation in Christ.84
By ultimately defining truth as the person of Truth, John gathers up and unifies
the various meanings and nuances of truth language and posits them in the vulnerability
of Christ, the nakedness of Jesus as The Story of shame and glory. John’s Gospel at once
both simplifies the Greco-Roman, Platonic-Socratic, and other philosophical complexities
surrounding the understanding of truth,85 and then captivates the hearts and attentions of
readers by mystifying truth in the understandable embodiment of Truth, himself, Jesus
Christ. In short, John allows his readers to know “The Naked Truth” —definitively—by
knowing real Truth concretized within them through Jesus.
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Christ’s Naked Vulnerability as “Here I am” (Hinneni)
Duke’s Professor of Practical Theology, Ellen Davis, puts it plainly: “‘Here I
am’—thus Abraham declares his total, excruciating vulnerability to God…Hinneni, here I
am; hinneni, here I am, with you still; hinneni, here I am, trusting in you”,86 with knife
raised, about to kill the ‘promise’ of a glorious heritage you made to me, my only son,
Isaac, whom I love. Consequently, hinneni (Hebrew:  ִהנֵּנִי.) defines covenant relationship
with God by saying that it “is not one in which pain can be avoided. Instead…the
covenant life is only one in which pain can finally be overcome.”87 According to Chicago
University’s Professor of Theology, Kristine Culp, vulnerability and pain defined so
much of the early Christian life, though both greatly subsided “when Christianity gained
an established place in the Roman Empire, [consequently] the problem was no longer
how to bear the glory of God under persecution.”88 Albeit circumstantially true, within
the SNN vulnerability and the possibility of pain do not lose their defining
characterization within the Christian counselee’s life; instead vulnerability, with its
potential for pain and harm, is simply more intrapsychically experienced than externally
realized.
According to the SNN, Hinneni is the opposite of shame: the fear of vulnerability
that drives its victims to hide their naked glory from neighbor and God. Consequently,
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“Here I am” is the only righteous answer to the question that God first presented to Adam
and Eve in the Garden when he asked them, “Where are you?” Abraham inaugurated
humanity’s obligation to the Covenant with those “Here I am” words; and Jesus fulfilled
the divine obligation of that Covenant by actually being those words in the naked
vulnerability of his crucifixion and resurrection life. Where Abraham’s knife was
lowered by God in a stay of execution for his son Isaac; the spear was raised in order to
pierce the side of Jesus, the Son of God. Out of the naked side of man, woman was taken.
In the naked, open, and vulnerable side of the second Adam, Jesus, the bride of Christ,
the Church, now has a place to now enter into God—so that God’s people might, also, be
born again out through Christ Jesus.
According to the SNN, only in Jesus is shame and glory hinneni, i.e., fully present
to God. Only in Jesus are counselees, likewise, gloriously present to God. Only by Jesus
coming into humanity is a Christian’s personal shame finally present to God. And only in
Christ is a counselee’s shame and glory healed and revealed. In short, the SNN tells us
that the counselee is never outside or without the “comedic”, vulnerable, and empathetic
presence of Jesus.
According to the ancient customs of patronage, Christians have been given the
favor, or grace of God—brokered by their “friend” Jesus—so they owe God something in
return. As the par excellence of patronage, God does not demand rightful payment from
those he has given favor, but the ancient relational conventions within biblical language
carry the expectation, to be sure. What is owed to God that humanity could ever possibly
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pay God? According to the SNN, counselees can offer God the vulnerability of divine
public praise in the form of “work[ing] out…[the nakedness of their] salvation,”89 which
has already been graciously worked into them by the God who was likewise naked at the
beginning of time and naked at the center of time via God’s crucifixion. In offering God
public praise by way of glorious living, counselees pay fidelity to the solidarity of Jesus’
naked baptism of righteousness, or glory, where Jesus offered the Father the public praise
of his own naked glory—and the Father publicly praised Jesus in return by announcing,
“This is my beloved Son, with whom I am well pleased.”90 By the counselee giving God
their unmerited righteousness, they become a naked or vulnerable “living sacrifice” just
as Jesus firstly was. Therefore, the Apostle Paul exhorts all Christians:
Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, who, though he
was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but
emptied himself, by taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of
men. And being found in human form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient
to the point of death, even death on a cross. Therefore God has highly exalted
him…to the glory of God the Father.91
Hence why Davis can say with assurance that, “vulnerability is the condition, the
enabling condition, for covenant relationship with God.”92
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
If they don’t learn here to transform their pain,
they will always transmit their pain to others.1
— Richard Rohr
What is this awesome mystery
that is taking place within me?
I can find no words to express it;
my poor hand is unable to capture it
in describing the glory that belongs to
the One who is above all praise.2
— St. Simeon
Overview
This dissertation set out to develop the thesis that the Sacred Nakedness
Narraphor (SNN) offers Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of addressing
vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed. It began its
validating process by researching and explicating the problem of why, in fact, people
hide themselves for fear of being ashamed. It was shown that theology has mostly
generalized understanding of shame as a propositional reality in reference to guilt;
therefore a psychological sensibility of shame was sought in order to better understand its
felt experience, its intrapsychic dynamism, and why its ignored and avoided. Through the
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research, seven different psychological reasons were discovered for why counselees
ignore and avoid shame:
1. Shame has a “begetting” nature. In other words, counselees ignore and
avoid shame for fear of feeling further ashamed.
2. As well, counselees feel powerless, small, exposed, and wanting to
disappear when experiencing shame because they are unable to separate the act
that elicited their felt shame from themselves and are, consequently, left feeling
fundamentally flawed. This leaves shame-filled counselees with the lingering
sense of being less than human, diabolically conflicted, flawed, a loser, defective,
weak, or thoroughly dirty; and, consequently beyond the hope of transformation.
3. Shame is also ignored because it lacks a certain communicative ability that
appears to originate in early imagistic and underdeveloped linguistic abilities,
which is reinforced by a further lack of variance in describing shame experiences.
4. As such, shame is avoided because it evokes within counselees the
pronounced feelings of being trapped, attacked, and then left alone.
5. As an innate biological affect, shame is also avoided because it seems to
stigmatize its victims with a tormenting undercurrent of self-identification.
Therefore, shame is ignored because it conjures an inherent sense of unwanted
exposure, which gives the observer of another person’s shame the sense of being
uncontrollably contagious.
6. In popular culture and Christendom, shame is avoided by way of its less
than cousin “guilt”, which is considered more socially acceptable or in line with
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popular “sin” atonement metaphors and theories, such as, “sacrifice”,
“justification by faith”, and “penal substitution”.
7. Lastly, shame is ignored and avoided because counselees do not know or
expect they have a personal glory to be revealed. The end result is that counselees
have given their hearts to Jesus, but their shame and glory remains with them
alone—both unhealed and unrevealed.
This dissertation then offered the more prominent theological and psychological
perspectives on shame (and glory) to present how trusted Christian professionals have
addressed the healing of shame and revealing of glory. Unfortunately, it was found that
neither shame nor glory were subjects for most theologians. Of those influential
theologians who did address shame, none addressed glory as shame’s binary opposite.
Furthermore, their scant and underdeveloped commentary on the subject of shame
appeared to be the unfortunate result of historical-critical hermeneutics, which appears to
have divided the Sacred Story enough that the storyline of the SNN cannot be seen or
realized, and brought as a serious contribution within the conversation of shame (and
glory).
As well, within the modern era psychological shame has been predominantly
ignored; though in the last four decades there has been a substantial increase and effort by
secular psychologist and psychotherapist to acknowledge and understand shame and its
nefarious and debilitating affectations. However, because secular understandings of
shame are devoid of a divine context or Christocentric perspective, shame has become
defined within the more limited parent-child paradigm, which is foundational to secular
psychology. Consequently, within Christian therapy, theology mostly serves to inform
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psychological understandings of shame, though psychology does not appear to inform
theology in a substantive manner. This displacement of disciplines, i.e., the authority of
psychology over the Sacred Story, has appeared to further contribute to Christian
misunderstandings or confusion around the origins and phenomenon of shame, while
almost altogether negating the subject of personal glory within Christian theoretical
discussions and psychotherapeutic practices. This has seemingly resulted in an even
greater propositional idea of shame, which has been at the cost of its storied reality and
ontological context as seen within the SNN. But even more tragic, within the anemic
theological understanding of shame and glory, and the various and diverse secular
theories around psychological shame, Christian counselees appear to still be fearful of
vulnerability—precisely because a person’s particular shame does not hold the promise
or possibility of being a gateway to the realization of their unique personal glory.
Consequently, the Christian counselee’s shame remains hidden and unhealed, which
means the glory of God in their life is yet too veiled. The result is a religious “witness” of
Jesus that might logically convince some people to “believe in God”, though Christ
remains not worth following and knowing.
Biblical symbolic language was then researched and presented, and shown to be a
historically reasonable way of communicating to the depths of a counselee’s heart and
soul in a way to win them over. This was evidenced by the popularity of C. S. Lewis who
so aptly demonstrated the simple profundity of symbolic language in his Chronicles of
Narnia series; and Saint Augustine who proved the transformative abilities of biblical
symbolic language through his conversion process. Other leading and influential
theologians, like Tillich and Niebuhr, have come to believe that symbolic language
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speaks deeply to the human heart and soul because, like God, at core humankind is a
symbolic being and, therefore, best communicates and understands concepts and reality
through symbolism. Accordingly, this dissertation put forth the symbolism of the SNN
as a means of offering Christian therapists and counselees a safer way of addressing
vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can be healed and revealed.
The remainder of the dissertation was spent presenting the SNN via a biblical tale
of three-threes. Convincing exegetical evidence was offered for each of the first three
tales of nakedness as seen in Noah, Adam and Eve, and God’s naked vulnerability at
creation. This triad was firstly presented in order to substantiate the irrefutable validity of
the SNN, and thus its narrative and metaphorical trajectory within the biblical canon. The
SNN was further validated by the second triadic tale of nakedness as seen through the
naked vulnerability of a prophet, king, and priest(ess). The third triadic tale, which
consisted of Jesus’ naked vulnerability at his birth, baptism, and crucifixion, was also
provided with exegetical and cultural evidence that served to greatly affirm and
concretize the validity of the SNN as embodied in Christ. Together, the three incidents of
Christ’s nakedness served as the defining book marker to the central chapter within the
sweeping drama of the SNN. Without the connectedness of these nine pericopes the
symbolism, or semiotic understanding of vulnerability via biblical nakedness, would have
been left interpretively problematic; which has appeared to be the result left to
modernity’s traditional, historical-critical hermeneutics. However, by providing a wellorganized triad of biblical authority, these particular paradigms of nakedness served well
to efficiently reveal, organize, and establish the overall symbolic sense of biblical
nakedness as told within its narraphoric storyline of shame and glory. Since nakedness,
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shame, and glory are so integrated throughout these particular pericopes—not to mention
so many other biblical passages—the SNN accumulated the evidence necessary to be
seriously considered as the ontological context of the counselee’s life.
However, the following question still remains unanswered within this dissertation:
How or why would the SNN provide a safer way for Christian therapists and counselees
to address personal vulnerability, so shame and glory can be healed and revealed? The
following section will, therefore, provide scientific evidence for how the confluence of
narrative and metaphor (narraphor) can give Christian therapists and counselees a
significantly felt sense of God, and thus a safer way of addressing vulnerability, so shame
and glory can be healed and revealed.

The Science of Narraphor
Why can the narrative and metaphorical dynamism of the SNN offer a safer way
of addressing a counselee’s vulnerability? Scientific evidence suggests that narrative
allows counselees to objectify their story within the story they are “getting lost in.”
Metaphor on the other hand allows counselees to internalize the emotional weightiness of
what is being conveyed, which could not be delivered, nor felt, within the limitations of
literalistic language.
“Good News” Narrative
Founder of Narrative Therapy, Michael White, states that narrative provides,
“externalizing conversations [which] employ practices of objectification of the problem
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against cultural practices of objectification of people.”3 By objectifying problems,
counselees are set free to no longer objectify themselves as hopeless, or beyond the
ability to be other than whom they have come to believe they are. White says that, “when
[counselees] are not tied to restricting ‘truths’ about their identity and negative
‘certainties’ about their lives, new options for taking actions to address the predicaments
of their lives become available.”4
Though White’s objectifying theoretical approach to transformation could be
assumed a contemporary one amongst some psychotherapists, in fact, safe objectification
of the problem instead of the person is an ancient practice within the counselee’s Sacred
Story. The apostle Paul bears witness to this throughout his epistles as demonstrated in
his theology of human nature: the “old self,”5 “new man,”6 “old self . . . new self,”7 “old
nature . . . new nature . . .”8 In reference to these two opposing human agencies, Paul is
forthright in his objectifying exhortation to “put off the old nature with its [sinful]
practices and…put on the new nature, which is being renewed in knowledge after the
image of its creator.”9 Paul continues his objectification process by stating, “I find this
law at work: Although I want to do good, evil is right there with me. For in my inner
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being I delight in God’s law; but I see another law at work in me, waging war against the
law of my mind and making me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within me.”10
Like Paul through ministry, White has become convinced through therapeutic
practices that, “this separation of the [counselee’s] identity from the identity of the
problem does not relinquish them from a responsibility to address the problem… Rather,
it makes it more possible for counselees to assume this responsibility.”11 How does a
narrative objectification of the problem, instead of the person, help counselees to take
responsibility for their problems? White says, a counselee who is the problem, by logical
reason, knows they cannot solve the problem of themselves. Mathematical metaphor
represents this axiom by the following symbolism:
0 x (any other number) = 0.
In answer to this question, and summarily stated, through the objectifying quality
of Good News Narrative, the counselee is able to gain the trust necessary to venture out
from the Sacred Story, into their own potentially dangerous and unsafe storyline of
shame, and return as needed to the Sacred Story, as personified in Jesus. Each and every
going forth and coming back only serves to further deepen the “pilgrim’s progress”12 into
the sensibility of divine comfort and grace.
This might sound too mystical or contrived if, in fact, recent brain science had not
confirmed the potency of symbolic narrative as an actual transformative reality. MRI
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studies reveal that the symbolism of narrative does allow the counselee to personally own
the story they are being told, which transforms narrative into a kind of “good enough
mother”.13 Said term denotes a primary care giver who, although imperfect, has proven to
be a secure enough base to “hold and contain” the emotiveness of another within the
sensibility of safety and comfort. Professor of Psychology and Radiology, Jeffery Zacks,
reminds his reader that,
To understand a story, we construct models of the story’s events. An event
model is a representation in your head that corresponds systematically to
the situation in the story. It is not a perfect copy…but it is accurate enough
that you can use it to run simulations that can tell you about parts of the
situation you may have missed and infer what might happen soon.14
Zacks’ MRI research, which observed various areas of the brain being activated
during story listening, offers substantial evidence that counselees can own story by filling
in the gaps inherent within a story (e.g., unique tone and look of each character; the
untold details of places and things, etc.). As well, other similar studies also reveal and
confirm that the brain’s, cognitive “mentalizing network overlaps with the narrative
comprehension network in a number of areas.”15 Therefore, because the SNN signifies a
divine storyline that goes before and after any particular counselee’s storyline of shame
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and glory, the symbolic nature of Good News metanarrative sets a storied boundary that
allows its listeners to have the sense of being “held and contained” within a divine story
that is calculably personified in Jesus—a real person, The Secure Base of all humanity.
As the SNN has revealed, Jesus’ shame induced crucifixion holes literally provide “the
gaps” that allow God’s Story to be personally owned, or believed by the counselee
because the Sacred Story is ultimately personified in Christ.
The importance of this reality has been hallmarked in John’s Gospel: “Jesus
came, the doors being shut, and stood in the midst…Then He said to Thomas, ‘Reach
your finger here, and look at My hands; and reach your hand here, and put it into My
side. Do not be unbelieving, but believing.’ And Thomas answered and said to Him, ‘My
Lord and my God!’”16 In other words, Jesus comes to Thomas as The Story personified,
and invites Thomas to “fill the gaps” of The Story embodied before him by putting his
finger and hand in the gaps left by Christ’s shame induced wounds. Thomas is thereby
able to feel the glory of resurrection life within Christ’s holes of bodily shame, which
were revealed before him in Jesus. By feeling his way to safety and security, Thomas is
comforted and made to know a personal glory of faith, which was ironically being
revealed within him through his shameful doubts. Such is the “comedy” of God.
But that was then and this is now. How are counselees enabled to fill in the gaps
of God’s Sacred Story; own it so to speak, by putting their finger and hand inside The
Story as embodied in Christ Jesus, especially since Jesus does not generally appear to be
physically standing in front of them during the therapeutic encounter? The SNN answers
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emphatically: By faith of course! Faith, though, is especially aroused when a Christian
therapist allows and invites counselees to be practically inspired through biblical
symbolic narrative; because this language allows counselees to “participate” with God, as
Tillich says. One of the ways this is accomplished is through a sacred objectification,
which is at the heart of reading and hearing the Good News Narrative.
“Good News” Metaphor
In speaking about the symbolic nature of metaphor writer, James Geary, states
that, “by mixing the foreign with the familiar, the marvelous with the mundane, metaphor
makes the world sting and tingle.”17 As previously noted, Downing refers to the
phenomenon of metaphor as “re-signing”18 while Sweet calls it “making the familiar
strange,”19 so it can be made anew. Other noteworthy and influential philosophers and
critics, like Paul Ricoeur, I. A. Richards, Monroe Beardsley, and Max Black,20 each offer
elaborate analysis and understanding of metaphor in all its variance and applicability.
Doctor of Ministry, Andy Campbell, gives a more dramatic and hope-filled description of
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the metaphorical process: “out of the wreckage of a literal interpretation, metaphoric
interpretation makes meaning of the words.”21 For all their metaphorical indulgences,
each person’s definition and description, nevertheless, speaks of metaphor as something
other than what was initially expected by its recipient (“metaphor ‘invents’ in both senses
of the word: what it creates it discovers; and what it finds it invents”22). In the words of
Buechner, metaphor is the “unforeseen” vehicle of language. In that sense what is
common to each description of metaphor is a kind of cruciformity23 within the symbolic
language of birth, death, and rebirth of meaning.
Since metaphor is necessarily conveying a weightiness of meaning, that cannot be
transferred more literally, it uses the unexpected to carry its import. Through the
surprising divestiture of literal expectations, space is made within the counselee’s mind
and, consequently, their emotions to import more than could previously be assumed
through literalistic sensibilities. Hence, why metaphorical researchers, George Lakoff and
Mark Tuner, necessarily argue that, “metaphor is anything but peripheral to the life of the
mind…metaphor exercises our minds so that we can extend our normal powers of
comprehension beyond the range of the metaphors we are brought up to see the world
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through.”24 It is precisely why both these men also say, “if there is a villain in the
Western philosophical tradition, it is the Literal Meaning Theory”,25 which has proven to
constrain more sensible and, therefore, necessary ways of communication.
Lakoff and Turner say, the unwitting pervasiveness of the Literal Meaning Theory
has cost humanity an “imaginative rationality” concerning divine/human relationship as
told and taken in through Scripture narraphor.26 But the arousal of an imaginative
rationality would allow the counselee to more actively concretize an embodied sensibility
of the Sacred Story. Just as MRI studies in narrative/brain activity have demonstrated a
cognitive link between brain activity and narrative discourse, other fMRI (functional
magnetic resonance imaging) studies in metaphor, conducted by neuropsychologist,
Simon Lacey and Randall Stilla, et al, have found that, “comprehension of metaphors is
perceptually grounded.”27 Put plainly, metaphors are internalized within a person making
it possible for metaphor to be significantly felt by their recipients. Hence, why metaphor
is impressionable, because it surprises counselees with unforeseen mental/emotional
connections that would not be activated otherwise. Exactly why this literary and
linguistic device is so often utilized within poetry, the language of the heart—and the
place where Jesus has come to reside.
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By allowing the semiotics that convey God’s Sacred Story to be reincarnated
through an internalizing birth-death-rebirth metaphorical transformation, said signs and
symbols are enabled to be brought into the foreground of the counselee’s soul, thereby
conveying the weightiness of God’s Story before it becomes limited, and thereby
stagnant by appearing to comprehend the Sacred Story in totality. Why does “metaphor
have us in its grasp never letting us go”, Geary rightly asks?28 The SNN answers by
saying the “Ancient of Days”29 has written the Sacred Story upon “all flesh”30 when God
“set eternity in the human heart”31 and “clothed” humankind’s naked vulnerability with
“power from on high.”32 And modern psychology seems to agree:
Embodied cognition is the theory that all metaphor has a biological origin: I feel
up and I feel down mean something to us because these metaphors literally represent our
physicality when feeling cheerful or depressed.33 It seems that in the realm of symbolic
biblical language, metaphorical references to the counselee’s life with God also have a
physiological denotation (the proclivity for humankind to act independent of God is
metaphorically represented as the “old sinful nature”34), thus connoting that what was
once a biological instinct to sin has now been replaced by something else, a “new
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nature”35 with a biological inclination for Godliness. Such biologically based metaphor is
known as a synesthetic link and Steven Pinker, a cognitive psychologist, explicates its
importance: “If all abstract thought is metaphorical, and all metaphors are assembled out
of biologically based concepts, then we would have an explanation for the evolution of
human intelligence . . . Metaphor allows the mind to use a few basic ideas . . . to
understand more abstract domains.36
Although Pinker’s suggestion about the evolution of human intelligence is
speculative it, nevertheless, seems to corroborate the plausibility that (re) signing, i.e.,
metaphor, speaks deeply to Christian counselees because its very nature is cruciform; and
as such, through “Good News” Metaphor, counselees are enabled to begin glimpsing
with “the eyes of…[their] heart”37 the profundity of Christ’s resurrection life within
them. In other words, the cruciform God who has set Himself within the counselee
naturally “nudges”38 the disciple by the cruciform tonality of metaphor. Jesus affirms the
absolute necessity of metaphorical expression by always utilizing this linguistic device
throughout every one of his “Kingdom of God” parabolic messages. As Tillich stated,
biblical symbolic language in the form of “Good News” Metaphor impresses the
counselee by “pointing” to the reality of God within them in a way that literalism cannot.
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Hence, “Man's ultimate concern must be expressed symbolically, because symbolic
language alone is able to express the ultimate.”39
Other Considerations
The presentation of the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor raises at least two important
additional questions: Can the SNN be used with both modern and postmodern
counselees? As well, does the metaphorical interpretation of biblical nakedness
compromise the historicity of its various pericopes? The following section will answer
these two important questions:
Modern & Postmodern Applicabilities
In consideration that postmodern counselees tend to reject the absolutism of
modernity with its penchant for a biblical literalism and dogmatism that is beyond
fantasy; and the fact that modern counselees remain steadfast about the necessity for
“biblical facts”, the SNN serves all contemporary Christian counselees, both modern and
postmodern, by offering what each group insists on having in their determination of
meaning and truth.
Theology professor, Marcus Borg, characterizes postmoderns as establishing
meaning through personal experiences, and truth through a multiplicity of evidence:40
Professor of philosophy, Heath White, agrees and explains this characterization:
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any question in chemistry, history, theology, agriculture, or any other
discipline admits multiple answers, depending on which interpretation of
the evidence you find convincing, postmoderns have lost faith in the idea
of objective verification. Instead, they focus on the persuasive power of
the stories we tell about . . . Literature, not science or theology, is the
master discipline, the paradigm of inquiry, for postmoderns. And in the
last analysis, persuasive narrative, not scientific method, validates a belief
as knowledge for postmoderns.41
Because the SNN is an overarching story comprised of a multiplicity of stories
that ultimately facilitates the felt experience of God’s mercy and grace in the discovery of
one’s own shame and glory, postmoderns are enabled to buy into the narraphor of
nakedness; especially because the semiotic of nakedness provides room enough to “fill in
the gaps” with their own personal experience.
On the other hand the SNN offers modern counselees the stricture of interpretive
boundaries they usually seek in order to provide themselves with the overwhelming
“biblical” evidence they need in validation of “truth.” Since the nakedness and the
shaming voice of the Accuser, as well as the miraculous glory portrayed within the
narraphor is quite literal, modern counselees are likewise able to get behind this
narraphor, thus allowing it to lead them in the discovery of being psychologically and
emotionally held and contained by God, so their shame and glory can also be healed and
revealed.
Historicity of The SNN
By speaking about the narrative and metaphorical power of the Sacred Story, this
dissertation does not suggest—even in the slightest—a lack of historicity to the actual
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biblical events within the SNN. This dissertation is, instead, attempting to direct attention
to the God who uses past historical narrative as metaphorical symbolism to transcend any
moment of time in order to eternally speak to the hearts and souls of humankind; and
likewise the human ability to sense and know a felt experience of God through Sacred
Story. In other words, unseen, unread, and unrealized the biblical symbolism of
nakedness within the Sacred Story is left devoid of its divine power to convey a
necessary depth of God’s unrealized grace, liberty, and love within a counselee’s stories
of shame and glory. If seen, though, this grand story of shame and glory would serve well
to facilitate the very real feeling of God in the persona of shame and the epitome of glory,
that which appears to most define the ontology of the counselee’s life. This in turn could
catalyze the divine grace counselees need to willfully begin addressing issues of unhealed
shame and unrevealed glory.
Conclusion
This dissertation sought to present something grander than a parent-child,
propositional idea of shame as told by psychology and psychotherapeutic theory. Within
the SNN shame is only half the story. Glory is the other half of this most ancient of tales
that contextualizes the counselee’s life. Without the sensibility of a symbolic
hermeneutic, the semiotic of nakedness within the Sacred Story, which entails the binary
relationship of shame and glory, is left unseen; and thus, terribly misunderstood.
This nearsightedness and misunderstanding can be attributed to modernity’s
historical-critical methodologies of biblical interpretation, which has tended to obscure a
Christian therapist’s and counselee’s ability to see the story—their story—of shame and
glory as realized within the semiotic of biblical nakedness. Although shame as an/the
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underlying psycho-malady is not as avoided as it once was within the academics of
psychology and various therapeutic milieus, it appears to still be too greatly
misunderstood by Christian therapists and counselees in the following two ways: 1. As
the binary opposite of glory; and 2. together with “glory” as providing the ontological
context of the counselee’s life. By way of these two major misunderstandings, counselees
have been unable to necessarily make full sense of their life as a story ensconced in both
shame and glory.
However, this dissertation has shown that according to the Sacred Story shame
and glory are, in fact, binary opposites inextricably tied. Addressing one without the other
is comparable to addressing alcoholism while remaining silent about sobriety, or talking
about slavery without mentioning freedom. As such, shame and glory are not merely
propositional truths that can be adequately addressed through theological dogmatism or
psychological theory. Instead, shame and glory are story; the stories of a
phenomenological reality that finds its origins in God and the Devil. Without this cosmic
context of God and Satan, it would appear to be that much more onerous, if not
impossible, for counselees to live glorious lives within a broken world full of a shamefilled humanity and a longstanding history of failed relationships.
Additionally, by missing this symbolic understanding of nakedness, Christian
therapists and their counselees are left with a piecemeal and less than understanding of
the “binary code”42 of shame and glory within vulnerability; as well as its “binary
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opposition”43 within the semiotic of nakedness. With that division and diminishment,
erroneous ideas of shame and glory remain intact, which predominantly tethers the
accusatory voice of shame to a counselee’s sin, low self-perception, or, incredibly, the
voice or way of God. Likewise, fallacious ideas of glory mistakenly tie a counselee’s
desire to be glorious to assumptions of sinful pride, consequently negating or overlooking
the telltale presence of Satan, and the glory of God in and through the counselee’s sense
of personhood; and amidst the demonic. The misreading, and thus misunderstanding of
the story of shame and glory has mostly relocated God’s glory in counselees too far out,
past the “inaugurated eschaton”44 and almost wholly into Christ’s second coming, where
it cannot be substantially realized in the present through vulnerability and intimacy with
God and neighbor.
Such a shortsighted story of shame and “sin” (instead of glory), has seemingly
left counselees in self-covering tendencies: either as striving wannabe “leaders” of the
world through leadership movement45 “fig leaves”;46 or worse, as posers and pretenders
within the Church through the coverings of religiosity and a sanctimonious presence. So,
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as Sweet says, “it’s not surprising that the number one problem in the world is people
living disconnected lives detached from God, and from others.”47
However, where the symbolic nature of “Good News” Narrative is able to
externalize a counselee’s problems so they can be explored with God, “Good News”
Metaphor enables a sense of God to be internalized through the unforeseen surprise of
“making the familiar strange”, so it can be made anew. In other words, the SNN allows
the counselee’s mind to re-imagine biblical story. By offering the Sacred Story
semiotically through narraphor the counselee’s brain is enabled to both forget the biblical
tale it was expecting, and then remember it by re-membering themselves into it. In a kind
of cruciformity, sacred narraphor allows the mind to die to the biblical story it thinks it
already knows all too well; allowing the brain to necessarily break the synaptic
expectations that would lead it to surmise, “been there done that” concerning the Sacred
Story. Sacred narraphor does this by allowing the components of the tale to be broken
apart and (re)signed; then re-imagined, reassembled, or (re)membered, in a way that tells
the Sacred Story again, but now with a depth that could never have otherwise been
imagined. In this way counselees are allowed to have a significant sense of God because
they have been enabled to hold the story of God within themselves, just as the story of
God is now holding them in a way they could not have foreseen. By “filling in the gaps”
through the semiotic reconnection of characters, places, and things, counselees are made
vulnerable to the “ahhhh-hahhh” that comes from comprehending what before they
could not get. In the deepening of sacred narraphor new brain connections are established
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as old connections are reawakened, and the counselee is thankfully made victim to a
euphoria that brands itself subconsciously unforgettable. This felt experience of God is
imbued with the divine power necessary to haunt and play host to a counselee’s
imaginations and the deepening sense that they are loved by God more than they ever
would have thought possible; while simultaneously knowing a depth of love for God that
before they could never have thought of receiving, experiencing, and offering back to
God and unto others as living sacrifices.
Before reading this dissertation, it might have been assumed that God will not
overcome shame until ultimately removing it at the eschaton, where it is imagined Jesus
will “forcefully” conquer all that remains shameful. Tragically, as Buechner would say,
counselees have mostly been left feeling they are alone in their present sense of
“inevitable” shame. By dividing and thus reducing the storyline of shame and glory to the
one story of Adam and Eve, counselees have been unwittingly deceived into believing
shame is more than God cares to handle in their lifetime; especially evidenced, it is
thought, by God’s urgent removal of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden and,
supposedly, the glory of their lives. To be sure, most Christian counselees have believed
that God has conquered sin by removing guilt. Shame, on the other hand, is subtly
considered to be left unconquered by God until Christ’s second coming, where Jesus can
finally overcome the counselee’s fallen nature. Left with such an erroneous theology by
way of a shortsighted Sacred Story, a counselee’s vulnerability has mostly been imagined
as a probable tragedy; a tragedy devoid of the comedy of God’s presence amidst
potentially shaming moments, and certainly without the hope of God’s fairy tale as
realized in the manifestation of a counselee’s glorious self.
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As such, the SNN can be a powerful vehicle of transmogrifying effect that offers
counselees an indelible sense of Jesus’ presence amidst those utterly broken, painful, and,
consequently, shameful moments that are inevitable in everyone’s life. With a more
profound sensibility of Christ’s vulnerable presence within personhood, there then exists
the plausibility of a healing direction that is much more promising, salvific, redemptive,
and glorious. Sweet puts it rhetorically: Who can enter the very presence of God...come
near to God and leave unchanged?48 Left ignorant of the biblical symbolism of
nakedness, so much of the chaos, confusion, and satanic accusations, i.e., the “shame
scenes and scripts”49 which befall everyone, will only threaten to undo counselees that
much more through a kind of demonic Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; a PTSD that
brands the counselee with vows and vexations inhuman.50 Understanding of the SNN,
though, enables a counselee to know and live out a strengthened ability to be gloriously
vulnerable, even while so much of their life might remain broken and under threat of an
increase of loss and pain through the demonic opposition of a supposedly shame-based
identity. However, through the intimate exchange of “Good News” Narraphor, a genuine
sensibility of God as the personification of the SNN can be aroused within the counselee.
Therefore, the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor (SNN) offers Christian therapists and
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counselees a safer way of addressing vulnerability, so a counselee’s shame and glory can
be healed and revealed.

APPENDIX A:
BAPTISM, CRUCIFIXION PASSAGES
Luke 2:42-4:30 reads:
When he was twelve years old, they went up to the festival, according to
the custom. After the festival was over, while his parents were returning
home, the boy Jesus stayed behind in Jerusalem…After three days they
found him in the temple courts, sitting among the teachers, listening to
them and asking them questions. Everyone who heard him was amazed at
his understanding and his answers. When his parents saw him, they were
astonished. His mother said to him, “Son, why have you treated us like
this? Your father and I have been anxiously searching for you.” “Why
were you searching for me?” he asked. “Didn’t you know I had to be in
my Father’s house?” But they did not understand what he was saying to
them. Then he went down to Nazareth with them and was obedient to
them. But his mother treasured all these things in her heart. And Jesus
grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man… When all
the people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized too. And as he was
praying, heaven was opened and the Holy Spirit descended on him in
bodily form like a dove. And a voice came from heaven: “You are my
Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased.” Now Jesus himself was
about thirty years old when he began his ministry… Jesus, full of the Holy
Spirit, left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, where
for forty days he was tempted by the devil… Jesus returned to Galilee in
the power of the Spirit, and news about him spread through the whole
countryside. He was teaching in their synagogues, and everyone praised
him. He went to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, and on the
Sabbath day he went into the synagogue, as was his custom. He stood up
to read, and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him. Unrolling
it, he found the place where it is written: “The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the
blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”
Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down.
The eyes of everyone in the synagogue were fastened on him. He began by
saying to them, “Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing.” All
spoke well of him and were amazed at the gracious words that came from
his lips. “Isn’t this Joseph’s son?” they asked. Jesus said to them, “Surely
you will quote this proverb to me: ‘Physician, heal yourself!’ And you will
tell me, ‘Do here in your hometown what we have heard that you did in
Capernaum.’” “Truly I tell you,” he continued, “no prophet is accepted in
his hometown. All the people in the synagogue were furious when they
heard this. They got up, drove him out of the town, and took him to the
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brow of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw him off the
cliff. But he walked right through the crowd and went on his way.
Matthew 26:67-27:60 reads:
Then they spit in his face and struck him with their fists. Others slapped
him and said, “Prophesy to us, Messiah. Who hit you?”…the people made
their plans how to have Jesus executed. So they bound him, led him away
and handed him over to Pilate the governor… Meanwhile Jesus stood
before the governor, and the governor asked him, “Are you the king of the
Jews?” “You have said so,” Jesus replied. When he was accused by the
chief priests and the elders, he gave no answer. Then Pilate asked him,
“Don’t you hear the testimony they are bringing against you?” But Jesus
made no reply, not even to a single charge—to the great amazement of the
governor. Now it was the governor’s custom at the festival to release a
prisoner chosen by the crowd. At that time they had a well-known prisoner
whose name was Jesus Barabbas… “Which of the two do you want me to
release to you?” asked the governor. “Barabbas,” they answered. “What
shall I do, then, with Jesus who is called the Messiah?” Pilate asked. They
all answered, “Crucify him!” …“I am innocent of this man’s blood,” he
[Pilate] said. “It is your responsibility!” All the people answered, “His
blood is on us and on our children!” Then he released Barabbas to them.
But he had Jesus flogged, and handed him over to be crucified. Then the
governor’s soldiers took Jesus into the Praetorium and gathered the whole
company of soldiers around him. They stripped him and put a scarlet robe
on him, and then twisted together a crown of thorns and set it on his head.
They put a staff in his right hand. Then they knelt in front of him and
mocked him. “Hail, king of the Jews!” they said. They spit on him, and
took the staff and struck him on the head again and again. After they had
mocked him, they took off the robe and put his own clothes on him. Then
they led him away to crucify him… When they had crucified him, they
divided up his clothes by casting lots. And sitting down, they kept watch
over him there. Above his head they placed the written charge against
him: this is Jesus, the king of the Jews… Those who passed by hurled
insults at him, shaking their heads and saying, “You who are going to
destroy the temple and build it in three days, save yourself! Come down
from the cross, if you are the Son of God!” In the same way the chief
priests, the teachers of the law and the elders mocked him. “He saved
others,” they said, “but he can’t save himself! He’s the king of Israel! Let
him come down now from the cross, and we will believe in him. He trusts
in God. Let God rescue him now if he wants him, for he said, ‘I am the
Son of God.’” In the same way the rebels who were crucified with him
also heaped insults on him. From noon until three in the afternoon
darkness came over all the land. About three in the afternoon Jesus cried
out in a loud voice, “Eli, Eli, lema sabachthani?” (which means “My God,
my God, why have you forsaken me?”). And when Jesus had cried out
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again in a loud voice, he gave up his spirit. At that moment the curtain of
the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. The earth shook, the rocks
split and the tombs broke open. The bodies of many holy people who had
died were raised to life. They came out of the tombs after Jesus’
resurrection and went into the holy city and appeared to many people.
When the centurion and those with him who were guarding Jesus saw the
earthquake and all that had happened, they were terrified, and exclaimed,
“Surely he was the Son of God!” …As evening approached, there came a
rich man from Arimathea, named Joseph, who had himself become a
disciple of Jesus. Going to Pilate, he asked for Jesus’ body, and Pilate
ordered that it be given to him. Joseph took the body, wrapped it in a clean
linen cloth, and placed it in his own new tomb that he had cut out of the
rock. He rolled a big stone in front of the entrance to the tomb and went
away.
Mark 15:20, 24 adds:
[T]hey took off the purple robe and put his own clothes on him. Then they
led him out to crucify him… And they crucified him. Dividing up his
clothes, they cast lots to see what each would get.
Luke 23:32-53 adds:
Two other men, both criminals, were also led out with him to be executed.
When they came to the place called the Skull, they crucified him there,
along with the criminals—one on his right, the other on his left… And
they divided up his clothes by casting lots… One of the criminals who
hung there hurled insults at him: “Aren’t you the Messiah? Save yourself
and us!” But the other criminal rebuked him. “Don’t you fear God,” he
said, “since you are under the same sentence? We are punished justly, for
we are getting what our deeds deserve. But this man has done nothing
wrong.” Then he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your
kingdom.” Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you, today you will be with
me in paradise.” …Now there was a man named Joseph… Going to Pilate,
he asked for Jesus’ body. Then he took it down, wrapped it in linen cloth
and placed it in a tomb cut in the rock, one in which no one had yet been
laid.
John 17:1-10; 18:37-38; 19:23-24, 34 reads:
After Jesus…looked toward heaven and prayed: “Father, the hour has
come. Glorify your Son, that your Son may glorify you… I have brought
you glory on earth by finishing the work you gave me to do. And now,
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Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with you before
the world began… “I have revealed you to those whom you gave me out
of the world. They were yours; you gave them to me…for they are yours.
All I have is yours, and all you have is mine. And glory has come to me
through them… “You are a king, then!” said Pilate. Jesus answered, “You
say that I am a king. In fact, the reason I was born and came into the world
is to testify to the truth. Everyone on the side of truth listens to me.”
“What is truth?” …When the soldiers crucified Jesus, they took his
clothes, dividing them into four shares, one for each of them, with the
undergarment remaining. This garment was seamless, woven in one piece
from top to bottom. “Let’s not tear it,” they said to one another. “Let’s
decide by lot who will get it.” This happened that the scripture might be
fulfilled that said, “They divided my clothes among them and cast lots for
my garment.” …one of the soldiers pierced Jesus’ side with a spear,
bringing a sudden flow of blood and water… Now Thomas (also known as
Didymus), one of the Twelve, was not with the disciples when Jesus came.
So the other disciples told him, “We have seen the Lord!” But he said to
them, “Unless I see the nail marks in his hands and put my finger where
the nails were, and put my hand into his side, I will not believe.” A week
later his disciples were in the house again, and Thomas was with them…
Jesus came and stood among them and said, “Peace be with you!” Then he
said to Thomas, “Put your finger here; see my hands. Reach out your hand
and put it into my side. Stop doubting and believe.” Thomas said to him,
“My Lord and my God!”

APPENDIX B:
MODERNITY; AND THE LOSS
OF BIBLICAL SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE
The goal was not primarily, as in modern science,
the description, prediction, and control of a limited phenomenon
but rather the understanding and contemplation of the meaning of
the part in relation to the whole and to God.1
— Ian G. Barbour
When a sound symbolic system is missing,
a lesser one takes its place.2
— Leanne Payne
If Tillich’s understanding of the importance of symbolic language is accurate and
not unnecessarily inflated, why then has so much of contemporary reading of the Sacred
Story become something significantly less than, which tends to result in a hermeneutical
penchant for literalistic interpretations and significations that go beyond a pericope’s
semiotic probability (such “eccentric indulgences of an overheated imagination”3 can be
observed in “end times” novels/films such as the popular Left Behind series)?4 This
appendix, offers an intriguing answer to this primary question by answering two other
important questions: Why and how did the Scientific Revolution and modern historicalcritical hermeneutics divest biblical readers of a more symbolic interpretation of the
Sacred Story, especially as seen in the ancient and bygone practice of allegorical
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interpretation? Furthermore, for all the exaggerations and assumptions that symbolic
allegorical practices produced, why should Christians return to any form of symbolically
induced hermeneutics, especially when such interpretations of Scripture could lead a
reader into any number of ambiguous and erroneous conclusions concerning God and
humankind?
In answer to these questions, a short history of the emergence of the Scientific
Revolution and modernity is offered. It will be shown that both, together, led to the
consequential absence of symbolically sensible interpretations of the biblical text via the
death of ancient allegorical interpretations. It will also be shown that much of the
protestant dogmatism around sola Scriptura (the authority of Scripture—above all else)5
has served, perhaps unintentionally, to diminish the more symbolic dynamism within the
Sacred Story as seen through important biblical semiotics like nakedness.
The Scientific Revolution
and Historical-Critical Hermeneutics
Cultural historian and professor of philosophy and psychology, Richard Tarnas,
posits that during the Scientific Revolution the empirical process of discovery was
exalted as the final litmus test for finding truth. Where “Aristotle’s empiricism had been
predominantly a descriptive and logico-verbal approach, Galileo established the
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quantitative experiment as the final test of hypothesis.”6 As Leonard Sweet points out in
his book, Nudge, the human senses were, consequently, subjugated to an inferior role7
and thus made suspect. Measuring, delineating and cataloging notions of God through
instruments like the microscope, telescope and the compass soon took precedence over
experiencing God through the bodily human senses endowed by the Creator.8 Unlike
scientific tools, human senses are those God-given biological instruments, which allow us
to glimpse, hear, taste, smell, and feel the Divine in and amongst us.9 William Blake
connected the physicality and sensuality of human nature by simply saying: “A body is
that portion of the Soul discerned by the five senses.”10
As creation and its divine affect of awe began to lose its glorious intrigue and
mystery in place of scientific comprehension, definition, taxonomy and control,
“classificatory or mathematical science rather than an interpretive”11 methodology
eventually prevailed. Humankind, consequently, began to lose its inclination to know
God via its biological senses. In humanity’s mathematical scientific endeavors and the
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discovery of physical phenomena like motion and gravity, modernity mistook the
physically animating rhythms of an intimate heart thumping Heavenly Father for
something less than a thoroughly loving Creator and Savior. Tarnas affirms this
assumption saying that through the Scientific Revolution a Newtonian-Cartesian
cosmology evolved forcing “Descartes vision of nature as a perfectly ordered machine
governed by mathematical laws and comprehensible by human science”;12 and with
Newton’s integration of “the two major themes of seventeenth-century science—the
mechanistic philosophy and the Pythagorean tradition . . . this achievement was
celebrated as the triumph of the modern mind over ancient and medieval ignorance”,13 an
ignorance that was supposedly evident in ancient and medieval allegory.
The results were mostly realized in the theological-philosophical idea of deism:14
an other worldly God had created humankind, and then abandoned humanity to a
mechanized world, though not before first winding the clock of time and engineering the
world to tick away without an Abba’s immanent presence.15 What once was, Immanuel:
“God with us,”16 was now the God who must be scientifically grasped, if at all by fallen
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humanity, then comprehended and categorized for posterity’s sake. And, according to
Oxford Professor of Science and Religion, Peter Harrison, the Protestant doctrine of sola
Scriptura did not help; in fact, it was the preeminent catalyst to modernity’s scientific and
agnostic orientation.17
Sola Scriptura
Harrison contends that sola Scriptura’s supremacy of biblical authority forced
reading of the Sacred Story into an unnecessary exercise in literalistic scrutiny;18
something other than a more sensible experience of abiding with Abba in the overarching
narrative of God’s Sacred Story, where each pericope adds to the layered19 and symbolic
testimony of the God who abides with humankind, even within humanity; where each
individual narrative within the Sacred Story can serve as a symbolic reflection of the
overarching and monomythic storyline of birth, death, and rebirth through Jesus Christ.20
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In a more newly emerging realization of the layered symbolism of the Sacred
Story, Mary Douglas offers significant scholarly work in the area of “ring composition”,
which demonstrates the layered phenomenon of biblical themes throughout Scripture.
Douglas states that ring composition, “is a construction of parallelisms that must open a
theme, develop it, and round it off by bringing the conclusion back to the beginning . . .
in ring composition the meaning is located in the middle.”21 Douglas lists biblical
examples of ring composition within various books of the Sacred Story (Genesis and
Galatians),22 and offers a detailed analysis of the book of Numbers as a prime illustration
of this very intentional literary device. She notes how the complaints of the Israelites in
Numbers 11 and 20 form two halves of a mid-turn within the sacred text, thus forming a
deliberate ring composition. Douglas observes that, like Numbers, “a well-marked
turning point is a sign of a well-designed ring composition.” She adds that, “sometimes it
is so long as to mislead the reader about its place in a larger structure.”23 Concerning this
dissertation, the point to be made is three-fold:
1. Deliberately layered biblical symbolism is without question.
2. Modern, or western linear practices of reading will generally miss the obvious
presence of biblically layered, symbolic meaning.

events are suspect due to the predominance of their archetypal imagery; just the opposite. Our story with
God legitimizes the two overarching monomyths.
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3. The SNN, where the nakedness, shame, and glory of God and humankind is
illustrated at the beginning of the creation story, rounded out through Christ’s
crucifixion, and then unfolded through the naked vulnerability of the Church (as
illustrated in 1 Peter’s pastoral strategy and Hebrew’s “despising shame”
theme),24 suggests that the story of nakedness, shame and glory appears to be
more than accidental in its narraphoric construction within the Sacred Story.
Douglas notes, however, that a more historical reader, i.e., “a reader who reads a
biblical ring as if it were a straight linear composition will miss the meaning”25
behind its deeper symbolism.
Just as post-modernity has affected the layered sensibility of contemporary
readers of the Sacred Story, as Douglas points out, Harrison, offers a history of how the
pre-modern doctrine of sola Scriptura eventually usurped and replaced the more symbolic
hermeneutical practice of allegory, which was prevalent throughout most of the Church’s
history.
Harrison talks about the standard medieval practice of theologically integrating
the Bible and what is called the “book of nature.”26 The term “book of nature” is not to be
thought of as a written book, literally speaking. It, instead, refers to all the objects of
nature (animals, vegetation, plants, etc.), which at that time were thought to be “invested
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with divinely instituted significance”, which is to say that “creatures, then, are natural
signs”27 representative of higher divine truth and morality. The context of these two
books provides Harrison with what seems to be an accurate understanding for the
prevailing biblical method of allegorical interpretation, which began with the early
Church fathers and flourished into and throughout the Medieval Ages. Gregory Boyd,
Notre Dame’s Modern History professor, makes the point that it was not until
Protestantism forced the idealism of a preeminent authority of Scripture that the
Scientific Revolution was provoked into emergence;28 and, consequently, the demise of a
symbolic interpretation of the Sacred Story and nature amongst too many Christians.29
Boyd offers numerous quotes from various influential reformers (Marin Luther, Philipp
Melanchthon, Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt, Huldrych Zwingli, Balthasar Hubmaier,
and Argula von Grumbach) that shows the prolific idea of the authority of scripture
alone—though still today interpretations of the biblical text has continually remained
distinctly pluralistic.30
Harrison explains the earlier Church’s penchant for discovering truth through the
symbolism of allegorical hermeneutics beginning in its early formative years and into its
pre-scientific revolutionary period:
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The interpretation of the two books took place as part of an integrated
hermeneutical practice, premised on the principle that the meaning of the
words of scripture could not be fully known until the meanings of the
objects to which the words referred were also known. Linking the words
of scripture with the objects of nature was the universal medieval practice
of allegorical interpretation. Allegory was not a strategy for reading
multiple meanings into the words of texts, but was rather a process
through which the reader was drawn away from naked words to the
infinitely more eloquent things of nature to which those words referred.31
As well, Methodist theologian and noteworthy church historian, Justo Gonzalez,
writes about Philo of Alexandria’s rationale for allegorical hermeneutical practices:
According to Philo, the Scriptures teach the same things that Plato does,
although they use allegory to do it. Thus, the wise interpreter’s task is to
show the eternal sense that may be found behind the scriptural allegories .
. . this doctrine [allegorization] is not an exegesis of the biblical text, but
rather an effort to understand it in such a way that the Hellenistic mind
will find it acceptable in addition to its literal sense, the Law also had an
allegorical meaning.32
Harrison explains that prior to the Scientific Revolution words were not thought
to carry the full meaning of an object any more than any object was thought to represent
the fullness of beauty, goodness or love. Natural objects were only symbols of Plato’s
philosophical Forms and Ideas, which were the unadulterated, otherworldly, eternal and
perfected versions of beauty and goodness.33 Therefore, words, or text, could only be
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symbols hinting at objects, which further symbolized that which was truly the pinnacle of
magnificence. Through a more mystical adaptation of Platonic philosophy known as
Neoplatonism, the various Forms and Ideas were philosophically integrated into a
confluence of “the One.”34 This allowed the early Church Fathers and their successors the
convenience of reinterpreting Plato’s Forms and Ideas by locating them “within the
divine mind”35 of the one God of the Sacred Story. Put plainly, the early Church Fathers
used the cultural conventions of ancient Grecian philosophy (Platonism), to “re-sign” the
weightiness of God’s incarnation, love, and grace, so that the Greco-Roman world could
get God in a symbolic manner they could begin to experience and understand.
Theologian and hermeneutics expert, Anthony Thiselton, offers a summary
overview of the philosophical undercurrents of Neoplatonic philosophy, which continued
to prevail throughout most of the Church’s history; and with it the necessity of more fully
discovering the higher truth of God as recorded in the biblical text. Emerging,
consequently, was the religious proclivity for allegorical interpretations of Scripture.
Through an allegorical hermeneutic one could demystify the symbolic meaning of the
Bible’s words, especially the more difficult passages, thus liberating Christianity and the
Church with a reasoned hope of attaining that higher beauty, goodness or love which had
then come to culminate in a defined characterization of the God behind the Sacred
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Story.36 Although words and the essence of God were separated by their intermediary
objects of nature, words and the divine were, nevertheless, inextricably tied via the
mysterious nature of symbolic text.37 Due, however, to the Protestant reformers need “for
an unambiguous religious authority,”38 via sola Scriptura, the hermeneutical practices of
allegorical interpretation were necessarily jettisoned for a biblicism that insisted “the
book of scripture be interpreted only in its literal, historical sense.”39 In this way, the
symbolic interpretation of Scripture increasingly gave way to the sway of a determinate
biblical text, and a limited hermeneutic of the Sacred Story.
Professor and respected theologian, Francis Young, observes that the Protestant
reformer’s literalistic approach to biblical hermeneutics was not a newly developed
exegetical practice; but had its roots in the ancient Jewish dogma that the Old Testament
was sacrosanct. Even ancient Hellenistic writings held a certain kind of philosophically
sacred respect among the Greco-Roman academies, which also included the scholarship
of the early Church fathers. The absolute sacrosanctity of every little “jot or one tittle”40
of Scripture, consequently, continued to prevail even throughout the Church’s earlier
years of allegorical interpretations. It was, in fact, precisely because each word was
thought to be a symbol imbued with deeper truth and meaning that allowed the biblical
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text to reach beyond its mere literal denotation.41 The difference, however, between the
literalism found in a symbolic allegorical interpretation of Scripture and the literalistic
hermeneutical practices of a growing number of Christians seems to be this: Allegorical
hermeneutical practices accepted the literal meaning of a text of Scripture as the solid
ground necessary for launching up into greater heights of truth and reality.42 Through the
unity and harmony43 of all Scripture an overarching Sacred Story was identified that
allowed these interpretations to be measured against the plumb line of an overriding
biblical “hypothesis.”44
Mystagogical Symbolism
In his well-documented book on the mystagogical preaching of Ambrose of
Milan, homiletics professor and Lutheran minister, Craig Satterlee, states that, like
Ambrose, allegorical teachers of the sacramental mysteries compared Scripture to the
sea,45 which, as Ambrose puts it, “conceals within it profound meanings and the
mysterious depths of the prophets.”46 Consequently, “all divine Scripture is either natural
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or mystical or moral.”47 As such, Scripture is literal though also imbued “with a symbolic
meaning.”48
William Harmless, early church historian and theologian, expounds on the
methods of mystagogy, which were rooted in allegorical hermeneutical practices. He
states that earlier teachings on Scripture and the Sacraments were based on,
a logic more associative than discursive, more poetic than philosophical.
There is a preference for surplus, whether a surplus of cultural images or
scriptural echoes or both. The mystagogue tends to let these images and
echoes pile up so that meanings cluster and set off vibrations among
themselves; the scholar by contrast, tends to sort them out into discrete
bits of meaning. Sorting out creates conceptual clarity; piling up evokes
experience—an experience that presses the hearer beyond the words
themselves. While each image and each echo point to the mystery at hand,
no one image or echo can subsume it. This method is thus a way of telling
truth about mystery: that a mystery can be pointed to hinted at, even
glimpsed, but it cannot be defined or exhausted.”49
Allegorical hermeneutical practices understood what Jesus meant when he said to
the literalists of his own day, “You search the scriptures, because you think that in them
you have eternal life; and it is they that bear witness to me.”50 In as much as allegorical
interpretations of the Sacred Story gave license for assumptive, exaggerated, and
seemingly erroneous conclusions, such as the Church father, Origen, is famous for,51 the
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literalism found within a symbolic allegorical interpretation of the Sacred Story did serve
to invite interpreters into the glorious adventure of discovering and knowing a higher
sensibility of God, of seeking The One who is beyond the diminution and constraints of
the natural world and any particular signage as Dr. Crystal Downing explains throughout
her book, Changing Signs of Truth.52
In the following, Church father, Tertullian, offers an example of a Scripture rich,
or referential, “piling up” of the biblical Text:
Christ himself is baptized in water; when called to a marriage he
inaugurates with water the first rudiments of his power; when engaged in
conversation he invites those who are athirst to come to his everlasting
water; when teaching of charity her approves of a cup of water offered to a
little one as one of the works of affection; at a well-side he recruits his
strength, he walks upon the water, by his own choice he crosses over the
water, with water he makes himself a servant to his disciples. He continues
his witness to baptism right on to his passion when he receives a wound,
water bursts forth from his side, as the soldier’s spear can tell.53
Through the narraphoric (narrative + metaphor) association of water, Tertullian
begins to allow the symbolic sensibility of the sacred text to be set free so that it can echo
and reverberate with greater meaning, and a higher and more enlivened spiritual
experience for the catechumen.
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However, unlike the literalism and symbolism of ancient allegory, a later
biblicism rooted in the Protestant doctrine of sola Scriptura limited the manner in which a
biblical reader could experience God through Scripture. This unnecessary reductionism
invariably restricted sensibility of the divine within the Sacred Story by flattening the
divine textual dynamism inherent within biblical symbolic language into a more wooden,
cognitive reading.54 Noted professor and historian, Dr. George Marsden, explains in
detail that in latter modernity a concerted effort in biblical literalism eventually prevailed
in an effort to battle a growing and assumedly ominous historical-critical methodology in
biblical interpretation. Marsden claims that said effort produced a consequential
fundamentalism that, ironically, further reduced the Sacred Story by delineating it into
theological propositions in order to oppose modern propositions concerning the
historicity of the biblical cannon.55 This Protestantism turned fundamentalism has
appeared to eventually evolve into the more current, popular, and limiting author-textreader method of biblical interpretation. A perusal of contemporary evangelical books on
sound hermeneutical practices reveals this common though limiting scientific approach to
biblical exegesis: extrapolation of the biblical author’s meaning through historical,
contextual, word defining investigations, which reduces hermeneutics to merely a simple
process between author-text-reader.56 This is in contrast to other less popular
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hermeneutical practices, such as Duke Professors of Practical Theology and New
Testament, Ellen F. Davis and Richard B. Hays, put forth in their guiding principles of
biblical interpretation:
Text of Scripture do not have a single meaning limited to the intent of the
original author. In accord with the Jewish and Christian traditions, we
affirm that Scripture has multiple complex senses given by God, the
author of the whole drama. We live in the tension between the ‘already’
and the ‘not yet’ of the kingdom of God; consequently, Scripture calls the
church to ongoing discernment, to continually fresh readings of the text in
light of the Holy Spirit’s ongoing work in the world.57
Ironical, though it was, the aforementioned fundamental reactions were due to the
newly emerging scientific examinations that occurred around the turn of the 20th century,
which focused and inflamed worldwide suspicions about the authenticity and authority of
Scripture.58 And though Dr. Anthony Thiselton, the hermeneutical theorist who literally
wrote the book on biblical interpretation, nuances and differentiates between 8-10
different streams of biblical interpretation among modern/postmodern scholars,59 the
author-text-reader understanding of interpretation appears to remain the standard
hermeneutic taught amongst evangelicals.60 Not surprisingly, Thiselton conveys the
overriding importance of biblical symbolic language within the postmodern era: “The
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entry of semiotic [symbolic] theory into hermeneutics marks the point of departure for a
post-modern understanding of texts and hermeneutics. Here the focus of attention moves
from the human subject as author or producer of meaning to the semiotic interplay of
forces as meaning within the text.61 Furthermore, professor of Hebrew, Robert Alter,
argues that Old Testament narrative “insists on parallels of situation and reiterations of
motif that provide commentary on each other.”62 In other words, the use of recurrent
motifs, such as the themes of shame and glory as found within the semiotic of biblical
nakedness, are “ubiquitous in biblical narrative literature.”63
While speaking about the dividing effects of modern historical-critical scholarship
on the biblical text, professor and theologian, Dr. James Fischer, put it succinctly: “what
we have on the dissecting table is a corpse… The living Word has ceased to be living.”64
Allegory, Metaphor/Symbolism,
and The Re-signing of Scripture
The medieval allegorical method of biblical interpretation was central to the
medieval definition of metaphor. Therefore, when the symbolism of allegory was
displaced for the seemingly literal and more predictable empirical methodology of
discovering truth in nature alone,65 so diminished the Christian’s sensibilities for the
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weightiness of God’s felt presence through experiences of symbolic metaphorical
language within Scripture. Ironically, the late chemist and philosopher, Michael Polanyi,
offers an astute appraisal of science’s own inescapable proclivity for biased experimental
results, concluding that even the evidentiary data of “science” is not necessarily the
“facts” per sé. Instead, scientific data is observed within the mostly unrealized,
preexisting perspectives of the examiner.66 Consequently, in the absence of an
interpretive scientific honesty, the God given freedom to symbolically (re)sign the sacred
text was further ridiculed if not vanquished.
Respected scholar of postmodernism and faith, Crystal Downing, asserts the
importance of (re)signing the sacred text, positing that humankind’s ability to (re)sign
semiotics of any type is exactly what separates humans from animals. She thus references
our innate ability to, “generate signs about signs, as manifest in academic disciplines,
effective sermons, art and the media”;67 adding that,
For any Christian who values effective communication, however, the
parenthetical (re) is essential, expressing two necessary components of our
“signing”: 1. As Christians, we are resigned to essential truths revealed by
God. 2. As communicators we recognize the need to re-sign those truths,
generating fresh signs that make ancient truths meaningful to
contemporary audiences.68
Downing references Church history professor, Timothy Bryan, to illustrate that
the Epistle of Hebrews (re)signs Old Testament priesthood (Psalm 11:4) to emphasize the
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new priesthood of Jesus; that it (re)signs the old covenant (Jeremiah 31:31-34), which
was based on the Law and obedience, to emphasize the New Covenant, which is based on
the life of Christ and grace; that the Epistle of Hebrews (re)signs the old sacrificial
system (Psalm 40:6-8) of atonement for sins to, now, emphasize a new justification of
God’s people through the sacrifice of our Savior, Jesus.69
Downing further points out that much of the New Testament is the (re)signing of
Old Testament biblical laws, prophecies, traditions, customs, and sacred narratives,
noting that in the book of Acts, alone, the word “sign” is utilized thirteen times denoting
the referential treatment of both God and people’s words and deeds. This means that what
was said or done by them was not only germane within their original time and place, but
said statements and actions were also meaningful beyond the immediacy of their specific
historical-cultural context. Such words and deeds were a sign or, in this case, evidence of
the Sacred Story’s symbolic message—by use of literal history, words, and meaning.
Steve Moyise, one of the leading international scholars on the subject of the New
Testament’s use of the Old Testament, observes that, “the four Gospels present Jesus as
quoting from nearly 60 different verses of Scripture and making at least twice that
number of allusions and more general references.”70 Likewise, the Apostle Paul
metaphorically (re)signed or reinterpreted “over 100 explicit quotations of Scripture and
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at least double that number of allusions.”71 This is to say that both Jesus and “Paul looked
at the Scriptures with new eyes, sometimes clarifying what was written and sometimes
reinterpreting it.”72 Jesus and Paul did this because each man was overtly interested in
capturing and converting the hearts of their audiences —not settling to merely influence
the intellect with the “persuasive words”73 of a literalistic and rational Grecian
philosophy, or a pharisaically strict and literalistic hermeneutic.74
However, world renown theological scholar, Henri De Lubac, has pointed out
that, sadly, where the apostle Paul was able to reach and convert the hearts of thousands
of people through symbolic sacred language, and then the later Medieval Church through
the symbolism of allegorical interpretation,75 the new scientific, or investigative approach
to biblical hermeneutics began to emerge at the cost of allegorical or symbolic
interpretations. The result would ultimately be realized in the intellect of humankind
being increasingly titillated over of the hearts76 and souls of humanity. Where nature had
served the human mind as a primary means for discovering and knowing God, the
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Scientific Revolution would, instead, invert the process resulting in a supposed mindover-matter. In the wake of Modernity’s reversal, the head began to take growing
precedence over the sensibilities of the heart and soul.77 For Catholic priest and popular
author, Richard Rohr, the result has been emphatically disappointing. While speaking
about connecting the dots within the Sacred Story, the ability to see patterns throughout
the whole of Scripture, Rohr states:
Frankly, my disappointment in so much scriptural preaching and teaching
is that it never seems to get to this higher level of patterning, but often just
remains on the level of anecdote, historical and critical analysis. It’s often
inspiration and even good theology, but it seldom seems to connect the
dots and see the developing tangents.78
Consequently, Fr. Ronald Rolheiser, rightly concludes that, “naked empirical
examination deflates mystery and exorcises the sense of the sacred.”79
Old Testament scholar, Richard Averbeck, notes that now through modern,
scientific, and exegetical practices most theologians have tended to concentrate on the
discovery of “religious principles”80 within the history of Israelite religion; while so
many Christian leaders still focus on excavating biblical principles with increasing
fervor. The latter is blatantly illustrated in Christendom’s latest enterprising fad, N2
Publishing, which is now sweeping the nation. In their “mission, philosophy and goals”
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video, founders, Duane Hixon and Earl Seals, refer to “principals found in the Bible”
right from the get-go, adding, “It’s our belief that by applying biblical principals we can
build a sustainable business model.”81 In another example from a recent Ministry Today
article, author Ed Stetzer erroneously concludes, “churches that are preaching the Gospel
and are focusing on biblical truths are going to become more clearly distinct from the
culture around them. The end result? Robust Christian communities are going to get
stronger.”82 Such a severe reductionism of the Sacred Story appears to be driven by the
unspoken hopes of what Old Testament scholar and hermeneutics expert, Christopher
Seitz, calls getting the Christian life “figured out”,83 or at least manageable for the sake of
somehow securing one’s salvation.
Larry Crabb, a leading author on the Christian life and one of the most revered
and influential Christian psychologists of our time states this “Christian” proclivity well:
Modern Christianity says it is within our power to arrange for the relief we
long for. We can learn to claim promises with more faith; we can classify
sin into manageable categories and then scrupulously avoid it, thereby
guaranteeing the blessings we covet; we can practice new forms of
meditation; we can become more involved in Church activities and Bible
study. It says, Something we can do will advance us to a level of
spirituality that eliminates pain and struggle as ongoing, deeply felt
realities.84
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The problem with such misplaced hopes is realized in the implicit though
seemingly unwitting drive to secure salvation through scrupulous biblical examinations,
thereby missing the salvation, healing, and transformation that is already offered in
Christ Jesus; and then (re)membered by those hearers who are enabled to see and engage
the Sacred Story’s semiotic language. Individuals who limit biblical hermeneutics to
merely exegetical, or scientific “biblical” readings, are setup to miss a deeper sensibility
of Jesus that comes via the testimony of the Sacred Story’s symbolic language.
Harrison validates the above premise when he concludes that science did not
change the way we read scripture—just the opposite! The way so many Christians had
unnecessarily interpreted Scripture changed the way we did science:
a new conception of the world, itself premised on a particular view of the
meaning of biblical texts, was to drive a wedge between words and things,
restricting the allocation of meaning to the former. Only then was a
genuine science of nature gradually able to occupy the territory vacated by
the humanities, ordering the objects of nature according to new
systematizing principles.85
Simply put, literal or propositional readers of the Bible have inadvertently
reduced its symbolic and multilayered testimony of God into merely a divine salvation
history, and thus a prescription for salvation. Leonard Sweet affirms this tragedy when he
rightly estimates that, “references to ‘salvation history’ to describe the Bible’s main
theme did not arise until the seventeenth century [Scientific Revolution]. However, the
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Bible isn’t about salvation; it’s about Jesus Christ. Salvation is one of the things Christ
does.”86
In summary, the Sacred Story does more than reveal salvation history and mere
prescriptions for salvation via “biblical” or “Kingdom principals”. This is evident in the
Sacred Story’s narraphor of nakedness, which imparts a fuller revelation of the Christ
who reclothes humankind’s innate sense of nakedness and shame with a deeper sense of
Jesus’ vulnerability and glory. In the witness of the Sacred Nakedness Narraphor, seers
are allowed to be caught up into a significantly felt experience of God, what
contemporary psychotherapists would refer to as being mentally and emotionally held
and contained by another; thus facilitating the healing and revealing of a person’s shame
and glory.
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